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new directions in the study
of the dead sea scrolls

frank moore cross

in 1947 the first manuscripts were found in the cliffs of thejordanthe jordan
rift the scrolls from cave 1 near the ruins of qumranquaran on the dead sea
in 1962 the latest discovery of documents from the rift came to light
the samaria legal papyri of the fourth century BCE from the wade
ed daliyeh in the interval manuscripts and papyri were found in ten
additional caves in the vicinity of qumranquaran in the great caves to the
south of qumranquaran the wadiwddiwadladdi murabbaat the nahal seelim and the
nahal hever and in the ruins of khirbet mird most recently of all
manuscripts have been dug up from the ruins of the diamond shaped
fortress of masada

in another generation each of these finds would have been called
sensational now thirty five years of discovery and research are past I1

think it is fair to say that another thirty five years will pass before the
first exploratory investigation of these treasures of darkness will be
completed almost each year a large new volume of unpublished
material comes into print and this will be so for many years to come
personally I1 am in the process of completing three volumes of unpub-
lished manuscripts and papyri so the study of the manuscripts from
the dead sea is very much in progress

the impact of these years of discovery and study will be enor-
mous 1 upon our understanding of the history of the biblical text
2 upon our understanding of the development of biblical religion and
3 upon our understanding of the emergence of the jewish and

christian strains of faith which claim the bible as their heritage

HISTORY OF THE BIBLICAL TEXT

remnants of nearly two hundred biblical manuscripts have been
found in the jordan rift they fall into two groups the major corpus
some 170 manuscripts stem from the qumranquaran community and date

frank moore cross is hancock professor of hebrew and other oriental languages at harvard university this
article was initially presented as a forum address at brigham young university 21 february 1984
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between 250 BCE and 68 CE they show no influence that we can
detect of the rabbinic recension and canon which is the direct ances-
tor of our traditional hebrew bible the basis of all english translations
A second group derives from the jewish rebels of masada and other
zealotszealous of the second jewish revolt against rome 132 35 CE this
group furnishes only exemplars of the rabbinic recension thanks to
the evidence of the two groups of manuscriptsmanuscriptsandmanuscriptsandand other new data we
can now specify the date of the fixation of the text and with it the
promulgation of the rabbinic recension these events took place in the
era ofofhillelhillel at the beginning of the common era there is also hard
evidence that the fixing of the pharisaic canon the received hebrew
canon was part of the same program perhaps even the work of hillel
himself the fixation of the text and the fixation of the canon were in
fact two aspects of a single endeavor from the manuscripts of qumranquaran
in particular we have learned that in the case of a biblical work more
than one textual tradition or textual family each with its special
variants existed in the various jewish communities the rabbis were
forced to choose between them equally important there were in the
case of certain biblical works different editions extant some strikingly
different in length and content notable are the editions of jeremiah
one long one short two editions of the psalter one persian one
hellenistic two editions of the chroniclers work one including ezra
one including both ezra and nehemiah in the case of daniel there was
a whole daniel literature of which the canonical daniel is a single part
the rabbis selected preferred texts and selected editions of included
books excluded short or long editions of works selected excluded
wholly other works with claims of sacred status the activities of the
rabbis were directed against books or traditions which contained rival
doctrines of cult and calendar alternate legal dicta and theological
doctrines and especially against the speculative systems and mytho-
logical excesses of certain apocalyptic schools and gnostic sects the
selection of canonical books was based on certain principles interest-
ingly enough books attributed to prophets or patriarchs before moses

were excluded the enoch literature and works written in the name of
abraham and other patriarchs the legitimate succession of prophets
was traced from moses to figures of the persian period late works were
excluded with the exception of daniel which presumably the rabbis
attributed to the persian period though they truncated it

this program of establishing an authoritative text and canon
probably is recalled in the saying of sukkahsukkau 20a
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when the torah was forgotten in israel ezra came from babylon and
established it and when it was once again forgotten hillel the babylonian
came up and established it

I1 should say that there is no evidence whatever of the influence of
the pharisaic text and canon on the biblical library of qumranquaran at
qumranquaran non rabbinic text types and editions survive alongside tex
tual traditions and editions adopted by the rabbis hence at qumranquaran we
have a glimpse at a more fluid stage of biblical tradition which existed
before the standardization of the pharisaic bible and are provided with
vast new resources which permit us to penetrate to older stages in the
history of the hebrew bible and enable us to write the early history of
the developing biblical text

out of these riches let me illustrate with a passage from a
manuscript of samuel from cave 4 qumranquaran unpublished in the book
of samuel in the account of the rise of saul to kingship the author
focuses on an episode in which saul wins a victory over nahashbahash king
of the ammonites the story is told laconically in the eleventh chapter
of 1 samuel the traditional text reads

nahashbahash the ammonite went up and laid siege to jabeshbabesh gilead all of
the men ofofjabeshjabeshbabesh gilead said to nahashbahash make a covenant with us and we
shall become your subjects nahashbahash the ammonite replied to them on
this condition I1 shall make a covenant with you that all your right eyes be

gouged out that I1 may bring ignominy on all israel the elders atjabeshatjabeshbabesh
said to him give us seven days to send messengers throughout the
territory of israel if no one rescues us we shall surrender to you

the historian then describes the upshot saul rallied the militia of
israel crossed the jordan and met nahashbahash and the ammonites in
battle he was overwhelmingly victorious delivered jabeshbabesh gilead
demonstrated thereby his leadership and then was confirmed as

israels first king
A bit of ancient history there are obscurities in the account why

did nahashbahash suddenly attack jabeshbabesh gilead an israelite city allied with
the house of saul which lay far north of the boundary claimed by the
ammonites we are not told why did nahashbahash require mutilation of the
able men of a city prepared to become his slaves nahashbahash by his
behavior brought defeat on his own head and more serious for
ammons future proved to be the catalyst which united israel and
initiated forces which would lead under sauls successor david to the
rise of the israelite empire to which ammon became subject the
episode deserves scrutiny
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A manuscript of samuel of the first century BCE from cave 4
qumranquaran contains a long addition introducing chapter 11 of 1 samuel
let me translate it

bahashnahashNa hash king of the ammonites sorely oppressed the children of gad
and the children of reuben and he gouged out aillallailalialii their right eyes and
struck terfrorterror and dread in israel there was not left one among the sons
of israel beyondbey londjond jordandordan whose right eye was not put out by nahashnahajshbahash
king of the children of ammon save 7000 men who fled from the
children of ammon and entered babeshjabeshuabesh gilead about a month later
nahashbahash the ammonite went up and besieged jabeshbabesh gilead all the men
ofjabeshofjabeshbabesh said the text continues as in our bible

close examination of the extra paragraph makes evident that it
once belonged to the original text of samuel I1 shall not go into detailed
evidence here but it seems clear that the paragraph was lost owing to
a scribal lapse a scribes eye jumped from one paragraph break to
another both beginning with nahashbahash as subject now that we have the
paragraph we can also recognize that josephus hadithad it in his bible and
quoted part of it in his antiquities

all in all the text preserved in 4qsama makes excellent narrative
and historical sense as part of the book of samuel nahashbahash leading a
resurgent ammonite nation reconquered land long claimed and
fought over with the tribes of reuben and gad and punished his old
enemies and sometime subjects with a systematic policy of mutilation
mutilation we know was the standard treatment meted out to rebels or
to enemies of long standing or to violators of treaty those israelite
warriors who survived defeat at the hands of nahashsNahashs forces some
seven thousand in number fled and found haven to the north of the
traditional border at the riverjabbokriver jabboklabbok in the gileadite city ofofjabeshjabeshbabesh A

month or so after their escape nahashbahash determined to subjugate jabeshbabesh
gilead for sheltering his escaped subjects this was his motivation or
excuse for striking far north of his claimed boundaries and so he
marched to the city and besieged it when asked for terms for a treaty
by the men ofofjabeshjabeshbabesh he insisted on the same harsh punishment that
he had inflicted on gad and reuben the gouging out of the right eye of
every able bodied man but he thereby sealed his own fate saul of
benjamin enraged by news of the affair and seized by the spirit
rallied elements of the western tribes crossed thejordanthe jordan and slaugh-
tered the ammonites until the heat of the day his great victory
brought or extended recognition of his kingship throughout israel

to add a paragraph to the text of the bible is in itself not an event
likely to shake the foundations of the church or synagogue we are
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happy it is not an eleventh commandment it is however one small
illustration of biblical discoveries to come

HISTORY OF BIBLICAL RELIGION

under this heading one could discourse on the history of hebrew
psalmody we now have a large corpus of hellenistic hymns with
which we can compare the older canonical psalter we could speak
about the development of slave law in persian palestine on the basis of
the samaria papyri or lecture on new constructions of the history of
the restoration after the exile based in large part on data from new
documents and so on I1 have chosen to comment on our emerging
view of the apocalyptic movement and its place in the history ofbiblical
religion

the term apocalyptic usually conjures up in our mind the book
of daniel a late full blown exemplar of the apocalyptic literature
some will remember the apocalypse in the book of isaiah chapters
24 2277 whose date has been debated by several generations of biblical
scholars from qumranquaran has come an immense literature including
apocalypses and works colored by apocalyptic eschatology

these apocalyptists saw world history in the grip of warring
forces god and satan the spirits of truth and error light and darkness
the struggle of god with man and of man with sin evil and death
became objectified into a cosmic struggle dualistic themes of archaic
myth were transformed into historical myths the world captive to
evil powers and principalities which have been given authority in the
era of divine wrath can be freed only by the divine might but the
apocalyptist saw the day of gods salvation and judgment dawning
the old age had moved to its allotted end and the age of consumma-
tion was at hand the age of the vindication of the elect and the
redemption of the world for the apocalyptist events of his day
signaled the approach of the end the final war armageddon had
begun the messiah was about to appear bringing the sword the
satanic forces now brought to bay had broken out in a final defiant
convulsion manifest in the persecutions temptations and tribula-
tions of the faithful in short the apocalyptist lived in a world in which
the sovereignty of god was the sole hope of salvation and in the
earnestness of his faith and the vividness of his hope he was certain
that god was about to act

apocalypticism has been regarded as a late short lived phenom-
enon in judaism this notion is dissolving in the light of massive new
data and careful research the earliest enoch literature for example
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dated to the roman or at earliest the hellenistic period a generation
ago must now be pushed back into the late persian period we actually
have manuscripts from about 200 BCE studies of early biblical apoc-
alyptic notably the isaianicIsaianic apocalypse now attribute it to the sixth
century indeed the first strains of apocalyptic dualism and escha-
tology arise with the decline of prophecy in the sixth and fifth centu-
ries we are now forced to recognize that proprototo apocalyptic and
11 apocalyptic works reflect a movement of more than half a millen-
nium in duration

in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries apocalypticism
played little or no role in scholars descriptions of the history of
israelite religion the zeitgeist stemmed from an evil conjunction of
luther and hegel in idealistic models of biblical religion then in vogue
apocalypticism had no place it was treated as an idiosyncratic and
impertinent product of a few jewish seers a fringe phenomenon one
may compare the treatment of jewish mysticism by historians before
the present century

for christian scholars of this point of view the history of biblical
religion moved according to a dialectic which opposed the free ethical
and historical spirit of biblical prophecy to law and the legal spirit
which marked postexilicpost exilic judaism according to this view survival of
the free and gracious spirit of prophecy was to be found of course only
in newtew testament christianity hence christian scholars were inclined
to bypass apocalyptic in an attempt to trace direct continuities between
prophecy and primitive christianity jewish scholars it must be said
shared the prevailing distaste for apocalyptic viewing it as sectarian
even if a bit had slipped into the hebrew canon indeed influenced by
the anti apocalyptic and anti gnostic reaction of rabbinic judaism
they read tannaitic judaism back into the hellenistic if not into the
persian era As late as 1929 george foote moore was able to contend

inasmuch as these writings the apocalypses have never been recog-

nized by judaism it is a fallacy of method for the historian to make them
a primary source for the eschatology ofjudaism much more to contam-
inate its theology with them

thus all joined hands in a conspiracy of silence on the subject of
apocalypticism

in the last generation apocalypticism was rediscovered so to

speak in its special import for the study of christian origins the rich
resources from qumranquaran confirm and reinforce these new insights
indeed the study of christian origins has been transformed by new
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data from the literature of the library of qumranquaran and the pace of these
lines of research will increase as new manuscripts are published

the movements ofjohnofjohn the baptist and ofjesusofjesus of nazareth must
be redefined as apocalyptic rather than prophetic in their essential
character gershom scholem shocked our generation by his demon-
stration of the survivals of apocalyptic mysticism in the era of rabbi
akiba and in the coming generation I1 venture to say these insights into
the importance of apocalypticism for both primitive christianity and
early judaism will be confirmed and extended

the apocalyptic communities of the last centuries before the
common era were a major force in the complex matrix in which both
christianity and tannaitic judaism came to birth we are now begin-
ning to recognize the enormous distance through which judaism
evolved from the origins of the phariseesPharisees in the multihuedmulti hued religious
milieu of the hellenistic era down to the oral codification of the
mishnah this should not be surprising if we remember that in a
smaller number of years the christian community had moved from
its jewish sectarian origins in jerusalem to nicene orthodoxy in
constantines byzantium

it is my perception that in the years ahead the apocalyptic move-
ment will be recognized as a major phase in the evolution of biblical
religion flourishing between the death of prophecy in its institutional-
ized form in the sixth century BCE and the rise of rabbinic judaism
gentile christianity and gnosticism in the first and second centuries
CE in this interval of more than five hundred years jewish apoc-
alypticism was a mainstream of religious life as well as speculation
nonapocalypticapocalypticNon strains existed alongside but the apocalyptic move-
ment became in fact one of the ancestors of both pharisaicjudaism and
jewish christianity as well as the gnostic syncretism which infected
both in the first centuries of the common era

I1 venture to say that the descriptions of the jewish parties of the
hellenistic and roman period found in our histories and handbooks
will become complex and nuanced replacing the simple neat images of
the past the saduceesSaducees whom we have pictured as religious conserva-
tives and worldly bureaucrats now prove to have spawned a radical
apocalyptic wing at qumranquaran the phariseesPharis ees also appear to have been
variegated within their communes haburothabfir6thaburot accepting in their canon
such apocalyptic works as 2 zechariah and daniel rejecting others
enoch and the testaments of the twelve patriarchs by and large they
appear as dominated by moderates their radical elements broke off to

join the zealot movement their conservative members were overcome
by the school of hillel
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let me illustrate my general remarks with concrete detail the
radical legalism and apocalypticism of the essene community at
qumranquaran has come to be better understood thanks to the publication
several years ago of the great temple scroll from cave 11 qumranquaran its
english edition is now in press

we have known from earlier published documents that the es-
sene sect in its everyday life anticipated the new age they were priests
before the altar of god in effect warriors in the last holy war fighting
alongside the holy angels this meant in legal terms that they eschewed
all uncleanness concretely many refrained from sexual inter-
course and for the duration of the last times were celibate

in the temple scroll it is made clear that these priestly and
military laws of uncleanness were to be applied to the temple and
mirable dickudictu to the holy city as a whole effectively this meant that
women could not live in jerusalem men living in jerusalem led by
priests could not desecrate the city so that acts which render one
unclean had to be performed outside the holy city in such circum-
stances priestly continence or celibacy was imposed or recommended
latrines were to be 3000 cubitscubias nearly a mile outside the city and not
to be used on the sabbath the lame blind or diseased with unclean
ailments were excluded not merely from the temple but also from the
city

little wonder these essenesespenes were persecuted and forced to live in
the desert in any case this radical combination of eschatology and
priestly laws of defilement was rejected by the phariseesPharisees in the new
testament there are two opposing streams in a polemical parable jesus
invited the blind and lame the poor and unclean into the banquet of
the messiah on the other hand in pauline christianity there is a
strong tendency toward apocalyptic celibacy as constituting the high-
est life

A generation ago the counsel of celibacy in christianity was
attributed to the influence of its greek environment the celibacy of
the jewish sect of essenesespenes appeared to be a contradiction of everything
jewish now the picture is at once clarified and complicated for despite
their strategic celibacy the essenesespenes regarded gods greatest blessing to
be be fruitful multiply and fill the earth

an illustration of a different sort
from cave 4 qumranquaran comes an aramaic apocalypse belonging to

the daniel literature or if one prefers pseudo daniel it is to be
published bybyjJ T milik A key section which has been quoted publicly
concerns evidently the messiah to come it reads as follows
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the holy one of the great god he will be called and by his name he
shall be surnamed

son of god barb di el he shall be called
and son of the most high bar elyoneiron

he shall be surnamed

in the gospel of luke 132 are the words

he shall be great and shall be called the son of the most high and the
lord god shall give unto him the throne of david and his father

luke 135 adds the title son of god
these titles of the davidic messiah in luke have given rise to

controversy most scholars have said they are drawn by luke or by
lukes christian source directly from the hebrew bible in 2 sam 714
Ps 8926 27 isa 96 7 andandpsandasPs 27 the davidic king is called son of
the deity that is the adopted son 0off god other scholars have argued
that these titles must be quoted from a jewish hymn their semitic
flavor is strong

the day has been carried however by the argument that no-
where in pre christian jewish literature is the messiah to come called
son of the most high or son of god thus the connecting of the old

royal language of the bible and the messiah is evidently christian and
obviously late so much for arguments from silence and scholarly
consensus

luke or his source has in fact quoted almost verbatim a pre
christian jewish apocalypse belonging to the daniel cycle what later
christian writers did with the title son of god is another story

so much for illustrations
the discoveries of the jordan rift above all at qumranquaran have

properly created a new phase in the study of the history of late biblical
religion and ofjewish sectarianism the assimilation of these data will
be slow older scholars will prefer to ignore the materials the ferment
they produce is too strong for their stomachs I1 have heard yigael yadinbadin
read diatribes against his colleagues accusing them of ignoring the
temple scroll he published of course it is uncomfortable to be told
here is a new scroll go rewrite all your books or here is a newjewishnew jewish
library of the third to first centuries examine all your old presupposi-
tions retool and start afresh new directions in research will rest
largely on a young generation of scholars I1 envy those who will live to
read the new syntheses the future will bring into being
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den gotterng6tterngottert gleich ich nicht
the nature of faustsfaults salvation

garold N davis

den gotterng6tterngottert gleich ich nicht zu tieftiefistist es gefuhltgefiahlt

dem wurme gleich ich der den staub durchwuhltdurchwiffilt

I1 am not like the gods feel it I1 must
im like the worm that burrows through the dust

lines 652531652 531

on seeing ones cherished philosophy or theology echoed and
artistically enhanced by a highly respected writer one feels a sense of
satisfaction this satisfaction may derive from the slightly smug atti-
tude that all great minds independently reach the same conclusions or
from the more humble attitude that all truth ultimately descends from
the same source in either case a piece of great literature that fits
appropriately into a gospel context is a triple blessing one enjoys the
aesthetic pleasure and intellectual enrichment great literature always
provides and in addition one may experience that blessed mood one
often longs for but does not always receive while participating in the
more direct forms of spiritual communion worship prayer or pon-
dering the scriptures

goethesgoetgesGoethes faust is such a piece of literature not even the sacra-
ment meeting favorite wordsworthsWordsworths our birth is but a sleep and a
forgetting can match it for conveying the dynamics of gods
creative purposes and mans ultimate destiny unfortunately goethesgoetgesGoethes
faust is for most mormonscormons a book with seven seals

at a recent lecture on german culture the speaker announced to a
trusting mormon audience his intention to trace the main threads of
this great german masterpiece but he did not deliver as promised
what the audience received instead was an outline of the legendary
faust with fragments of christopher marlowesmallowesMarlowes doctor faustus

garold N davis is a professor of german and associate dean of the college of humanities at brigham young
university

I1quotations in english are from the george madison priest translation available in the britannica great
books series chicago encyclopaedia britannica 1952
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thrown in those of the audience who did not know better left the
lecture convinced that goethe had written a longish drama in which
the protagonist faust makes a pact with the devil sells his soul for
wine women and if not song at least plenty of money and is finally
dragged screaming down to hell I1 was disturbed goethe deserves
better treatment

there are many literary works that involve a pact with the devil
and in which the pact maker is finally dragged off to hell but goethesgoetgesGoethes
faust is not one of these in goethesgoetgesGoethes masterpiece which was not
hastily thrown together indeed it was sixty years in the making
there is no pact with the devil and at the conclusion faust is not
dragged off to hell on the contrary he is welcomed by hosts of angels
into the realms of heavenly bliss for the benefit of those whose
knowledge of goethesgoetgesGoethes faust is faded or was gained originally by
hearsay here is a short summary of faustsfaults movement through the
drama

faust in a state of depression after several unsuccessful attempts
to understand the mystery of existence by means of traditional aca-
demic knowledge determines to try magic following a humiliating
confrontation with the earth spirit his depression deepens and he
decides to dare an understanding of life by a suicidal transcendence at
the fateful moment as he raises to his lips a chalice filled with poison
a chorus of angels sings of the resurrection and a chorus of disciples
emphasizes that the meaning of life is to be found on this earth faust
is persuaded to reject suicide and pursue his quest in life rather than in
death As a consequence of an intriguing wager with a daemonic and
nihilistic spirit mephistopheles more about this wager later faust
throws himself into a maelstrom of experiences which combine good
elements and bad success and tragedy

his initial attraction to the young and innocent gretchen develops
into a meaningful and understanding love but leads to the death of
gretchensgretcheneGretchens mother her brother her baby fathered by faust and
finally to gretchensgretcheneGretchens own death faustsfaults subsequent union with the
beautiful helen in part 11II of the drama unites the classical elements of
greece and germany but the union ends with the tragic death of their
son euphorionEuphorion and the return of helen and euphorionEuphorion to hades
faustsfaults desire to perfect the extent of his large oceanside estate by
resettling an old couple leads to their death finally after all of these
and many other experiences faust now an old man blinded by care

receives an inner light which transforms itself into a great inner vision
at this point faust falls dead and mephistopheles steps forward to claim
his victim he is frustrated however as angels strewing rose petals of
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divine love drive offoffmephistophelesmephistopheles assisting devils and ascend with
the immortal faust where he is welcomed into the heavenly realms by
gretchen in company with the matermatergloriosagloriosa the queen of heaven

in all earlier literary versions of the faust legend faust is

damned goethesgoetgesGoethes faust is saved but not even the contemporary critics
could ask goethe why goethe refused to allow the completed manu-
script to be published until after his death we must find the justifica-
tion for faustsfaults salvation in the text

in a passage underscored by goethe himself as vital to an under-
standing of faustsfaults salvation the angels ascending with faust explain
11934 41

gerettetGerettet ist das edle glied

der geisterweltGeisterwelt vom bosen
wer immer strebend sich bembemuhtahtiht
den konnen wir erlosen
und hat an ihm die liebe gar
von oben teilgenommen
begegnetBegegnet ihm die selige schar
mit herzlichemherzlichem willkommenWillkom men

lo10 rescued is this noble one

from evil machination
who eer aspiring struggles on

for him there is salvation
and if to him celestial love
its favoring grace has given

the blessed host comes from above

and welcomes him to heaven

the idea of salvation because of a determined striving a refusal to
give up even a faith that urges one onward is certainly a noble
sentiment and one that has been praised by readers of faust for a
hundred and fifty years but it will not do if it is left to stand alone
though it may answer why faust was saved there is a complementary
question which goes beyond the question of why to what end was
faust saved what is the nature of faustsfaults salvation surely goethe
would not bring faust on this imperiled journey and then at the end
leave this question unanswered surprisingly however it seems that
this very question has eluded the critics it is as if goethe had seen faust
safely into a heaven without telling us what kind of a heaven he had
seen faust safely into but goethe did not do this at all he has left a
clear linguistic trail and by following this trail we will have a glimpse
into faustsfaults heaven
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REJECTION AND INSIGHT

faust in his quest for understanding conjures up the earth spirit
erdgeistErdgeist only to find that he cannot bear the presence of this power-

ful spirit who appears in flames of fire the earth spirit rebukes faustsfaults
terror 491 93

wo ist die brust die eine welt in sich erschuf
und trug und hegtefegte die mit freudebebenFreude beben
erschwollErsch woll sich uns den geisternglisternGeistern gleich zu heben

where is the breast that in its self a world created

and bore and fostered it and that with joyous trembling
expanded as if spirits us resembling

with this mocking rebuke goethe begins the forging of a chain of
linked passages that leads faust if not directly at least ultimately to
the transcendent state with which the drama closes nearly 12000 lines
later the linking word in this chain is gleich which in various forms
occurs 142 times throughout the drama gleich and the verbgleichenverb gleichen
are related to and rhyme with the english like in the sense of similar
but in most contexts in german the word is closer to the english equal
or alike the related gleicbunggleichunggreiGleichunechung means a mathematical equation
gleicbnisgleichnisgleighGleichnfsnis is a parable allegory or simile in the context of faustsfaults
conversation with the earth spirit the word is used both by faust and
the earth spirit with its biblical connotations suggesting particularly
the passage in the first chapter of genesis labtlaba uns menschenhenschenMenschen
machen ein bild das uns gleich seisetsel let us make man in our image
after our likeness

in this sense faust declares himself to be in the image likeness
of the earth spirit 500

ich bins bin faust bin deinesgleichendeines gleichen

tis 1I im faust I1 am thy peer

and claims a closeness to this spirit of creative activity 511

geschaftigergeschfftiger geist wie nah fuhl ich michmien dir

thou busy spirit how near I1 feel to thee2theeb

the earth spirit however in a passage seminal to an understanding of
faustsfaults salvation sharply rejects faustsfaults claim to equality 512 13

2moreamoreore correctly creative spirit
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du gleichstgleichst dem geist den du begreifst
nicht mir

thou art like the spirit thou canstcanet comprehend
not me

the earth spirit disappears and faust shouts his objection into the
empty study 516 17

ich ebenbildEbenbild der Gottgottheltheit
und nicht einmaleirmal dir

1I image of the godhead
and not even like to thee

but his objection is pointless the earth spirit does not reply faust has
learned that he can commune with this creative spirit but has learned
also that he is not the equal of the spirit because he does not compre-
hend him with brilliant irony goethe has allowed faust his clearest
insight into the nature of the mystery and at the same time has sunk
him into the depths of despair because this insight has not yet reached
the level of true comprehension faust has glimpsed the mystery but
cannot fathom it he laments that he created higher than the angels
ich mehr als cherub and hoping to enjoy the creative life of the gods
schaffendschaffeldschaffend gotterlebeng6tterlebengotteslebenGotterleben zu geniebengeniefiengeniegenieBenfienbien is thrown down by the thunder-

ing words du gleichstgleichst dem geist den du begreifst thou art like the
spirit thou canstcanet comprehend what a rejection in the soliloquy
which follows faust can only utter the despairing words 652

den gotterng6tterngottert gleich ich nicht

I1 am not like the godssodseods

THE MEANING OF THE LOGOS

turning to the next stage in faustsfaults development we find him in
his study where he opens the greek new testament and turns to the
gospel ofjohnofjohn as a logical continuation of his determination to under-
stand the nature of the creative active life he begins to translate
1224

im anfang war das wort

in the beginning was the word

for the reader who has followed carefully the reason faust turns to the
gospel of john should be obvious faust has intimations that the
mystery of the universe is related to a creative activity john begins his
gospel of christ with a statement of the creative nature of the word
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and thus parallels the first line of genesis in the beginning god
created As faust works through a translation of this first line of
johns gospel he is perplexed the greek logos is a powerful word with
many connotations especially connotations of creative power can
11 word possibly bear the weight of this passage to solve this di-

lemma faust takes his translation of the logos through four stages
wort word sinn meaning kraft power and finally concludes
with the famous line 1237 im anfang war die tat in the begin-
ning was the deed

the idea that faust is a man of action and activity has become
almost a platitude primarily because of this translation scene many
critics however have failed to see that faustsfaults translation is not a
rejection of word in favoroffavoronfavor of deed as a properaproper translation oflogosof logos
what faust goethe gives us is a process by which the word moves
through stages until it arrives at the stage of the creative act in which
the potential of the word is finally realized the word is ineffective
until one understands the meaning of the word sinn this under-
standing will then lead to activity if one has the power kraft to
transform this understanding into action but each of these stages of
progression remains only a potential until the final stage is reached
that of the creative act tat

faustsfaults comprehension has moved upward to a higher level and
he understands now that the meaningful life must be a life leading to a
creative act what he does not yet realize is that this activity must be
directed purposeful and beneficial to others nevertheless faust has
identified a goal and this becomes a challenge to mephistopheles
who in the scene following enters into a very intriguing wager with
faust

THE WAGER VERWEILE DOCH DU BIST SO sohonSCHON

in the wager scene which is often wrongly referred to as the
pact scene although no pact is made faust hedges his bet as no

gambler has ever done mephistopheles suggests a pact he is willing to
be faustsfaults servant here on earth if faust will render the same service to

mephistopheles in the beyond wenn wir uns driibendrieben wiederfindenwiederfinden
faust rejects the idea of a pact and counters with the offer of a wager
which contains three conditions 1692 96 if faust should ever turn
to a satisfied indolence beruhigt je mich auf ein faulbettFaulbett legen if
mephistopheles can ever flatter faust into a sense of self satisfaction
mich schmeichelndschmeichelnd je behigenlugen dab ich mir selbst gefallengefallergefallen mag or if

mephistopheles should ever be able to deceive him with pleasure
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kanostkannst du mich mit benubgenub betrugenbetriigenbetrugen then that will be faustsfaults final
day time will end and he will gladly go to hell in chains the
identifying sign of surrender the indication that faust has lost the
wager will be faustsfaults statement of contentment with the static mo-
ment if faust should ever express his desire for a given moment to
remain as it is for the movement of time to cease should he ever say to
any moment 1700 verweileverweireVerweile doch du bistbistsobistroso schon ah linger on
thou art so fair then faust will have lost the wager and his soul in
the process

this is the wager faust offers and as I1 suggested the wager is

hedged faust has already learned that to become like the earth spirit
a creative spirit he must comprehend this spirit what he has compre-
hended so far is that the way to creativity is through activity the
conditions of the wager are the antithesis of meaningful activity
indolence self satisfaction pleasure a static nonprogressive exis-
tence it is by the way highly ironic that the very conditions which a
popularized version of orthodox christianity sees as heavenly bliss are
for faust the conditions of hell but if mephistopheles can demonstrate
to faustsfaults satisfaction that this static type of life underlies all existence
then faustsfaults concept of activity will have been wrong life will not be
progressive ongoing activity and this for faust amounts to a dam-
nation anyway faust will lose the wager if mephistopheles can prove
all activity to be meaningless on the other hand should faust ever
fully comprehend the active creative nature of the earth spirit he will
then be not only like this creative spirit he will have become a creative
spirit himself mephistopheles will have lost

opposition

As the drama continues faustsfaults search for meaning becomes a
struggle of the positive against the nihilistic faust is active searching
experimenting and mephistopheles is attempting to divert this activity
into meaningless or destructive directions on their first meeting
mephistopheles identifies himself and his activity 1338 44

ich bin der geist der stets verneintverneint
und das mit recht denn alles was entstehtentsteht
ist wert dab es zugrundegrundezu fehtgeht

drum besser wyswars dab nichtslichts entstundeentsffinde
so ist denn alles was ihrahr sunde
zerstorungzerst6rung kurz das bose nenntbennt
mein eigentliches element
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I1 am the spirit that denies
and rightly too for all that doth begin
should rightly to destruction run
twere better then that nothing were begun

thus everything that you call sin
destruction in a word as evil represent
that is my own real element

A fact that has eluded many commentators as well as casual
readers of faust is that from this point of the wager onward
mephistopheles does very little to induce faust to indolence self
satisfaction or even pleasure more often than not mephistopheles
prevents faust from being able to express the fateful words of the
wager verweileverweireVerweile doch du bist so schon linger on thou art so fair
he knows he cannot divert faustsfaults energy from the active life his goal
then is to pervert this activity into a nihilistic meaningless activity
love must be perverted into lust motherhood must be perverted into
infanticide creative activity into destructive activity the word of
creative power into the deed of negative power such is the configura-
tion of activity into which faust throws himself with the help of
mephistopheles

frequently in the text this configuration is symbolized by sarcas-
tic parodies of faustsfaults striving to become like the gods and two of these
parodies use the key word gleich the first involves mephistopheles
himself the second the sea god nereus

dismally out of his element in the klassischeklassische walpurgisnachtWalpurgis nacht
scene of part 11II mephistopheles finally finds himself at home with the
ugliness of the three phorkyads who have among them one eye

and one tooth which they exchange for seeing and eating
mephistopheles wanting to resemble their ugliness is advised that he
should close one eye let his fang tooth show and he will resemble
them gleichen perfectly 8022802 2 25

druckmcklck du ein auge zu s ist leicht geschehngeschehn
lab also fort den einen raffzahnRaffzahn sehn
und im profil wirstbirst du sogleich erreichen
geschwisterlich vollkommenvollkommer uns zu gleichen

press one eye to quite easily its done
and of your tusks show only one
at once you will attain our profile meetly

and sisterly resemble us completely

A second mockery of faustsfaults aspiration to equate himself with the gods
is expressed by the sea god nereus on hearing the approach of thales
and homunculus nereus in words echoing the earth spirit exclaims
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that men are creatures striving to reach the gods but damned to
resemble gleichen only themselves 8096 97

gebildegesildeGebilde strebsamstrebsam gotter zu erreichen
und doch verdammtverdammt sich immer selbst zu gleichen

these creatures would be gods by sheer endeavour
yet damned to be like their own selves forever

IN THE BEGINNING GOD CREATED

THE THEME OF creativity

central to faustsfaults quest and ubiquitous throughout the drama is

the theme of creativity the first of three preludes to the work is a
zueignung a dedicatory poem in which we find the poet in the

artistic process of creating a drama relenting to the insistence of the
imaginary characters who demand that they be given form in the
second prelude the prelude on the stage goethe has presented a
humorously ironic variation on this theme as a theater director an
actor and a poet discuss the type of play that should be written after
the crowd has filled the theater and is waiting for the curtain to go up
the third prelude the prologue in heaven with echoes of job
16 12 opens with the trio of archangels raphael gabriel and
michael singing of the lords creation which still stands as splendid
11 as on the first of days the prologue in heaven also introduces the
function of evil in the creative process the lord explains that man has
a tendency to a state of ease a noncreative state and that there must be
an opposing force to stir him into continual activity 340 44

des menschenhenschenMenschen tatigkeittdtigkeit kann allzuleicht erschlaffenersch laffen
er liebtlieba sich bald die unbedingte ruh
drum geb ich gern ihm den gesellengesellerGesellen zu
der reiztgeizt und wirktwirht und aubmub als teufel schaffen

mankindsMankinds activity can languish all too easily
A man soon loves unhampered rest
hence gladly I1 give him a comrade such as you
who stirs and works and must as devil do 3

the creative process is not always positive creativity is some-
times perverted by evil as in the case of the love of faust and gretchen
which leads eventually to insanity and infanticide or as in the instance
in part II11 when mephistopheles leads the empire into bankruptcy and
civil war through the creation of unsupported paper money

3theathehe rhyme scheme chosen by the translator requires the verb do the german verb schaffenschafftn
actually reads and must as devil create
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the creation of life becomes the central focus of act 2 of part 11II

faustsfaults assistant wagner has created a little man mannlein in a test
tube but only in the form of pure intelligence a spiritual creation
homunculus as he is called wants to receive a physical existence
long sections of act 2 are dedicated to a debate between two greek
philosophers thales and anaxagoras over the process by which life
comes into existence anaxagoras argues for instantaneous cataclys-
mic creation while thales argues for a natural evolutionary develop-
ment fifty years before darwin in a marvelous concluding scene
homunculus with the help of the sea gods nereus and proteus breaks
his vial and disperses himself into the ocean where he will go through
a natural evolutionary development into physical existence

beginning with act 4 and continuing through act 5 there are
frequent and important symbolic references to the separation of land
and water one of the first acts of creation and this theme culmi-
nates in faustsfaults final vision of the creative act

comprehension AND DEATH

at the end of faustsfaults life his final tragedy brings about his final
comprehension faust lives in a great palace on the seacoast and rules
over vast tracts of land his domain is however flawed by the presence
of an old cottage and a small chapel belonging to the old couple
philemon and bauchisbalchisBauchis faust instructs mephistopheles to resettle the
old couple instead mephistopheles burns them to death in their
cottage faust as the master knows that he must bear the ultimate
responsibility in this moment of distress faust laments his connection
with magic he realizes that his constant activity has been so often
misdirected because it was not performed with his own natural powers
and the powers of nature in a poignant soliloquy faust realizes that he
is not a free man as long as he is subject to the power of magic his goal
now is to act independently of magic and only then will human
activity have meaning 11403 07

noch hab ich mich ins freie nicht gekampftgekdinpft
konntk6nntkonat ich magie von meinemheinem pfad entfernenentfernen
die zauberspruchezauberspriiche ganz und gar verlernenverlernen
stond ich natur vor dir ein mann allein
da wars der milhe wert ein mensch zu sein

myaly way to freedom I1 have not yet fought
could I1 all magic from my pathway banish
could quite unlearn its spells and bid it vanish
nature could I1 face thee in thy great plan
then were it worth the pain to be a man
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whereupon faust is immediately confronted by care frau sorge
the scene is an inner room of faustsfaults palace it is midnight

faustsfaults first inclination is to use his artificial borrowed magical power
to reject care but remembering his desire to reject magic and act
independently he makes one of his most important and profound
decisions he renounces the power of magic 11423 nimm dich in
acht und sprich kein zauberwortZauberwort take care and say no word of
sorcery

although faust is able to dismiss care she inflicts blindness on
him before she departs now having rejected magic and having re-
jected care the blinded faust sees for the first time with an inner
vision faustsfaults final vision is one of the great passages of the drama
and of literature pertinent to our purposes faustsfaults final vision repre-
sents symbolically the culmination of meaningful human activity the
visionary scene is symbolic of the activity of god creating for the
benefit of mankind and faust now understands that similarly the
meaningful life is a life engaged in a creative activity for the benefit of
humanity for the first time faustsfaults creative activity is purposeful he
plans to separate the land from the water drain swampland and
prepare a place for the colonization of a free society faust emulating
god will become a creator for the benefit of a race of free humans who
will live out their lives in a daily struggle to maintain their freedom
several references in this visionary scene allude to the first creation
and the garden of eden faust refers to his proposed creation as a new
earth and as a paradise faust now understands the meaning of
existence by creating in the beginning was the deed faust sym-
bolicallybolically emulates god and in the process of emulating him compre-
hends him and consequently becomes more like him thou art like
the spirit thou canstcanet comprehend

faustsfaults quest is nearly ended but we must not misunderstand as
mephistopheles did the creative activity seen by faust is an anticipa-
tory vision of the future faust confident that he has now acquired the
comprehension demanded by the earth spirit the comprehension
which would make him the equal of that creative spirit feels that he
could say to such aafuturefuture moment stay thou art so fair goethe is

describing here a configurative pattern faust sees the most lovely
moment in the future but this moment is a creation of the mind that
has not been realized by the creative deed when that future moment is

realized faustsfaults vision will have gone far beyond that moment to an
ever higher and more lovely moment the upward cycle will be unend-
ing mephistopheles nihilist that he is does not comprehend this
eternally creative progression As faust speaks the fateful words of the
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wager he falls to earth in death and mephistopheles exultant and
apparently triumphant steps forward to claim his victim and issues his
final mocking denial of the creative by reciting the final words of christ
on the cross 11594 Es ist vollbracht it is finished he is contra-
dicted however by the words of a chorus stating that faustsfaults death is

not an end but a transition mephistopheles angrily retorts
11598 603

was sollsoil uns denn das ewgeedge schaffen
geschaffenes zu nichtslichts hinwegzuraffen
da istsests vorvorbelbei was ist daran zu lesen

Es iis so gut als wywar es nicht gewesengewekengewesen
und treibt sich doch im kreis als wenn es warewhre
ich liebteliebbe mir dafiirdaffirdaffer das ewig leere

of what avails perpetual creation
if later swept off to annihilation
so it is past you see what that must mean

it is the same as had it never been
and yet whirls on as if it werent destroyed
I1 should prefer the everlasting void 4

transcendence AND transfiguration

to his great dismay mephistopheles must stand helplessly by as
angels ascend into the higher atmosphere coherehohereh6here atmosphareatmosphdreatmosphereAtmosphare
with the immortal faust where did the wager go wrong
mephistopheles would like to know there is evidence in the text but a
passing reference to an important poem by goethe will be helpful in
the poem selige sehnsuchtSehnsucht blessed longing goethe traces the
image of the caterpillar who passes through death in the cocoon to
emerge into a new life as a butterfly the butterfly now desiring an
even higher existence flies into the light of the candle and passes
through death in the flame goethesgoetgesGoethes final cryptic commentary is
powerful and pertinent

und so lang du das nicht hast
diesesdiases stirbshirb und werde
bist du nur ein truber gast
auf der dunklendunklan erde

As long as you do not understand this
death and becoming
you are only a confused guest
on this dark earth

bewig4ewigemigemirewig leeteleere is more properly eternal emptiness to parallel and contrast with the final emigewig
weiblicbe eternal womanly 12110
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had mephistopheles understood death and becoming he would not
have been so confident as he stepped forward to claim faustsfaults soul the
pattern suggested by this little poem and the pattern ubiquitous in
goethesgoetgesGoethes work especially mfausffaustin is that of death and transfiguration
toato a higher realm sphere or level of understanding and being faust
anticipating the highest moment of creative activity speaks the words
of the wager but only in reference to a future event when the highest
moment finally arrives it will not have become a static culmination but
only a stage for an even higher moment through death and
becoming faust progresses eternally upward As he grows from stage
to stage through new steps of comprehension he becomes more like
the gods

the culmination and fulfillment of the earth spirits pronounce-
ment du gleichstgleichst dem geist den du begreifst comes at the culmi-
nation and fulfillment of faustsfaults earthly existence his final mortal
comprehension results in his death and subsequent transcendence
of the earthly but also results in a new immortal level of compre-
hension

in the final scene so majestically set to music by gustav mahler
faust is surrounded by various heavenly beings as he ascends from the
earth in his apotheosis faust remains clearly but decidedly in the
background he speaks not a word the focus is on the heavenly beings
surrounding the mater gloriosa the queen of heaven within this
heavenly host is a penitent woman known formerly as gretchen
who approaches the queen of heaven with the request that she be
permitted to lead and instruct the newly arrived faust the words of
gretchen forge the penultimate link in the chain of comprehension
equals likeness faust surrounded by the choir of spirits is scarcely
aware of himself scarcely aware of the newness of life because he is

no longer in contrast with his environment he has become like
gleichtgleicht the holy host surrounding him 12084 87

vom edlen geisterchorGeisterchor umgebenumgeben

wird sich der neue kaumbaum gewahrgewehr
er ahnetaanet kaumbaum das frische leben
so gleicht er schon der heiligenheiligerheiligen schar

girt by the noble choir of heaven
himself the newcomenew come scarcely knows
scarce feels the fresh life newly given
ere like the holy throng he grows 5

perhaps5perhaps better translated he is so much like or he so resembles the holy throng
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at the beginning of his quest the earthly faust quivered in fear
before the earth spirit through long development that included much
suffering faust has finally understood the nature of the divine the
meaningful life is the life that is engaged in creative activity for the
benefit of mankind with this comprehension faust transcends the
earthly and is now transfiguredtransfigured to the likeness of the holy beings who
surround him

the ultimate link is secured by the final mystical chorus doctor
marianus adoring and prostrate addresses the mater gloriosa and
concludes his address of adoration with the worshipful title virgin
mother queen goddess OungJunglungoungfraujungfrauyoungfraufrau mutter konigenk6nigendonigenKonigen gotting6ttingattinGottin it is

particularly significant that goethe has added to the traditional tripar-
tite address virgin mother queen the further stage of goddess
thereby emphasizing the creative life and completing at last the four
stage cycle first announced with faustsfaults translation of in the begin-
ning was the word finally the mystical chorus closes this chain of
11 comprehension equals likeness by revealing that all things transi-
tory are but a symbol gleichnisGleich nis of things heavenly 12104 05

alles verganglichevergdngliche
ist nur ein gleichnisGleich nis

all earth comprises
Is symbol alone

the vision of faust as colonizer is symbolic gleich of god as
creator the heaven to which faust then ascends is not a static place of
rest not a terminus but a new life of divine ongoing creative activity
he is one stage further from the despairing lament den gotterng6tterngottert gleich
ich nicht

angels bearing the saved soul by montzmoritz retzsch
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of samuel lutz
alias christophilusChristophilus gratianusGratianus

reconsidered

paul B pixton

I1 recall traveling as a brand new missionary in germany in the
summer of 1960 with my senior companion by train from freiburg to
several cities in and around the black forest which made up our
mission district on one such occasion I1 acquired a most intriguing
note from a fellow missionary a prophecy by a catholic monk
named lutiusalutius gratus from the year 1739 the original of which was
said to be found in the library of the university of basel in switzerland
this amazing document foretold the coming forth of the true church of
god within one hundred years a church which would be led by
prophets and elders bearing the priesthood of old the tiny band of
faithful followers of these divinely ordained men would be persecuted
and killed until at length they found refuge in the valley of a great
salten sea there they would cause the land to burst forth in blossoms
build a temple of indescribable beauty and gather the righteous from
the four corners of the earth all in anticipation of the day when the
lord god would visit the wicked with his destructive fury

I1 had never heard of such a prophecy before but to a twenty year
old mormon elder it was further proof of the validity of the message I1

had come to germany to proclaim it was exciting to know that almost
a hundred years before the restoration through joseph smith a vision
of that great event and of associated circumstances had been vouch-
safed to a righteous monk this notion was consistent with other
prerestorationpre restoration statements made by roger williams and thomas
jefferson which had been printed in LDS publications and are still used
in visitors centers throughout the church

paul B pixton is a professor of history at brigham young university
appreciation is expressed to vicki lynn bryce and russell K durrant as well as to linda haslamhasiam of the

LDSIDSads church historical division archives for their assistance in researching this study
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in discussing this remarkable piece of information with the other
missionary I1 also learned that the rumor around our mission was that
a german mission president had recently been forced by ill health
to withdraw from the rigors of his church calling while convalescing
he allegedly traveled to basel where he was said to have located the
source of the prophecy in the university library upon returning a
second time however he found that the document had mysteriously
disappeared

during the remainder of my mission I1 doubt that I1 ever looked at
that quotation again certainly I1 never referred to it in the course of my
proselyting over a decade later however as a professional historian
I1 was discussing mormon folklore with a graduate student when the
topic of the prophecy of lutiusalutius gratus came up the student men-
tioned that he had run across references to this curious item while
researching the papers of president heber J grant realizing that the
11 prophecy was not new to my generation of missionaries and that it
might have an interesting history of its own I1 once again turned to a
consideration of it the results of which are presented here

the first mention of the prophecy seems to have occurred in
1893 when the juvenile instructor and der stern two periodicals
published by the LDS church featured an article in english and
german respectively written by jacob spori entitled true and false
theosophy the article quoted the prophecy much as I1 had received
it claiming that it was contained in a work called die hoffnung zions
the hope of zion written by lutiusalutius gratianusGrat ianus and published

at basel switzerland in 1739 speaking of the entire work spori
remarked

I1 cannot give in english the terrific power that peals forth from
gratianusGratianus original german the healings and wonderful doings of this
unique man were so outstanding his preaching so powerful that he was
invited all over the land to preach and even today old men in the swiss
mountains remember having heard their sires talk about the man 1I1

11jacobjacob spori true and false theosophy juvenile instructor 28 1 november 1893 672 74

another theosophist lutiusalutius gratiano in his hopehopeofzionof zion printed 1739 in basel says
the old true gospel and the powers thereof are lost false doctrines prevail throughout

every church and all the lands all we can do is to exhort the people to fear god to be just
to shun evil to pray pray pray prayer and purity may bring an angel to visit a deeply
distressed soul but I1 tell you that in 100 years god will have spoken again he will restore
the old church again I1 see a little people led by a prophet and faithful elders they are
persecuted burnt out and murdered but in a valley that lies towards a great lake they will
grow up make a beautiful herrlich land have a temple of magnificent splendor have all
the old priesthood with apostles prophets teachers and deacons from every nation the
believers will be gathered by swift messengers and then god the omnipotent will speak to
the disobedient nations with thunder lightnings and destructions never heard of in
history italics in the original

for the german version cf der stemsternstenn 25 no 24 1893 372 75
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the rather stunning nature of the prophecy undoubtedly
aroused curiosity among latter day saints from the outset but espe-
cially among the missionaries then serving in switzerland one of
those who read sports article in der stern was elder christian hyrum
muhlestein from provo utah who claimed over fifty years later that he
became excited to the point of searching for the original source which
was located in the basel university library muhlestein asserted that he
and his companion elder theodore graf of santa clara utah located
a copy of die hoffnung zions measuring about 5 by 17 by 1 12
and published at basel in 1739 just as spori had stated and that they
also found the prophecy contained therein he recalled that he saw
the book but once and that he had referred to the prophecy on a
subsequent occasion in a sermon which he delivered to a large gather-
ing in basel in consequence of which the inhabitants of that city
became aware that there was a book in the university library which
lent prophetic support to the mormon church 2

whether as a result of the version printed in the juvenilethejuvenile instruc-
tor or of that in der stern the prophecy found its way into many
corners of mormondom including a hometownhometown newspaper in south-
ern idaho in january 1908 rulon S wells of the first council of
seventy responded to that notice asking in tones of reproach

I1 wonder if the editor of the local paper referred to really intended to

stand responsible for the plain assertationassentationassertation that this wonderful prediction
is to be found in die hoffnung zions or has he permitted himself to be

imposed upon by some one else personally I1 would be very much
interested in learning who is really responsible for the foregoing state-
ment for if it be true it should be verified and the name of gratiano
should become a household word as one of the prophets to whom the
future was unfolded with such clearness and detail as almost to rival the
wonderful vision of daniel when the lord made known to him the dream
of nebuchadnezzar and its interpretation but if on the other hand it be

untrue the perpetrator of this fraud deserves severe reprimand for my
part I1 am free to admit that I1 regard it as a fake and a fraud 3

wellsswellas skepticism was not without some basis for he noted that
about ten years previously while visiting the swiss and german
mission and having already seen a copy of the prophecy he had
resolved to visit the library in basel and if possible obtain a copy of the

arnstrnst staehelin eine angebliche weissagung samuel lutzens auf die kirchekirchejesujesu christi der heiligenheiligerHeiligen
der letztenletzter tage kircbenblattKircbenblatt aurfurfirnir die reformierte schweizscbweiz jahrgangnahrgangJahrgang 108 basel 19195219325 2 7 11 see also
george F hilton how valid Is the prophecy of samuel lutz paper dated september 1919565622 3 a copy of
which is on file in the library archives historical division of the church of jesus christ of latter day
saints salt lake city hereafter cited as LDS church archives

3rulon3rulonswrulonswellswellsvelisveils A fraudulent prophecy exposed improvement era I111I1 january 1908 162
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book with the assistance of a local emigration agent named romell he
succeeded in locating zionszion s hoffnung by lutiusalutius gratiano printed in
the year 1739 jointly with elder peter loutensock then presiding in
that mission he read the work from start to finish and much to his
disappointment found in it no such prediction and nothing that even
resembled it while recognizing that the book was written by a devout
christian he concluded that it contained nothing that would justify its
being cited as the source from which the prophecy was drawn

president wells further noted that in 1901 david L mcdonald
who then presided over the swiss mission also visited the library
obtained the book read it and was equally disappointed in his hope of
finding the alleged prediction in summation president wells stated

there is nothing in zions hoffnung that would warrant its con-
nection with the prophecy and let us hope that it will not be used
either at home or abroad in the mission field in support of the great work
of the master there is enough real prophecy without using any that is

bogus to convince the honest in heart of the truth
one would think that editors of newspapers and magazines would

verify such remarkable statements before permitting them to be

published 4

the diary which rulon S wells kept as president of the european
mission commences with I11 january 1897 but is unhappily incomplete

it makes no mention whatever of his trip into switzerland 5 but the
manuscript history of the swiss and german mission contains the
notation for saturday 3 july 1897 presidents wells mcmurrin and
loutensock having visited basel and mannheim arrived in frankfurt
AM 166 suggesting thatbetweenthat between the sunday 27june27 june conference of the
church at bern and their appearance at frankfurt these men could
have spent time in the basel university library looking for the
11 prophecy while president wells affirmed that a copy of the 1739

edition of die hoffnung zions existed in the library he clearly contra
dictedducted the assertions made by hyrum muhlestein that the prophecy
was to be found therein

accompanying president wells on the 1897 tour of the european
mission was elder james learing mcmurrin who in 1901 served
as counselor to wellsswellas successor francis M lyman in that latter

41bidid 164
5rulonssrulonsaulon S wells diary of european mission LDS church archives the reminiscences and diary ofpeter

loutensock are also preserved in the LDS church archives but they make no reference to the search for the

prophecyproghecyprophecy either
LDS church archives
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capacity mcmurrin penned a note which appeared in the millennial
star telling of his own investigation of the swiss prophet

sometime ago I1 was handed an article purporting to be an extract from
gratianosGratianos hope of zion a work said to be in the university library at
basle not being familiar with any such work and finding the quota-
tion from it contained a very remarkable prophecy I1 concluded to inves-
tigate the matter and ascertain if possible the truth relating thereto
I1 at once communicated with president L S cardon of the swiss mission
soliciting his assistance well knowing that it was within his power and
that of the missionaries associated with him to give the matter a thorough
investigation he immediately instituted a search for the book and hap-
pily his efforts were crowned with success it was found in the library
referred to but a careful perusal of it failed to disclose any such declaration
as the one above given it contained no such prophecy it will be

noticed that there is a little difference in the name of the author and the
dategiveninthedate given in the twoarticlestwo articles thefirstonehasitthe first one has it lutiusgratianolutiusalutius gratiano 1739
while the second one gives it as christophilioChristo philio gratiano 1732 it is

unquestionably one and the same work however because the title hope
of zion is the same in both articles and there is but one work of that
name in the library in which it was found and to which I1 was directed 7

unlike rulon S wells and david L mcdonald who claimed that
a copy of a 1739 edition of die hoffnung zions by lutiusalutius gratianusGratianus
could be found in the basel university library mcmurrin asserted that
such was not the case what he found in that same library was a 1732
edition of die hoffnung zions by one christophilusChristophilus gratianusGratianus he was
equally emphatic that the labors of president louis S cardon and the
elders of the swiss mission had been unable to reveal the existence of
any passages in the latter work which corresponded to the prophecy
given the disparity between the reports of these several church lead-
ers it is of no minor importance to investigate the identity of lutiusalutius
gratianusGrat ianus

A thorough search of the cataloguescataloguercatalogues of books published in the
eighteenth century fails to reveal a single author by that name 8 on the
other hand one does find the book die hoffnung zions which was

7tbe datterlatterdafter day saints millennial star 63 thursday 31 january 1901 70 71 an entry in
McMcMurnMurrinsns journal dated 28 january 1901 notes wrote another article for the star entitled the swiss
prophet which appears this week the journal entry of 5 february records I11 I wrote an article for the star
ofjanoffanof jan 331st1 st 1901 on the swiss prophet it contains some interesting items in a work called the hope of
zion found in the university library of basle switzerland this work is said to contain some very pointed
prophecies that were supposed to refer to our people so I1 hunted it up and proved that the prediction said to
be in it could not be found although some interesting items were found james learing mcmurrinjournalsMcMurrin journals
1899 19011901122122 23 127 28 LDS church archives

8seeaseeee ege g theophilus georgi allgemeines europ4iscbeseuropaisches bucher lexiconlextkonlexikon vols 1 2 A L leipzig
1742 christian gottlob kayser bicberbucberbibber lexiconlexikon 1750 1830 vol 3 HRH R leipzig 1835 wilhelm
hemsiusahgememesbucherheinsius allgemeines bicberbibber lexiconlexikon 1700 1810 vols 1 2 A M leipzig 1812 gesamtverzeichmsgesamtverzeicbnis des
deutschsprachigen schnfttumsschrirtums 1700 1910 compiled under direction of hilmar schmuck and willy
gorzny vols 90 91 lod mac munich new york and london 1983
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published in 1732 at bern switzerland by christophilusChristophilus gratianusGratianus
it was thisbookthis book which james L mcmurrin saw in about 1900 in the
basel university library As it turns out however christophilusChristophilus
gratianusGratianus was one of several nomsboms de plume employed by samuel
lutz 1674 1750 a member of the swiss reformed church who was
widely known as the king of the pietists 9 prolific as a writer and as
a preacher he is credited with the authorship of over thirty six works
which were published during his lifetime and posthumously 10

from 1723 until 1729 lutz published under his own name then
in 1732 he gave way to a literary convention of the eighteenth century
employing the latinizedplatinizedLatini zed form of his name samuel lucius and the
pseudonym christophilusChristophilus gratianusGrat ianus in 1733 he returned to the use of
samuel lutz but when his work die hoffnung zions was reissued in
expanded form in 1737 as part of the volume ein neuer strauss von
schanenschonen undgesunden himmels blumen A new bouquet of beautiful
and healthy heavenly flowers he retained the previous nom de
plume christophilusChristophilus gratianusGrat ianus his sermons of 1743 and 1745 were
published under the name samuel lucius once more as were two
posthumously printed works in 1751 and 1759 respectively in 1756
die hoffnung zions was again included in a second edition of ein
neuer strauss bearing the authorship of christophilusChristophilus gratianusGratianus or
samuel lucius while an expanded sermon was published in 1759
under the name of christophilusChristophilus gratianusGratianus on none of the known
writings of samuel lutz does the name lutiusalutius gratianusGratianus ever appear

9seeasee9seejJ J herzongherlongHerherzongedHerzonzonggeded realencyklopiidiefirrealencyklopadie aurfur Protestantprotestantiscbeprotestantischeische theologiatbeologietheologieTheologie 12 leipzig 1903 21 24
1 ORerepresentativeorepresentativepresentative of these are

die under der kelter des zorns gottes ligendehgendeligonde wein trauben a sermon published
under his own name samuel lutz basel 1723

lihenlilien zwergzweigzweir der sanftmithigensanftmuthtgen und alles erduldenden liebe published under the
name of samuel lutz st gallen 1728

der aus gottes verhetssungverheissung entstehende emigeemree sternenstemen himmel published under
the name samuel lutz bern 1728

die sonne der gerechtigkeitgerecbttgkett predietpredigt iberuber malachi 4 2 a sermon published under
the name of samuel lutz bern 1729

die neue cleaturcreatur in ihrer eigeigentlicheretgentltcherentlicher gestalt neujabrsneujahrs betrachtung iberuber pauli 2
cor 5 177 7 published under the name christophilusChristophilus gratianusGrat ianus zurich 1732

die hoffnung zions oder enneineieefe himmlischhimmltscb schones gemaldgeeald techtrecht erfreulichererfreuhcher seliger
zersen sokohlsoivohlsouohl der nahe vor der nurturtuf7 arzr im andruchanbrucbanbruch stehenden Philadelphpbiladelpbtscbenphiladelphischenischen kerchen
gemeind als des nach Laodicelaodtceiscberlaodiceischerischer trangsalsTrangsals nacht unfeblbarunehlbar deraufdarauf erfolgende
herrlicbenherrhcben reichsjesuReichs jesu christi jenes als die jacbnacb verganenemverganenem sturmsfurm wetter am himmel
srchsich bervortheuendehervortheuende Abendabendrotbeabendrotherothe diasesdieses als der nacbgebndenachgehnde wunderschonewunderschbnewunderschone tag alterallerairer
welt vorgestellt topivomdomtodi heiligerheiligenHeiligen geist durch den gottlichergottlichengott lichen propheterprophetenPropheten esaiasesajas und erosgrosgr63
obenhin erkharterklart von christophilo gratiano bern 1732

des GraGratgfagratianusgrahanusfanushanusianusnanus Christchristophiluschnstophtlusophilus zeugnussZeugnuss der wahrheit oder verantwortungverantuortung aubaufaufnutdutbidertiderunder
ibnihn angegebene lasterungen und blagenklagennagenkagen basel 1732

die paradiparadischeparadiseheparadischesebesehe alve derdef derjungfraulichenjungfraulichen Keuschkeuscbheitkeuschheitbeitheitheft meichemelchewelcheheiche gott gibbetgiebet alrenalienallenglien die da
sindsindarssindausaus dem glauben an denherrnjesushermHerrn jesus published under the name samuel lutz herishens
1733

samuel luccilucnlucii kleeneeklegree beatblat cbristlicberchnstlicher Tu7 genden als glaube hoffnung liebe melcheswelches
ebemals in einerpredigternereinereaner predietpredigtvorgetragenvorge tragen nacbberonachheronachberoherobezo aber erweitert und dermvenvermdenvermebretvennebretebretnebret dem druck
iberlassenuberlassenuberiberlassen mordenwardenwordenwandenhorden zurich 1759
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and yet spori muhlestein wells and mcdonald all testified that
the work die hoffnung zions published at basel in 1739 bore such
authorship since spori is the ultimate source for this variant of the
name it is to him that we must now turn for a resolution of this
seeming contradiction

jacob spori came from the swiss canton of bern where he was
born 26 march 1847 the son of the teacher jacob spori of oberwyl in
niedersimmental the younger spori also became a teacher receiving
his license on 4 april 1867 after completing his education at the
seminary of munchenbuchsee in september 1871 he became the
principal of the high school gymnasium at oberwylOberwyl he was also
interested in ecclesiastical matters and at some time before 1876 he
was elected to the synod of the bern reformed state church in early
1877 during a personal spiritual crisis spori was contacted by mis-
sionariessionaries of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints and was
baptized into that faith the same year having already resigned his seat
in the synod he soon found it necessary to surrender his teaching
position as well

during the winter and spring of 1879 spori labored in switzer-
land as a missionary for his new faith and in july of that same year he
joined the saints who were gathering to zion in america after five

difficult years struggling as a farmer in utah he returned once more to
switzerland as a missionary and was assigned to the bern conference
just over one month later he was transferred to constantinople and at
the end of 1885 he was appointed president of the turkish mission
following his release from that position he returned to europe where
he also served for a time in northern italy with elder N G naegli

sports substantial academic training in switzerland served him
well during his mission and after his release he wrote numerous
letters to prominent acquaintances in the bern region explaining
aspects of the restored gospel he also authored tracts used in prose
lytinglating by missionaries shortly after his release in mid 1888 he settled
in eastern idaho where he became a member of the bannock stake
board of education and the first principal of the bannock stake acad-
emy the future ricks college in 1891 his good friend karl G maeser
invited him to teach german french latin and mathematics at the
brigham young academy in provo utah I111I1

seeee staehelinStaehehn eineerneermeemme angeblicheangebhche weissagung 7 10 james R christianson in search of the
sensational in hearken 0 ye people discourses on the doctrine and covenants sperry symposium
1984 sandy utah brigham young univ religious instruction and the seminaries and institutes of religionofreligion
LDS church 1984 37 43 jerry C roundy ricks college a struggleforstrukelestruggle torfor survival rexburgredburgRexburg idaho ricks
college press 1976 19 39
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his letters writings and actions mark jacob spori as a man of
broad interests yet given at times to visionary flights his investiga-
tions of religious movements in the region of bern prior to 1877
undoubtedly brought him into contact with pietists and with them
quite reasonably the writings of the bernese native samuel lutz
before spori himself became a member of the LDS church it is thus
probable that jacob spori as a recent convert to the mormon faith
drew on that earlier familiarity with lutz as a means of persuading his
former students and friends that one of their own had foreseen the
church to which he now belonged

in his commentary to the prophecy as printed in 1893 spori
remarked that 1 I cannot give in english the terrific power that peals
forth from gratianusGratianus original german it is probable that one
reason for this inability was that he did not have a text of gratianusGratianus
11 prophecy before him as he wrote rather the citation printed in the
juvenile instructor and der stern was a reconstruction of ideas which
spori had read prior to his emigration in 1877 or less likely during his
brief missionary activities in switzerland during 1884 the puzzling
aspects of the prophecy can thus be explained as the result of a faulty
memory

supporting this contention is the fact that spori gives the author
of the work die hoffnung zions as lutiusalutius gratianusGratianus we have noted
above that this pseudonym was never employed by samuel lutz what
appears to have happened is that spori inadvertently combined ele-
ments of lutzslutas latinizedplatinizedLatinized real name samuel lucius and his pseud-
onym christophilusChristophilus gratianusGratianus to produce the hybrid alutiuslutius
gratianusGrat ianus such a mistake would have been most unlikely had an
actual copy or even notes of lutzslutas work been before spori as he wrote
his article in 1893 but it would have been altogether possible for
someone who was well acquainted with the writings of lutz under his
various pseudonyms yet forced to rely on the faded memory of his
earlier years for details the choice of the publication year 1739 at
basel was likewise an honest mistake inasmuch as spori had forgotten
the actual dates of 1732 at bern and 1737 at basel it does not
appear therefore that spori set out intentionally to fabricate a
11 prophecy which others took to be a literal excerpt from the writings
of one lutiusalutius gratianusGrat ianus

but what are we to make of hyrum muhlesteinsMuhle steins claims
muhlestein did in fact serve a mission in switzerland between 1891 and
1894 and the lecture which he claimed to have given in basel can be
documented from independent sources for the actual contents of the
lecture however we are forced to rely on muhlesteinsMuhlesteins own testimony
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given years after the event itself 12 of all those who sought to find the
prophecy after the publication of sporissportsshoris article in 1893 he is the

only one who claimed to have actually found it word for word
muhlestein noted that the prophecy was contained only in the 1739
basel edition of die hoffnung zions he had been able to purchase a
secondhand copy of the 1732 edition and agreed with others that there
was no information concerning the controversial predictions in this
bern redaction he assumed that this 1739 edition disappeared from
the basel library after his lecture there as a missionary in 1894 and yet
rulon S wells claimed to have seen the same book three years later
albeit without the prophecy

on the surface muhlesteinsMuhlesteins detailed description of the 1739
edition of the book appears impressive and lends credence to his
assertions but it is exactly that description which is troubling the
book was said to measure 515by7byby 71 by 1 1122 11 had the writing been just
a pamphlet it is plausible that only a few copies of it were printed and
that these were successfully removed from the library shelves of basel
and other swiss cities as a reaction against the mormonscormonsMormons use of samuel
lutzslutas speculative theology in their own proselyting but a work which
measures 1 12 in thickness is clearly no pamphlet and would thus
not have been printed in such limited numbers it obviously must have
been a book which given lutzslutas popularity would then have been
found in the libraries of switzerland and presumably in a few neigh-
boring countries and reference to it must also have been made in the
cataloguescataloguercatalogues of books published before 1800 we have noted above
however that in no instance is this the case are we to assume that the
efforts to remove all evidence of the prophecy went so far as to alter
even the cataloguescataloguercatalogues such an idea stretches our credulity much too far
even if the people of basel had made a concentrated attempt to sup-
press the prophecy by one of their landsmenlandsmanlandsmen why would other
swiss cantons be so cooperative muhlesteinsMuhlesteins assessment of his own
impact upon basel in 1894 thus appears to be an exaggeration in fact
his insistence that the book was removed following his sermon in 1894
seems to be a belated explanation of why all subsequent attempts to
locate the prophecy had failed

christian hyrum muhlestein whose forebears also came from
the canton of bern thus appears to be the one most responsible for the
perpetuation of the confusion surrounding the prophecy of lutiusalutius
gratianusGrat ianus not only did he insist that there was in fact a 1739 edition of
die hoffnung zions but he also clung to the erroneous notion of its

ustaehelinstaehelin eine angebliche weissagung 7 10
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authorship moreverforeverMorever he appears to have originated the idea that the
source for the prophecy was to be found only in the basel university
library an idea to which spori never alluded in his article
muhlesteinsMuhlesteins statement given in 19501951 claims that many others
had seen the passage in question in the alleged volume but this
declaration loses virtually all its force when he names only spori who
by then was dead this assertationassentationassertation is also in contradiction to
muhlesteinsMuhle steins claim that the 1739 edition was removed from the library
shelves shortly after his 1894 lecture since there never was a 1739
edition of the book we must conclude that rulon S wells peter
loutensock and david L mcdonald never saw such a copy of the work
but confused it with the editions of 1732 or 1737 their preoccupation
was primarily with the quotation not with the year of publication
they furthermore appear to have paid little attention to the name
lutiusalutius gratianusGratianus regarding it as merely another pseudonym for

samuel lutz not until james L mcmurrin sorted out the various
aspects of the problem in 1901 was this incongruencyincongruenceincongruency drawn to the
general attention of the church

that the readership of the millennial star was limited or that
having read McMurrins statement some still chose to regard the
11 prophecy as a legitimate prediction of the coming forth of the
restored church is apparent from the continued interest in lutiusalutius
gratianusGrat ianus every few years a new search into the authenticity of this
passage was launched provoked by missionaries in the field and by
the general membership of the church president hyrum W valentine
of the swiss and german mission for example received a letter dated
13 july 1912 from one norman lee of brigham city utah which
contained the following note

first I1 want to call your attention to an extract from a book that is

supposed to be in the library of basel city university I1 suppose you have
seen the same there many times but I1 insert a copy herewith and ask that
you make it a point when you visit basel to look up this book and verify
the correctness of this excerpt it will be worth using if it is found to really
exist in the book that is referred to if it is not in the book of course the
excerpt would be of no use 13

no reply to this letter is found among the numerous items in the
valentine collection at the LDS church historical division archives
nor is reference made to it in the manuscript history of the swiss
german mission for this period leaving one to wonder whether in all
his efforts to preside over the mission during the troubled years from

13hyrumhyrum W valentine swiss german mission correspondence LDS church archives
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1911 until 1916 hyrum washington valentine ever found time to
pursue the matter of the prophecy 14

with the resumption of full missionary activities in germany and
switzerland after the great war the question of the prophecy was
raised once again on 6 april 1922 elder oskar keith winters 15 then
serving as secretary to the president of the swiss german mission
wrote a letter to president heberheberjheberdJ grant informing him of the results
of an investigation which winters had carried out at the leaders
request

dear president grant

I1 am taking this opportunity of answering your letter regarding a
prophecy purported to be in a book in the basel university library I1 am

registered as a student in the basel university where I1 studied german for
two semesters and using my privileges as a student I1 have searched and
had the librarian search quite thoroughly and have reached the following
conclusion

the reference has evidently become confused going through so many
hands and in order to be sure of the book it will be necessary to have
another inquiry made of the person who furnished you with the same I1

was successful in finding an old book entitled hope of zion hoffnung
israels by theophile gratianusGratianus printed in bern in 1732 this book is rich

in prophecies concerning the restoration of the gospel and is remarkable
in that it mentions a church with prophets and patriarchs and that the
urimarim and thummin would be restored etc etc the prophecy that you

quote is not to be found in the book in its entirety but could perhaps be a

synopsis of the whole book or perhaps a summary of sosomeonemeones s thoughts
as he read the book the book is in german and very old as the date would
indicate the basel university library is rich in such antiquities and if

proper reference were given it would perhaps be possible to locate the

exact text I1 have had three different references given me the one from
you read titus grationagrabionaGrationa which name I1 could not find another mission-
ary gave me the name lentusclentus gratus as he received it from someone
and I1 found the name theophile gratianusGrat ianus after much searching
through hundreds of gratianusGrat ianus cards and which was really a pseud-
onym for samuel lucius the author of the original book I1 am sorry I1 was

14humanityshumanitysrumanhumanitysHuman itys vineyard a newsletter of the LDS mojave stake published a copy of the prophecy
sometime in the 1970s said to have been obtained by samuel T more correctly samuel enoch bringhurst
while on a mission in switzerland bringhurst served a mission 1909 1912 see andrew jenson LDS

biographical encyclopedia 4 salt lake city 1971 443 and is thus the apparent source of the further
statement found in the above noted issue of humanityshumanitysHuman itys vineyard that a one time president of the
swiss german mission hyrum W valentine and his wife ella B valentine both testified to having read
this same prophecy in the library in basel switzerland copy of the newsletter is preserved in the LDS

church archives
15general151 general information on oskar keith winters is found in the manuscript history of the swiss german

mission vol 2 index wintersswmtersswinternsWinWm terss letter is found in the first presidency letterpressletter press copy books heberheberjheberdJ
grant 6 april 1922 p 61 LDS church archives
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unable to locate the exact text and will be glad if the correct reference
would be obtained from PNP N watts of S weber

sincerely your nephew

it is clear from this letter that the prophecy which jacob sponsporisporl
attributed to lutiusalutius gratianusGrat ianus in 1893 had by 1922 been spread by
various means among many members of the church missionaries
came into the field with garbled copies of the text the result of
inaccurate copying or of oral transmission this condition had made it
impossible for winters to locate any writings by either titus
grationagrabionaGrationa or lentusclentus gratus it is equally obvious that the original
version of the prophecy as printed in Juvenilethejuvenilethe instructor adderwdderand der
stern had been forgotten without knowing it winters had located the
same book at basel as previous searchers namely die hoffnung
zions incorrectly cited by him as hoffnung israels perhaps due to an
unconscious substitution of the title of a well known mormon hymn
by theophile gratianusGratianus or more correctly samuel lutz

following the suggestion of his nephew president grant wrote
P N more correctly robert N watts of south weber utah on
28 april 1922192 2 declaring

some time ago I1 was furnished with a copy of what is styled strange
prophecy regarding church which I1 understand you located among
some old papers left by your father it is stated that this prophecy had been
copied from a book by robert H watts your father who came to utah in
1850 and that it bears the notation that the book which contains the same
can be found in the university library at basel the following refer-
ence was given titus grationagrabionaGrationa in his hope ofofzionzion printed in basel city
sw 1739 which is as follows president grant then cited the text of
the prophecy as he had received it noting that I1 sent a copy of this to
pres serge F ballif of the swiss and german mission who in turn asked
elder 0 K winters to see what could be located in the basel university
library I1 am enclosing herewith a copy of the letter lustjustust received from
bro winters of date april 6thath 1922 which I1 thought would be interesting
to you and if you can furnish any other reference or more information
with reference to this matter I1 should be glad to receive the same and give
bro winters the opportunity of further research 16

the robert H watts of south weber mentioned in president
grants letter emigrated from council point iowa with his wife
elizabeth and their seven children in 1850 settling first at browns fort
and later at south weber in utah the elder watts died 28 march 1879
at south weber 17 so that if the facts of the letter are correct he must

16firstfirst presidency letterpressletter press copy books heberheberjheberdJ grant 28 april 1922 p 60
17seesee film 422 352 patrons section 1962 library genealogical society of the church ofjesusof jesus christ

of latter day saints salt lake city
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have been aware of the prophecy ofoflutiuslutiusalutius gratianusGratianus years before it
was published by jacob spori in the juvenile instructor such can
hardly have been the case however inasmuch as it seems clear that
spori himself was the author of the prophecy supporting this view
is the fact that there is no mention of robert H watts as a missionary
to switzerland between his arrival in utah and his death three decades
later 18that18 that in turn casts doubt on his ability to have access to and to
read the works of samuel lutz equally puzzling would be the matter of
there being no record of public disclosure of the prophecy prior to
wattss death in 1879 and no attempt to connect him with it until an
apparent note to that effect was sent to president grant about 1920 by
robert N watts

current restrictions on LDS general authorities papers which
are preserved in the historical division archives prevent further
research into president grants investigation of the prophecy but
mission presidents also continued to receive requests from members of
the church asking that they verify something which had never ex-
isted hugh J cannon for example included in the quarterly report
which was submitted from the swiss mission in 1927 a response to one
such request by bishop david A smith

you refer in your letter of the loth of june 1926 to a prophecy
supposed to have been made by one lutiusalutius gratiano in his book zions
hoffnung or thethehopeofzionhope of zion prinprintedinprintedtedinin the year 1739 andatpresentand at present
to be found in the library of the university of basel switzerland

As this question has come to our attention frequently of late we are
prepared to answer your inquiry without any trouble in the improvement
era forjanuaryfor january 1908 andandonpageandonon page 161igi of that issue you will find an article
entitled A fraudulent prophecy exposed this article was written by
elder rulon S wells with the intent of doing exactly what the title says
we refer you to this number of the era for first hand information on the
matter I1 might add that since brother wells looked into this matter one of
our brethren had the book in hand and very carefully read it through
with the same result that brother wells and others had 19

A similar note was contained in the 12 june 1928 edition of the
liabonaliahona the eldersjournalelders tournaijournal a biweekly publication of the LDS

missions in america the editor elder hugh ireland commented

18thisthis conclusion is based on a search of the manuscript history of the swiss italian and german
mission 1861 1867 vol 4 LDS church archives which contains a list of those elders who labored in these
missions between 18185050 and 1883 see also the supplement to vol 1 which gives biographical data on many
missionaries of the nineteenth century but fails to list anyone named robert H watts

19manuscript19manuscript history of the swiss german mission vol 8 1921 1930under1930 under date of 30 september
1927
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our attention has been called to the following statement which has
appeared in print several times in recent years and we deem it a duty to
make known the truth regarding it as it is sometimes quoted in the
mission field as a divinely inspired prophecy

following the citation of the prophecy ireland noted

that the prophecy is a bogus one is conclusively shown by elder rulon S

wells of the first council of seventy in an article entitled A fraudulent
prophecy exposed appearing in the improvement era ofofjanuaryjanuary 1908 2010

it is thus evident that despite official attempts to discourage the use of
the prophecy by the missionaries throughout the church since at
least 1901 this artifact of mormon folklore had developed a life of its
own

folklore tells us much about the collective hopes and fears of a
particular social group and such is clearly the case with the persistence
of the prophecy ofoflutiuslutiusalutius gratianusGratianus 2211 each generation of mormonscormons
since the time of jacob spori has had to deal with this spurious report
often totally oblivious to previous attempts to disprove it like myself
many readers must have assumed that the discovery of this prediction
was contemporary to themselves along with other items of mormon
folklore this tale had a certain faith promoting quality which as-
sured its perpetuation and some have doubtless felt that even if it were
of suspect origin it ought to be true certainly an event so vital to the
salvation of mankind as the restoration of the true gospel of jesus
christ could have been revealed to righteous men of a preceding age
this thought spurred church members to continue their enquiries
concerning the mysterious 1739 edition of die hoffnung zions until
finally the university of basel library requested that one of the most
esteemed members of the university faculty conduct an independent
investigation

in a memorandum published in 1952 professor ernst staehelin
a specialist in ecclesiastical history confirmed what others had previ-
ously stated namely that a 1739 edition of the work by lutz cum
gratianusGratianus was not to be found despite all our searching he noted

a basel edition of 1739 as mentioned in the articles in juvenile
instructor and in stern has not yet been found and even if it should
exist it would be considering samuel lutz mode of viewing things very
unlikely nay as good as impossible that it should contain the alleged
reference to the church of jesus christ of latter day saints

20liabonaliahona the eldersjournaleldersbeders journal 12 june 1938 615 16
21see21 see william A wilson the paradox of mormon folklore in essays on the american west

1974 1975 charles redd monographs in western history no 6 ed thomas alexander provo utah
brigham young univ press 1976 127 47
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commenting on the details of the prophecy as rendered by spori
staehelin continued

neither the first edition of the work nor the enlarged edition contain
any indication of the one hundred years of which J sporri speaks and also
no indication of a prophet who would then appear nor an indication of
the valley that lies towards a great lake the temples and the renewed
priesthood

according to this evidence one is inclined to believe that the writer of
the article of 1893 would mean the basel edition of 1737 and that he tried
consciously or unconsciously to pick out an indication of the church of
the mormonscormons from the longwindedlong winded and not always lucid writings of
lutz 22

staehelin stopped short of actually branding jacob spori as the
fabricator of the prophecy attributed to samuel lutz realizing from
a review of sports life that he was a man of ability who enjoyed public
trust both in switzerland and in the intermountain regions of america
spori did not appear to have been the sort of man who would know-
ingly deceive his readers in fact staehelin proposed an elaborate
scheme for verifying the validity of sports contentions all of which
seems unnecessary in the light of our discussion

since 1908 no general publication of the church had published
the text of the prophecy numerous missionary copies of it ex-
isted however and these appear to have circulated widely continued
reference to it after the publication of staehelinsStaehel ins study may have been
the result of its inclusion in popular collections of gospel related
thoughts such as the small volume entitled story gems which albert
zobell jr published in 1953 23 from this and similar works the LDS

generation of the 1950s drew ideas for 2 12 minute talks in sunday
school talks in priests cottage meetings and other occasions the
uncritical acceptance of the prophecy however prompted a serious
attempt to deal with the nagging questions pertaining to it unfortu-
nately george F hiltonsholtonsHiltons paper entitled how valid Is the prophecy of
samuel lutz served only to muddy the water once again rather than
seeking to establish the validity of the book from which spori claimed
the citation was taken hilton accepted the existence of the 1739
edition of die hoffnung zions resting his thesis upon the fact that
both spori and muhlestein occupied positions of importance and trust
in the mormon community in their later lives thus suggesting that

22staehelin22 staehelin eineerneermeemme angebliche weissagung 7 11 the suggestion that the definitive study would
involve searching the archives of east germany the current headquarters for the pietists for unpublished
writings by lutz was followed by christianson who notes in search of the sensational 38 that such do
not exist

23storystory gems comp albert L zobell salt lake city bookcraft 1953 41 42
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they must have been truthful men he likewise subscribed to the
conspiracy theory of history which muhlestein had proposed drawing
an analogy with the antagonistic clergy who in former times are said to
have removed portions of holy writ which were not to their liking it
is within the realm of possibility that enemies of the church removed
the prophecy from the book and later removed all copies from

circulation this is of course conjecture but certainly possible 24

hiltonsholtonsHiltons entire argument is specious he uses the authority of
hyrum muhlestein who later become a patriarch in the LDS church to
quell any opposition to the possible existence of a 1739 edition of the
book he would have us believe that the prophecy was first removed
from that edition accounting for the inability of wells mcdonald
mcmurrin and others to locate it after muhlesteinsMuhlesteins public lecture in
1894 he would then argue that all copies of the 1739 edition were
ultimately removed from the shelves of all the libraries in the world in
a concerted attempt to thwart the efforts of the mormonscormons in using it for
their own purposes to argue from the analogy of jewish and
early christian scholars removing eschatological writings from the
canon of scripture is to ignore the fact that the suppression of a handful
of manuscripts was relatively simple when compared to the task of
eliminating several hundred copies of printed volumes why after
expunging the prophecy itself was it thought even necessary to
eliminate the books in which it allegedly was to be found why did
those who looked for the prophecy between 1897 and 1922 find no
evidence of mutilated books even more fundamental is the question of
why there is no mention of a 1739 edition in the cataloguescataloguercatalogues of books
printed before 1800 why have no copies of the 1739 edition which
might have been overlooked in the bookburningbookburning be they in private
collections or misfiledmisfiredmis filed ever been located

the integrity of jacob spori as principal of the bannock stake
academy reinforced by the testimony of patriarch muhlestein has
thus deterred serious inquiries into the authenticity of the prophecy
members of the church refused to accept the possibility that such men
would intentionally deceive their coreligionistsreligionistsco three generations of
missionaries had obtained copies of it had referred to it in their
proselyting activities and had apparently ignored counsel from their
leaders against its further propagation in 1959 it became the common
property of the five thousand and more missionaries then serving
throughout the world through its inclusion in the missionary pal
which was compiled by thomas keith marston the version of the

24hilton24 hilton how valid Is the prophecy of samuel lutz 10 11
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prophecy in this instance was somewhat different from those which
had previously appeared in print however the spelling of the authors
name had gone almost beyond recognition and for the first time to my
knowledge lutiusalutius gratus was identified as a catbolicpriestcatholic priestespriest2s25

mormon missionaries in germany and switzerland were un-
doubtedly also influenced by the presence of samuel E bringhurst
who served as the first president of the swiss temple and briefly
during 1960 acted as president of the south german mission the
version of the prophecy attributed to him gives the author as lutiusalutius
gratus the same spelling as contained in the german translation
which I1 copied later that same year it is thus reasonable to assume that
the notation in my fellow elders black notebook owed its existence to
some statement made by president bringhurst 26

further spreading of the prophecy tradition occurred during
early 1961 when ned redding made mention of it in the column

doings of the california intermountain news a publication for
mormonscormons in southern california

PROPHECY the following statement was handed to us recently and is

supposed to have been written by one LUTUIS GRATING in the year 1739
we are told the original document may be found in the switzerland
university at basil switzerland 27

the carelessness in transmitting the tradition is seen in the garbled
authors name and location of the original document some minor
details of the prophecy itself had also been altered

reddings column drew a quick response from ronald G somers
of pasadena california who noted that

I1 heard this same document given by a seminary student at a sacrament
meeting in south pasadena ward I1 wrote to president joseph fielding
smith march 23196023 1960 to askhimaskhamask him about this prophecy by a swiss monk he
wrote back the following tell this young man and everyone else to forget
all about his story it is not so I1 hope that you will let everyone know in

your column so that the truth may be known 28

while expressing appreciation for somerss comments redding
appeared unwilling to let the issue drop at that point revealing the
same lack of editorial responsibility which rulon S wells had criticized
in 1908 he naively asked has anyone checked the switzerland

25missionary25missionary pal comp thomas keith marston and published posthumously by his daughter zola
marston millard salt lake city publishers press 1959 144 45

26seeseenotelsnote 13

27california27 California intermountain news 23 12 january 1961 1

28ibid281bid 19 january 1961196111
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university library at basil we are told the original dated in 1739
may be found there 29

the answer to reddings question was swift in coming that a
great many members of the church had checked with the basel uni-
versity library became evident from a form letter received by one
liselotte haertl sent by the chief librarianatlibrarian at the library under date of
4 may 1959 the letter presented the contents of the investigation
conducted by ernst staehelin which due to the lively interest in the
11 prophecy had been translated into english haertl in turn provided
redding with a copy of that correspondence the intrepid redding was
not fully satisfied with the response however and he appended to the
libraryslibrarys reply this editorial comment

note to ernst staehelin DD we do not expect lutzslutas writings to spell

out the name of the church nor are we concerned with the year 1739 give

or take a few years what we want to know is this did lutz write in the
volumes of die hoffnung zions anything like the english translation of
the story printed two weeks ago in this column30column30

had he but known it redding had touched upon the crux of the entire
issue of the prophecy by samuel lutz it was precisely the matter of
the date 1739 which had been central since jacob spori first insisted
that the prediction was to be found in that edition of die hoffnung
zions

reddings repeated raising of the issue of the prophecy at
length resulted in a response from lauritz C peterson assistant librar-
ian of the church who noted that

several have checked with the university library of basel but have
failed to find the prophecy recorded those who have checked were
president rulon S wells of the first council of seventy president david L

mcdonald president of the swiss mission in 1901 and elder max

zimmer
the prophecy was introduced to the saints by elder jacob spori it

was written by memory sometime after brother spori returned from his

mission
the church historians office holds no credencycredencecredency to the prophecy and

its circulation should be discontinued 31

renewed and prolonged preoccupation with the prophecy led
to its inclusion in an MA thesis by don L penrod entitled critical

29lbid291bid

3ibid301bidbibid 26 january 196119611616 As late as 29 september 1976 copies of this form letter were being sent to
those who requested information on the prophecy of lutiusalutius gratianusGratianus under that date a response was
sent to an unnamed person at 326 kingston road ashford middlesex england copy in the possession of
this writer

33llbid1 ibid 2 february 1961196111 8
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analysis of certain apocryphal reports in the church of jesus christ
of latter day saints as related by members of the church 32 despite
this impressive title however penrodsPenrods treatment of the prophecy is

not as critical or analytical as it should be content to cite the comments
of rulon S wells regarding spori as the inventor of the story he adds
nothing to our understanding of its history certainly he fails to come
to grips with the problems which had arisen since its first publication
in 1893

there is no reason to doubt the integrity ofjacob spori it seems
obvious that his enthusiasm for the writings of samuel lutz caused
him to write the prophecy which was a summary of the formers
writings as refracted through the mind of a convert to mormonism
without the actual text of die hoffnung zions before him spori
unconsciously superimposed mormon ideas upon the rather rambling
notions which he could recall from memory of the bernese pietist
unfortunately his giving of the date of publication for the work as
1739 at basel has led many a searcher after the prophecy on a
wildgoosewild goose chase A 1739 edition does not now exist because it never
did had spori been totally candid with his readers in 1893 he would
have also revealed that the text of the prophecy was not to be found
anywhere rather it was at best a paraphrasing of lutzslutas writings
even the garbled name has added to the confusion and the prolonga-
tion of the debate over the validity of the prophecy

it is more difficult to find an excuse for christian hyrum
muhlestein who in his zeal to uphold the integrity of spori whom
he perhaps knew from the brigham young academy and as an honor-
able member of the church maintained that the 1739 edition aidieoidieof oiedieofe
hoffnung zions actually existed his description of that book makes
it totally improbable that this was the case it is simply inconceiv-
able that all the libraries of the world would have responded to the
request by some threatened swiss protestants and that all existing
copies of the 1739 edition would have been removed from circulation
from the card cataloguescataloguercatalogues and from the published cataloguescataloguercatalogues of books
printed before 1800

other accretions to the tradition of the prophecy have occurred
since spori wrote it muhlestein seems to be the source for the notion
that the book in which it was to be found was located only in the basel
university library as well as for the charge of a conspiracy to prevent
further access to the book by mormonscormonsMormons this same motif was associated

32presented32 presented in august 1971 to the department of church history and doctrine brigham young
university see ppap 42 45
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with the prophecy at the time I1 copied it in 1960 but had been
modified to fit a new set of circumstances and whereas spori must
have known that samuel lutz was a protestant by 1956 when keith
marston died the author aidieqidieofdie hoffnung zions had become a catholic
priest references to him in 19591960 have transformed him into a
catholic monk just where these latter ideas originated is presently
unknown however

postscript

in march 1980 the french language magazine of the LDS church
letoile the star published an item of interest in the column
nouvellesnouvillesNouvelles de 1egliseiegliseleglise church news

article ecritearit par un pretre catholiquecath olique a bale suisse 1737 acetcet
article se trouve dans la bibliotheque de bale en suisse earitecrit par luitiscuitis
gratuisgrafuisgratuisenlanen ranfan 1737 et public dans son outrageouvrage hopehopeofzionof zion lespoirLespoir
dedeslonsion33Sionslon 33

like the phoenix of mythology the prophecy of lutiusalutius
gratianusGrat ianus continues to rise from its own ashes and to be spread
wherever missionaries and members of the church seek to buttress
scriptural references to the restoration with evidence from secular
sources with the appearance of this apocryphal writing in france the
curious history of the prophecy has come full circle the publication
date is now given as 1737 whether as a conscious effort to deal with
the numerous statements that a 1739 edition does not exist or as a
mere scribal error the spelling of the authors name has become even
more convoluted perhaps deriving from that found in the missionary
papalpar and consistent with references since at least 1956 he is pre-
sented as a catholic priest from basel

truly the words of a wise man of old ring clear even today

the thing which hath been it is that which shall be and that which is

done is that which shall be done and there is no new thing under the sun
Is there any thing whereof it may be said see this is new it hath been

already of old times which was before us
there is no remembrance of former things neither shall there be

any remembrance of things that are to come with those things that shall
come after

ecclesiastes 19 11

333lespoir3 lespoirLEspoir de sion letoile march 1980 16



reading habits of
church active LDS women

marianne appleton and A garr cranney

reading research about members of the LDS church is scarce
while scattered and fragmentary data exist from unpublished studies
little has been made available to public view these studies cover
diverse subjects such as reading skills of missionaries readability levels
of church materials and scripture description evaluations of church
literacy projects family scripture reading practices comprehension of
church materials in different languages reading problems in seminary
populations and the reading habits of brigham young university
students except for the original survey by appleton on which this
study is based 1 however we are aware of no research published or
unpublished on the reading habits of LDS adults that is comparable to
the several cross sectional surveys of the reading habits of north
american adults of varied socioeconomicsocio economic and educational back-
grounds these surveys tend to produce uniform results women
between the ages of 21 and 40 who are housewives and who are in the
highest income brackets make up the largest group of readers 2 in view
of this predominance of women readers we thought it might be
interesting to survey selected north american LDS women to discover
what they read how much time they spend reading and where their
reading material was obtained and to relate this data to characteristics
of the group including age education employment income marital
status length of church membership and children in the home

for the survey a 21 item forced choice questionnaire was
constructed which asked for information about reading during the

marianne appleton is a librarian in the canadian school system A garr cranney is an associate professor of
secondary education at brigham young university

I1 R marianne appleton reading habits of selected mormon women from ten geographical areas in
north america research project brigham young university school of library and informational sciences
august 1981

extensive reviews of the adult reading habit literature may be found injohnin john Y cole and carol S gold
eds reading in amendaamerica 1978 melbourne fla john wiley 1979 and larry J mikulecky nancy L

shanklin and david C caverly adult reading habits attitudes and motivations A cross sectional study
monographs in teaching and learning 2 bloomington indiana university school of education june
1979
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previous 12 months 1980 81 the questionnaire was pretested on
three occasions before it was put into final form then with bishop-
ric permission the questionnaires were distributed in ward relief
society meetings to be completed at home of the 233 questionnaires
distributed 149 or 64 were returned because of the circumstances
in which the survey was conducted all of the respondents were
assumed to be active members of the LDS church the completed
questionnaires which were anonymous were marked as to geograph-
ical area and numerically coded then the information was transferred
to punch cards and the statistical package for the social sciences SPSS

was used to analyze the data collected the frequencies subprogram
was used to determine numbers and percentages the crosstabsCrosstabs sub-
program was used to measure the association of one variable to
another the data from each geographical area were also examined and
compared

ten north american geographical areas representing canada and
the united states were chosen for the sample they included the north
south east and west and large medium and small cities and towns
no rural areas were studied the specific areas represented and the
percent of the total returns received from each were calgary alberta
13 houston texas 4 idaho falls idaho 15 kamloopsKam loops
british columbia 12 kenorabenora ontario 3 salt lake city utah
8 santa rosa california 10 scarsdale new york 15 provo

utah 14 and yakima washington 8

the age distribution of the group included 21 in the 18 25 age
bracket 38 in the 26 40 group 31 between 41 and 60 and 11

over 61 years of age of the respondents 31 had earned a four year
college degree or more 34 had some higher education and 21

had completed high school for those with postsecondarypost secondary education
43 listed education as a major field of study 14 science 19

business and 32 other fields seventy two percent of the total group
were married and 28 were single widowed or divorced total
annual gross income in the homes including spouse income was
in these ranges under 10000 23 1000042000010000 20000 26

2100044000021000 40000 36 4100041000 80000 13 and over 80000
3 twelve percent of the respondents had been members of the
church for less than 10 years 19 for 11 20 years and 70 for
more than 20 years thirty five percent of the sample were employed
for pay out of the home and 57 were not employed among those
working for pay 35 indicated that they worked less than 30 hours
per week 39 worked 31 40 hours and 16 worked more than 40
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hours per week respondents with children in the home under 18

years of age comprised 66 of the sample 3

how much time was spent reading tables 1122 and 3 present the
data most of the women read both generally and in the scriptures

excluding scripture reading 60 of the sample read more than
20 hours per month and 36 spent 1 10 hours per month reading
table 1 sixty five percent of the respondents read the scriptures 1 10

hours per month or about 20 minutes a day at most table 2 table 3

relates general and scripture reading time it indicates for example
that 23.4234234254 of those who read generally 1 10 hours per month also
read the scriptures 1 10 hours in the same period and that 21.4214214 of
those who read 1 10 hours generally also read the scriptures 11 20
hours per month

apart from the scriptures what did the group read ninety seven
percent read the ensign 45 the new era and 69 the church
news the most commonly read nonchurchnon church magazine was readers
digest 67 women 45 listed it family circle and goodhousekeepgood housekeep-
ing were each listed 36 times 24 and better homes and gardens
and womanscomans day were each listed 3355 times 24 time was listed
30 times 20 national geographic 28 19 and newsweek 24

1616 in all 125 magazine titles were mentioned ranging from
professional journals to recreation magazines

the single most frequently read church book was spencer W

kimball which was mentioned 43 times 29 camilla was listed 29
times 2200 and the miracle 0of forgiveness 2233 times 15 some
mormon classics such as2sasjesusjesus the christ and teachings oftbeoftleof fhethe prophet
joseph smitasmithsmitb were mentioned several times as were a number of
popular mormon fiction titles of the period including sam charly
and the Bisbobishopsps horseraceHorserace the non mormon fiction books most
often listed were shogun my antonia kane and abel and masada
many other best sellers of the period 1980 8811 were mentioned as well
as older titles such as gone mithwith the wind and pride and prejudice
there was a great diversity of types of fiction literary mystery
historical romance humor science fiction and juvenile there were
only two titles which would be considered gothic romances the
nonfiction books listed indicated a wide range of interests in sub-
jects such as finance history science politics poetry and genealogy
one topic more common than others was the family including such
areas as birth death rearing children gardening cooking marriage

3characteristics of the sample are summarized and are rounded off to the nearest percentage point
tables in appletonsApple tons original study include more detailed data
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TABLE 1

general I1heading per month excluding S riptureruptureripture
number of percentage of

amount of time respondents sample

under 1 hour 6 4.14141

1 to 10 hours 53 35835.8358558

11 to 20 hours 45 30.4304304504

over 20 hours 44 29.7297297

total 148 100.01000

TABLE 2

scripture reading per month
number of percentage of

amount of time respondents sample

under 1 hour 21 14.4144144

1 to 10 hours 95 65.1651
11 to 2200 hours 20 13713.7137157

over 20 hours 10 6.86868

total 146 100.01000

divorce and house management the only title in this category re-
peated more than twice was orphan train

although 43 women 29 indicated they read only one news-
paper the majority of the women polled read more than one 47
32 read two 25 17 three 18 12 four and 10 7

reported reading five newspapers the local newspaper was the most
common one read

in response to the question of where they obtained their reading
materials 2255 17 said the church library 68 47 the public
library 29 20 a university or college library 142 99 their own
collection and 7755 5522 indicated that they borrowed from someone
these figures total more than 100 because some women obtained

materials from more than one source
the traditional relationship between reading and education was

supported by the findings the more education the women had the
more they read whereas 50 of those with a masters degree or more
read over 20 hours a month only 25 of those with a high school
education or less read 20 hours per month however 64 of these
women read at least 10 hours per month suggesting that while there is
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TABLE 3

A comparison of the number 0off hours of general reading
per month VI with ththee number of hours

of scripscriptureture reading per month vav2
count VI

row pctpetact
col pet under 1 1 to 10 11 to 20 over 20 row
tot pet hour hours hours hours total

v2va
under 1 2 4 0 0 6

hour 33333.3535555 66.7667667 0.00000oo 0.00000oo 4.141
9.59595 434.34345 0.00000oo 0.00000oo

1.414 2.82828 0.00000oo 0.00000oo

1 to 10 13 34 4 1 52
hours 25.0250250 65.0650650 7.77777 1.91919lg 35.9359359559

61.9619gig 36.2362362562 20.0200200 10.0100100loo
9.090go90 23423.4234 2.82828 0.70707

11 to 20 3 31 7 4 45
hours 6.76767 68.9689689 15.5155 8.98989 31.0310510

14.3143143145 33033.0350550 35.0350350550 40.0400400

2.12121 21.4214214 4.84848 2.82828

over 20 3 25 9 5 42
hours 7.17171 59.5595595 21.4214 11.9119ilg 29.0290290

14.3143143145 26.6266266 45.0450450 50.0500500

2.12121 17.2172 6.26262 343.43454

column 21 94 20 10 145
total 14.5145 64.8648648 13.8138138158 6.96969gg 100.01000

a relationship between higher education and time spent reading those
without higher education still did some reading

marital status did not seem to have much relationship to either
general or scripture reading nor did the presence or absence of chil-
dren under 18 in the home the married women in this group read as
much as the single women single women however spent slightly
more time reading scripture women who had been members of the
LDS church for more than 20 years tended to spend more time reading
the scriptures than newer members 67 of the 20 year members read
the scriptures more than 11 hours per month the survey also indi-
cated that many employed women found time to read among those
who worked for 31 or more hours per week 35 read more than 21

hours per month and 31 of this same group read the scriptures up
to 10 hours per month
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there was a relationship between age and amount of general
reading of those who read more than 20 hours per month 89 were
in the 26 60 age group including 44 in the 26 40 group and 45
in the 41 60 group however the age of women in this study seemed to
have little relationship to the number of hours of scripture reading
the largest group of women reading up to 10 hours of scripture per
momonthnth was in the 26 40 age group and comprised 25 of the total
group

in general there seemed to be little relationship between income
and amount of scripture reading of the women polled 35 were
in the household gross income range of 2100044000021000 40000 28 of
that group read up to 10 hours of scripture per month those women
who had a total household income of s4100048000041000 s80000 and who read
over 20 hours per month of scripture were 36 of the group in that
income range

methodologically the study is not without fault the percentage
of returns 64 was lower than desirable and rural data were not
included in such survey research one always wonders how data from
the nonrespondents would have affected the findings or what if the
questionnaires had been distributed in some other meeting than relief
society would the results have been the same the anonymity of the
questionnaires might also have been improved though the question-
naires were unsigned they were not returned in sealed envelopes this
might have intimidated some subjects each of whom was asked to
return her questionnaire to someone who was an acquaintance con
sequently some subjects might not have returned questionnaires or
might have written socially desirable but inaccurate responses in
addition the survey relied on the memory of subjects to indicate what
they had read in the previous 12 months or the past week As every
researcher knows memory based data are often imperfect measures A

further weakness of the study was the ranges of the scripture reading
categories more restricted ranges would have provided more useful
data finally though the questionnaire was piloted three times a few
items were obviously misunderstood by some respondents such items
could have been improved

from the data of this survey it would be possible to define a
composite woman she was between 26 and 40 years of age and had an
annual gross family income between 21000 and 40000 she had
attended college majoring in education but was not employed for pay
outside her home she was married and had children under the age of
18 she had been a member of the LDS church for more than 20 years
was currently active and read the scriptures for about 20 minutes each
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day for about 30 minutes a day she also read a newspaper andor
magazine andor book which she had purchased or received as a gift

of what significance is the study to LDS reading educators
despite the limitations of the study four important generalizations can
be drawn first church active LDS women at least in this sample do
follow the encouragement of the church leaders to read the scriptures
and church periodicals second apart from the specifically LDS read-
ing material the reading habits and tastes of this group are not
markedly different from those found in non LDS reading surveys they
read bestsellersbest sellers classics fiction and nonfiction and newspapers
they read the same magazines with about the same frequency as US
readers as a whole 4 like most other adults they prefer to read books
they own rather than obtain them at the library third mormon
women have similar reading habits no matter where they live in north
america geographical location and size of community do not seem to
have much bearing on either the time spent reading or the reading
materials chosen fourth LDS women with less than a higher educa-
tion are readers while more education generally means more reading
those with less education are reading more than would be predicted
from studies of other adults of similar educational backgrounds

when viewed in the light of LDS teachings which emphasize the
study of scriptures all good books and the acquisition of learning
generally this survey is encouraging it is to be hoped however that
more research will be directed toward studying the reading practices of
latter day saints most educators believe that reading has an influence
on thinking and on the conduct and values of life the influence of
church membership and activity on reading however is much less
understood if as commonly assumed moral and religious values are
central to latter day saint life these things should have some effect on
reading choices habits and practices there is a wide field open for
research on these relationships for example do the time spent reading
and the choices of reading materials correlate in any way with varying
degrees of church activity and belief does strength of religious com-
mitment determine what is and what is not read how do latter day
saints compare with members of protestant and catholic groups in
their reading habits it is to be hoped that LDS reading educators and
others will give more attention to the religious variable a neglected
area in adult reading research

4carmaocarmaarma wadley periodicals arent on the endangered species list yet deseretnetvs9deseretnews3unejune 19818



wintering

nothing clouds the moon
round
in the early sky
and grasses stand stiff slickedclicked
with the silver of first frost

two geese cleave
the silence with the even beat
of wings grey in morning grey
pulled towards wintering
one veers the other with it
and then a dip into the smooth
move of their southern bent

we cannot know
if sun or stars compel or winds
or if it is a listening
to the sea a thousand miles away
but such mating shapes the space
between them in an easy hold

and you and I1 love
we too must trust the patterningspattern ings
we too must trust and leave unsaid
all things lost to consciousness

loretta M sharp

loretta M sharp teaches at the interlochenInterlochen arts academy interlochenInterlochen michigan where she established the
writing program in 1976



poetry and the private lives
newspaper verse on the mormon frontier

maureen ursenbach beecher

A handful of verses eventually led to the founding in 1872 of the
womanscomans exponent and the choosing of louisa lula greene as its first
editor A student in the first class of the university of utah the
twenty year old northern utah girl needed train fare back home to
smithfield and so offered the poems to an editor on the salt lake
herald in exchange for the exact price of a ticket quite taken with the
verses and with their writer the editor later persuaded her to return to
salt lake city and assume editorship of a paper for women which he
would underwrite 1

the exponent published for forty two years from 1872 until
1914 when it was replaced by the reliedreliefrelieRelicrelicsocietysociety magazine official
publication of the womens organization of the church ofjesusofjesus christ
of latter day saints amidst a variety of feature and news articles
some local some lifted some polemic and many feminist there was
from the outset poetry in the tradition of the newspapers in the
eastern united states from which area most of the leading lights
among mormon women came it contained always a poetry corner
not labeled such but invariably positioned in the upper lefthandleft hand
corner of the front page besides this prominent token to verse there
were often other pieces scattered through the eight to sixteen pages of
the semimonthly tabloid sized paper

it is natural on several counts that poetry should have been
featured so prominently the propensities of its first editor the young
miss greene and of her successor emmeline B wells alone would
account for a spot for poetry even if the tradition had not been there to
direct them it is not to that question that this article addresses itself

maureen ursenbach beecher is an associate research professor in the joseph fielding smith institute for
church history at brighambnghambangham young university and past president of the mormon history association

ithehe comanswomans exponent in its full forty two year run is available in hard copy in only two
repositories the harvard university library and the archives of the historical department the church of
jesus christ of latter day saints salt lake city utah hereafter cited as LDS church archives that
institution however has been generous in providing microfilm copies to many individuals and libraries so
access is not difficult some private collectors have full runs of the magazine
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for the conventions of the poetry corner are still with us testimony to
an undying tradition this paper has more to do with the women who
wrote and submitted their verses to the exponent than with its editors
and their policies why these women wrote as they did even why they
wrote at all is a larger question for these were not poets such as
those of literary judgment might acknowledge it takes no great literary
sensitivity to realize that newspaper poetry a hundred years ago was
for the most part superficial bland unimaginative derived from
known forms and themes spelling out its message in language more
akin to prose than to poetry except for a self conscious adherence to
rhyme and rhythm

some of the unspoken motives which insured the continuation of
poetry writing in so unlikely a region as the desert of the great basin
and so inappropriate a time as the early frontier days have to do with
the women and their sense of their own identity perhaps it was true
for the men as historian frederick jackson turner posited that the
western frontier would demand of its inhabitants a new society a
civilization unique to its roughness for the women however that
would not could not be so frontier women generally not just utahs
mormon women required from their new environment more than
mere survival and from their earliest entry into the salt lake valley
mormon women found ways of affirming their place in and responsi-
bility for preserving the civilization from which they had come so we
find patty sessions not even two weeks into the forbidding new land
spending two whole days making artificial flowers for a coming wed-
ding and brigham young and heber C kimball then and for decades
afterwards arguing in vain that their women should wear homespun
designed in a bloomer like costume appropriate to utahs dust and
muddy streets the similiaritysimiliarity of their adornment to that currently in
vogue in the east was the womens thermometer measuring their own
self worth as civilized women equal in every regard to their sisters
back home whose scorn for their strange religion and even stranger
practices demanded response 2

the writing of poetry was another means of asserting to them-
selves and they wished to their critical eastern sisters that they were
not the poor ignorant downtrodden dupes of harem lords they were
portrayed to be it is not coincidence that the one woman who would
figure most consistently as the queen bee in deseret society eliza
roxcy snow achieved her first praise as zions poetess a title

2theathehe theme of gentility among frontier women is developed in the authors paper womens work on
the mormon frontier utah historicalquarterlyHistorical quarterly 49 summer 19812761981 276 90
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awarded her by joseph smith fine writing like fine dress bespoke a
gentility which the women craved

an overview of the contents of the first decade of the exponent
the years 1872 82 might help assess the tradition the issues of that
period published on the first and fifteenth of every month yield more
than four hundred complete poems in style they show very little
imagination the verses seem more bound to replicate past forms than
to attempt even moderate alterations occasionally there would be a
five line stanza or a twelve line collection of couplets titled sonnet
or from one young writer a few poems experimenting with iambic
pentameter lines ending with structure words

but no it could not thus remain and gods great
plan of being perfected so adam fell that
man might be might know both good and
evil might choose and win eternal life 3

such infelicitiesfelicitiesin might be overlooked as unhappy accidents but
theypersistthey persist throughout the issues such failures of the poets craft as
make holy things profane and sincere sentiments ludicrous most
noticeably by the jarring juxtaposing of a verse pattern inappropriate to
the thought of the poem the singsong quality of the iambic 3 4 3 4

verses demeans the sense of the following poem

his truth is pure it must endure

for right it sanctions ever

his law we deem the truth supreme

tis just and wrongs us never 4

granted several hymns in the canon scan this way but somehow
sixteen such stanzas cant but reduce the lofty thoughts to the rum te

tum more appropriate to gilbert and sullivan opera
one verse on a serious theme took the form of a series of limericks

strung together

if a stormcloudstorstorm cloudmcloud be over us riven

the very next thing that we know
right over us bending
A glory transcending

Is the promised the beautiful bow 5

years before the exponent began publication charley walker
the irreverent rhymester of the southern utah dixie mission wrote a

shope pseudpseudo three sabbath mornings womanscomans exponent 4 1 september 1875 49
4emilydemilymily hill woodmansee Offences versus truth womanscomans exponent 9 1 july 1880 17
5emilydemily5 emilyemliy hill woodmansee what does it matter to me womanscomans exponent I111I1 1 I1 october 1882 65
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cheerful complaint of the hardships of that experience usually titled
st george and the dragondrag on one chorus goes

the wind with fury here doth blow
that when we plant or sow sir

we place one foot upon the seeds
and hold em till they grow sirg

the pattern to a syllable is repeated later by an exponent contributor
who lived just thirty miles upriver from walker one would hate to
suspect conscious imitation realizing what satirical effect would result
if the following verse were sung to walkers bouncy tune

for this is the truth we will maintain
until our dying day sir

that jesus christ our king shall reign
and righteousness bear sway sir 7

be it said to their credit that when these writers set out to follow
a pattern they could usually bring it off often however with boring
regularity which allowed for no deviation for sense or effect in 1881
perhaps tiring of endless reading of unrhymed or unscanned verses
editor emmeline wells published this lifted poem of james G clarkdarkoark
with the following superscript

competent literary critics have pronounced the following poem
unsurpassed by any other production of its class in our language it is

perfect in rhyme beautiful in figure and expression

leona the hour draws nigh

the hour weve waited so long
for the angel to open a door in the sky

that my spirit may break from its prison and try
its voice in an infinite song 8

the model seems to have had no effect on subsequent submissions the
old forms remained As consistent as the versifiersversifiers might have been
they seldom achieved that unity of form and substance which is

poetry
however one might disparage the poetic skill of the women who

wrote for the exponent the content ought not to be dismissed what
these women of the frontiers second generation wrote and what

6stastst george and the dragondrag on is in the repertoire of most folksingersfolksingers of utah these words are as it is
sung by rosalie sorrels A slightly different version can be found in thomas E cheney ed mormon songs

from the rocky mountains A compilation ofmormonof Mormon folksong austin university of texas press 1968
113 15

7jacobacobeE terry the united order womanscomans exponent 3 15 march 18718755 154 terry is one of the few
men whose writings appear in the magazine and one of two whose poetry is found in the present sample

8jamesajamesames G clarkdarkoark leona womanscomans exponent 10 15 august 1881 43
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they did not write speaks obliquely but often eloquently about their
concept of themselves and their lives earlier I1 suggested that the very
act of composing verses was a statement of identity an affirmation of
gentility of civilized womanhood the conventional character of the
poems may well be attributed to that need for conformity the women
were loath to alter their pattern lest their inventiveness reveal a quali-
tative difference between them and their eastern sisters and they be
forced to admit that the rough isolation of the preceding decades had
toughened their senses as it had reddened their faces

perhaps for the same reason only certain topics were appropriate
to exponents poetry corner by far the largest subject categories are
didactic poems which teach the doctrines of the latter day saints
which promote religious concepts generally or which admonish read-
ers towards moral rectitude of the four hundred odd verses in the
ten year span 115 were of this sort the next largest category is
predictable considering the century and its conventions poems re-
spondingsp to death more particularly the death of a loved one these
overlap the next category poems about children and mothers fathers
are seldom mentioned perhaps a suggestion of female chauvinism or
of the frequent absence of men from their homes

more than forty of the poems are those interminable occasional
verses which even now plague mormon celebrations reflections on
christmas joseph smiths birthday the twenty fourth of july
somebodys marriage new years whatever they merge with the
tribute poems of which there are twenty nine not including the
death of a loved one verses tribute is paid to such diverse people as
washingtons mother isabella of spain mrs garfield on the assassi-
nation of her husband bishop edward hunter he got three poems on
his eighty sixth birthday and mother whitney the grand old lady
who sang songs in the gift of tongues

there were traveloguestraveloguertravel ogues mostly from eliza R snow on her trip to
palestine and nature poems mostly from emmeline B wells in the
vein of our mountain home so dear whose inclusion in the mor-
mon hymnal has long been questioned

A predictable category for a womanscomans magazine found itself split
into two quite different modes romantic love was seen first in the
traditional sense of the sentimental novel improved by a note of
pathos such as that suggested with the poem you kissed me 9 lest
readers should miss the foreshadowingshadowingfore of the final stanza that

twere delicious to die if my heart could grow coldwhilecold While your arms

9mattie pseudpseudo you kissed me womanscomans exponent 2 15 november 1873 94
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wraptwrape me round in that passionate hold they were informed in a
prominent superscript that the wedding was appointed at 8 oclock
PM and the expectant bridegroom suddenly died at 6 PM only two
hours before the time fixed for his marriage and then to wrench
from the reader her final tear miss was never married
but refused repeated subsequent offers

but there was also the maud muller twist the imposition of
reality on the romantic as in one poem entitled mismatedMismated in which
the dove wed to a hawk uncomplaining at the turbulence of the
hawk life with no visible sickness drooped and died 10 this is

still romantic in its thrust more realistically I1 suppose she would
have become a hawk and fought back but with a moral bearing
purpose but most delightful to the jaded twentieth century soul
perhaps is the direction suggested in my sister by a beaver utah
contributor in this poem the suave philanderer from the city sum-
mers in the country for his healthshealthahealths sake where he in idle moments
sought to wina maidens pure heart undefiled the guileless maid
who is onto his tricks delivers him a scathing though reasoned
discourse on his wicked ways concluding with the advice that he

return to town and when you find
such bride midst fashions devotees

reflect your worth would not suffice
A simple country girl to please I1 I1

what the women did not write about however intrigues me fully
as much as what they did exponent readers and contributors were
living frontier lives if no longer in salt lake city then in some part of
mormon country for the first half ofofexponentsexponents run but there is nary
a verse in this first ten years of the paper to spell out the vicissitudes of
pioneer life it is as though to describe real suffering physical or
emotional were to deprecate the community and in that stage of
mormonismsMormoni sms history to defame the community was to deny the faith

A second practically unwritten category was polygamy those
who knew them both might realize that when emmeline wells wrote a
tribute to elizabeth whitney she was praising her sister wife but an
outsider would never see it yet it is not that the women were hesitant
to discuss the subject they turned out in droves to attend meetings
defending polygamy they wrote memorials to congress indeed the
prose columns of the exponent are tediously full of the rhetoric of the

bunaslunasS peck mismatedMismated womanscomanswomansexporxntexponent 6 15 october 1877 75
1eilenelienlelienellen sims my sister womanscomanswomansexponentexponent 6 15 january15january 18781211878 121
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principle only the poetry with two exceptions is hushed on the
subject

womens rights is another topic the exponent found unpoetic
utah women had voted in a civic election practically the first in the
nation to do so just two years before the exponent was founded the
papers prose acknowledges that victory and cries consistently for even
greater civic equality between the sexes but despite the publication in
utah woman suffrage song book 12 full of rousing lyrics and despite
the editors own ardent feminism hardly a poem in exponents first
decade echoes the cry

and there is little laughter in exponents verse five poems might
be considered intentionally humorous and some others for their
victorian quaintness amuse us now but either the seriousness of
the contributing sisters or editor emmelinesEmm elines own melancholy kept
exponents pages free of loud laughter

prodded by leon edel who reads so well the personal life of the
writer from his literary outpourings I1 determined to look at the poetry
of these women for insight into their private lives to give some balance
to the investigation I1 chose a few women whose prose autobiogra-
phies or diaries are available to see what light onesourceone source might shed
on the other the interface proved fruitless of the kind of revelations I1

had hoped for confessional poetry was as yet undiscovered
nontraditional unacceptable to exponent writers what I1 found in-
stead was the occasional glimpse of a poets real life glazed over with
a sheen of idealism which actually reveals as much as shared intro-
spectionspec tion might the difficulty of her circumstance

let four writers suggest what I1 mean the first editor of the
womanscomans exponent lula greene richards published a longish poem
called the mothers dominion written 21 november 1877 13 in it
she affirms that at no time could she permit a nursemaid to undertake
the care of her children even for a walk in the park this from a woman
whose writing did not cease with the birth of her children nor her
resignation from the exponent who gave in her farewell to her readers
the advice to be neither selfishly home bound nor foolishly public
spirited 14 and who it is said by descendents was more than happy to
leave the care of her four growing boys to her sister wife persis while
she lula pursued her literary interests this smacks more of hypoc-
risy than merely idealizing of reality until one realizes that the

12 utah woman suffrage song book salt lake city womanscomans exponent nndd
13lulaluiadulalula greene richards the mothers dominion womanscomans exponentsexponent6exponent6 1 december 1877 99
14lulalula greene richards valedictory womanscomans exponent 6611gli11 august 1877 96
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mothers dominion was written just a few months following the
death of her second baby the first having died a year earlier

those deaths inspired another poem but only after a third child
had been born and proved healthy in we can lula affirms that
however attached we might be to a loved one baby youth adult even
prophet we can live though bereft of the blessingswhichblessings Which seem
more than half our lives the poem concludes most soberly that we
can do without all but our god leaving us in the job condition with
nothing but faith as explanation 15 the gloss however is there in
another poem an optimistic pippa like expression of that faith in
the children lula admonishes her sisters similarly bereaved to

respond not with grief but with gladness for oh think in the blest
resurrectionresurrectionwhatwhat joy to embrace them againagain1616 part of the tone of
the exponent poetry where it deals with sobering life situations is to
affirm even in the depth of that sorrow the brighter horizon ahead

the second and only other editor of the exponent emmeline B

wells composed among her nature poems a moving address of the
wife to her husband

it seems to me that should I1 die and this poor body cold and lifeless lie

and thou shouldstshouldshouldntst touch my lips with thy warm

breath the lifebloodlife blood quickendquickensquickend in each seprate vein would wildly
madly rushing back again bring the glad spirit from the isle of death 17

the following stanzas suggest a relationship on all levels intimate and
exemplary a love sublime friendships purest highest tone and
though she does not say so outright she implies that such a love was
hers or at least of her 1 I persona

the letters however which passed from her to her husband give

the lie to such implication one missive to him whom be it noted she
shared with six other wives begins

am I1 presuming to ask you to come to see me7meame it really seems as if I1 might

enjoy the privilege of your society for an hour or so two or three times in
the course of a year 18

closer to the time of the poem a diary entry reads

all our folks nearly went to the lake but my husband was not to be

seen 0 how I1 want to see him how long the time seems and how weary
I1 grow for one sight of his beloved face one touch of his dear hand 0 how

luialula greene richards we can comanswomans exponent 7157 15 march 18792071879 207
16lulalula greene richards the children comanswomans exponent 5 1 december 1876 97
17emileemile emmeline B wells the wife to her husband comanswomanswomansexponent515exponent 5 15 october 1876751876 75
18emmeline18 emmeline B wells to daniel H wells 2 january 1862 autograph daniel H wells papers LDSIDS church

archives
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I1 love him and he feels it not nor realizes all the pangs and tortures he has
made me suffer 19

looking back now at the first stanza the frame of the poem I1 am more
inclined to see a veiled death wish than a miraculous return to life an
expression of a deep and unresolved need to demonstrate to the absent
husband the depth of her caring and at the same time to punish him
for failing to return the love and yet on its own the poem reads as a
model of supreme love worthy of emulation ideal in every sense

lucinda lee dalton of all the exponent poets the least likely to
idealize submitted a poem entitled to ernest published in may

1873 she had at that time been married for five years to a man already
married plurally and several years her senior but of an attitude similar
to hers on the equality of the sexes her autobiography relates in
immediate and moving terms the prayerful beginning of that marriage
a moment of such high intensity as to inspire both celestial hope and
dreadful fear As lavina fielding anderson writes the marriage
11 should have been the beginning to an idyllic mormon love story not
the prelude to a cancellation of sealing divorce several years later 20

to ernest takes from lucindaslucindayLucindas life story the moment of that prayer
and despite the fact that by the time of the writing the marriage was
already deeply threatened makes of it the heaven blessed beginning
of that fair life we call eternity 21

on those occasions however when lu dalton climbed on a
feminist soapbox there was usually no such optimistic resolution to
the difficulties she described A contributor writing under the pseud-
onym queery raised the question of a womanscomans right to proclaim her
love asking rhetorically if it were not idealistically and practically
appropriate 22 lu answered in a following issue of the exponent
realistically pointing out the dangers of such admirable honesty in an
ic earth wherein guile brings us wo admonishing the young woman
for such she seems to be to lay not your armor aside23aside 23 queery

answers again in a subsequent issue that

yet still must I1 own it there lingers

far down in the depths of my heart

19emmeline19EmmelineEmm elmeeime B wells diary 4 september 1874 autograph special collections harold B lee library
brigham young university provo utah

20lavina20 lavina fielding anderson lucinda lee dalton A tough kind of testimony in sister saints ed
vicky burgess olson provo brigham young university press 1978 146

21lucinda21 Lucindalutcmdaleelee dalton to ernest womanscomans exponent 1 15 may 1873 186
22queery22 queery pseudpseudo questions womanscomans exponent 3 15 november 1874 90
23lucinda23 Lucinda lee dalton Is it a crime for woman to love7lovelovea womanscomans exponent 3 15 december

18741101874 110liollo
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an ideal man true and noble
who scornethscorneth the recreants part 2414

lucinda responds with a level headed admission that some such men
do exist that she is indeed married to such a one but that they are
so few that her correspondent would do well to follow her own
spiritual insight or more likely be prepared to wait for the right love 25

she has not heard the end of queery however this time the issue
is womanscomans secondary status and the sorrow lucinda feels while
anticipating the future of her sweet woman child baby in her arms
telling her infant daughter of the indignities to women the worst of
which is their dependence on men for even the approach to divine
grace she pleads to be assured by the baby so recently come from that
holy presence that women might have access to god without a
brothers hand outstretched between in the childs eyes she reads as
much solace as is there in a future life if not in this one magdalen
like women would receive the precious word directly from their
savior 26 queery in a voice which reeks of expediency tries to add the
ideal view which lucinda must have forgotten after all christ himself
was a man thine elder brother and the sister must not shrink
from heavens decree and most of all she must not corrupt the babe
by telling her of the hearts bewildering fears and should break not
the magic charm of infant trust 27 magnanimously it seems lucinda
replies with a poem in praise of a husband hers presumably who
makes no such sex based distinctions who proclaims

no mine no thine no first nor last be known
but we desire our fathers will be done 28

its an evasion but how else does one handle those who like queery
would provide facile answers to deep rooted questions

once more queery plays jobs comforter this time with a
younger writer one who will rise to prominence and her anger past
do her own glossing over reality in favor of the ideal she is susa
young daughter of brigham young at this point recently divorced
from her first husband alma dunford who had won custody of their
daughter leah then four years old susa uses that incident to flail out
at the authority of men over women

24queery24queery pseudpseudo responsive womanscomans exponent 3 15 january 1875 122
25lucinda25LucindalutcindaleeLutcindaLeelee dalton addendum comanswomanswomansexponentexponent 3 15 february 1875 138
26lucinda26dufdulLucindaLufcinda lee dalton questionings womanscomanswomansexponentexponent 6 1 april 1878 161161igligi
27queryquery pseudpseudo to lu dalton womanscomans exponentexponential6 1 may 18781771878 177 though the writer or editor

has changed the spelling of the pseudonym from queery to query there is no doubt that the writer is the
same to be consistent the text will retain the original spelling

28lucinda28dutdulLucindaLutcinda lee dalton to query womanscomans exponent 6 15 may 1878 185
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mans cruel word betrayed my heart
and left it cold and bleeding
what cares that man in all his pride
for the wifescifes tears and pleading29pleading29

on the same page with susa youngs diatribe is a long editorial
toned demand that woman be granted her most sacred right the
custody of her children seeing theissuethe issue as one basic to the winning
of womanscomans rights 30 queery a month later acknowledges that some
men may falter but argues for loving hands which will hasten
to lift the vail between worldly and divine justice but the final gloss
comes in queerysQueerys last stanza as she argues an alls right with the
world position

he leads his servants as he willeth
and through them his designs fulfillethfulfilleth

then why repine
for though ye may not know his meanings
behind the clouds his smiles are beaming
and soon thy pathway will be streaming

with light divine 31

why would editor emmeline wells permit a voice such as
queerysQue erys to oversimplify complexities which she herself acknowl-
edged or more generally how could a whole generation of women
write such whatever is is right sentiments so in contrast with the
lives they led in a journal which amazes mormon women of this
century with its outspoken stand on womens issues which speaks
out so forthrightly of problems however difficult of solution they
seem such covering up of disagreeable concepts seems wholly out of
place comparison of the prosaic voice with the poetic suggests not
duplicity perhaps as much as wish fulfillment in speaking poetically
of the ideal the higher good the heavenly vision the women were
reminding themselves of the better life they were promised as children
of the covenant let prose speak the sordid truths poetry would sing
albeit by the waters of babylon the songs ofofzionzion

29susasusa young gates by the brook womanscomans exponent 771515 october 1878 73
30mama goodwin womens rights the theme of latter days womens exponent 7 15 october

1878 73
31queryquery pseudpseudo to susa womanscomanswomansexponentexponent 7 15 december 1878 105



reversion
my father was born in the mountains of mexico
on his fifth birthday in el paso texas
that was nineteen ought five

he saw his first automobile
and got his first pair of shoes

at thirteen he drove a six horse span
to break one hundred and sixty acres
of alberta prairies grassland for wheat
then moved to a college town
with his newly widowed mother
and became a town schoolboy
and spent his summers breaking horses in montana

in college he studied agricultural economics
and played guard in the first football game he ever saw
he taught school and coached
and chased mustangs on the desert on weekends

he became a renowned educator
running schools with a multimillionmulti million dollar budget
and had a field of black angus cattle

at eighty he still sat a horse well on his daily ride
and spoke of the problems and opportunities of youth
he preached value of hard work and fiscal responsibility
and the necessity of checking the cinch
before you put your foot in the stirrup

john sterling harris

john sterling harris is a professor of english at brigham young university



joseph smith and the gospel of matthew

robert L millet

joseph smith took seriously his divine charge to search and
expound the scriptures knowing the import of the lords words that
this generation shall have my word through you dacd&c 551010 from

his experience as a youth with james chapter 1 to the time of his
martyrdom he was a man of deep spiritual insight one who loved the
bible and delighted in making plain those passages which had partic-
ular relevance to latter day saint doctrine that he was one of the great
biblical minds of his day is evident in his sermons discourses fre-
quently interspersed with biblical passages and built around the expli-
cation of biblical texts the king follett sermon delivered in april
1844 reveals the prophet at the zenith of his ministry and gives us
a glimpse of the depth of his understanding this funeral address
includes prophetic commentary on such passages as genesis 1

the creation of man john 173 what it means to attain eternal life
john 526 the son to have the power of the father isaiah 3314 rising
to dwell in everlasting burnings matthew 1232 the unpardonable
sin andjohnandyjohnandjohn 141 2 the many mansions of the father we are left
to ponder the likelihood that only a fraction ofofjosephsjosephs knowledge was
everever given to the church largely because the people were not able to
bear what wilford woodruff termed the veritable flood of intelligence
which god poured into his mind president woodruff spoke of
josephs mind as being opened by the visions of the almighty and
explained that the lord taught him many things by vision and
revelation that were never taught publicly in his days I11 much of what
we have received from the prophet however came as a result of his
prayerful consideration of passages in the bible

JOSEPH SMITHS translation OF THE BIBLE

robertjrobert J matthews has given us a clearer insight into the fact that
joseph smith regarded his study and translation of the kingjamesking james bible

robert L millet is an assistant professor of ancient scripture at Brigbnghambrigharnbanghamhainharn young university
ljournalofdiscourses1journal ofdiscoursesof Discourses 26 vols london latter day saints book depot 1855 56 5835855 83 84
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as a branch of his calling further matthews has shown that the
lengthy process from translation through reworking to final publica-
tion of josephs work with the bible was a key factor in the unfolding
of latter day saint history and doctrine

familiarity with the facts and the history of joseph smiths translation of
the bible shows that it was the means by which many important doctrines
of the gospel were revealed to the prophet he was translating the bible
not because he already knew the answers and doctrines but because by
the process and experience of the translation he would learn things
important for him to knowknow2knowd

in a similar vein george Q cannon observed

joseph did not live to give to the world an authoritative publication of these
translations but the labor was its own reward bringing in the perfor-
mance a special blessing of broadened comprehension to the prophet and
a general blessing of enlightenment to the people through his subsequent
teachings3teachings3

the earliest date of biblical translation given in any of joseph
smiths records is june 1830 when he commented on receiving line
upon line of knowledge here a little and there a little of which the
following was a precious morsel 4 joseph then recorded the visions of
moses in december the prophet recorded the call preparation and
ministry of enoch he continued working on the old testament until
7 march 18311831851 when he received what became chapter 48 of the book
ofcommandmentsof commandments compare dac 45 instructinghiminstructing him to translatethetranslate the
new testament before proceeding any further with the old testament
the manuscript of josephs work with matthew chapter 1 is dated
8 march 183118318511851 to that point he had translated through genesis 195193193519555
he and his scribe sidney rigdon worked on matthew 11 92 and
genesis simultaneously until 5 april from 7 april to 19 june they
concentrated their attention on matthew 92 2671 a and after a short
break continued working into september when the translation of the
first gospel was completed 5 in all the prophet changed 483 verses in
matthew the most alterations he made in any book of the bible except
for genesis 662 and luke 563 the changes all seem to fall within
the four categories suggested by robert matthews 1 restoration of
content once written by biblical authors but since deleted 2 a record

2robertrobert matthews A plainer translation joseph smiths translation oftleoftbeof the bible a history and
commentary provo brigham young univ press 1975 xxxi

3georgegeorge Q cannon lefelifeliaelraelege of ofjosephjoseph smith the prophet salt lake city deseret book co 1972 148
sosephjoseph smith jr historyhistoryofof7beof the church ofofjesusjesusyesus christcbnstcbrist oflatterof lafferlatter day saints ede&ea B H roberts ad2d2dedededed

rev 7 vols salt lake city deseret book co 1957 60 1981 98
5matthewsmatthewslmatthews A plainer translation 96
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of historical events not recorded before or recorded but not included
within the biblical collection 3 inspired prophetic commentary in
which joseph smith enlarged elaborated or adapted passages to a
latter day situation and 4 harmonization of doctrinal concepts re-
vealed to the prophet independently of the translation by which he
was able to recognize biblical inaccuracies 6

FOCUS OF THE GOSPEL OF MATTHEW

latter day saints affirm that the author of the first gospel was
matthew levi the publican chosen by jesus as one of the original
twelve apostles his would have been in close association with the
master and thus his recollections of events and sayings of christ are of
inestimable worth his task was to record his testimony and frame it
into what we have come to call a gospel donald senior has re-
minded us that the gospels

are not designed to be historical chronicles or a series of pages from a
family album instead they are a testimony offaitboffalthfaith about the meaning of
jesus christ for believers this obviously does not negate the historical
basis of the gospel story fundamental to christian belief is the conviction
that jesus of nazareth who lived and died is the same resurrected jesus
who is revealed to be the foundation of hope and life 7

like any other writer inspired or uninspired matthew has a
particular message and style and format which characterize his work
and he may appropriately be studied in light of some of his more
evident literary characteristics matthews gospel is shaped by such
factors as his own background the audience to which his work is
primarily addressed and the needs of the church at that day recog-
nition of these factors however should not lead us to interpretive
extremes it has become popular in recent years with the rise of
redaction criticism to overemphasize the redactional editorial role
of the gospel writers many critics have gone to great lengths to depict
matthew mark luke and john as not only molding but also manipu-
lating the tradition and history concerning jesus of nazareth such a
position is both unsubstantiated and unnecessary it is better in my
view to assume that matthew was preparing a literary document that
was at the same time firmly grounded in historical fact

though a number of contributions are exclusively mattheanmatthaeanMatthean this
study will focus on the impact of joseph smiths translation ostQSTCST on

61bid6ibid2532 5 3
monalddonaldhonald senior muttMattmatthemmatthewbembew A gospelforgospergospel yorfor the church chicago franciscan herald press 1973 13
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three major themes in the gospel of matthew 1 matthew as the
gospel of the church 2 jesus denunciation ofofjudaismjudaism and 3 jesus
as the fulfillment of gods promise to israel

MATTHEW AS THE GOSPEL OF THE CHURCH

matthews is the only gospel in the new testament to use the
term church greek ekklesiaekklesia in referring to the organized community
of believers the key reference occurs in the account of jesus discus-
sion with his disciples at caesarea philippi when peter testifies of
christs divine sonship the master replies that this knowledge is of
divine origin and then goes on to speak of the church and its leader-
ship the significance of matthews treatment of this event can be
grasped by simply viewing the synopticssynoptics in parallel

matt 1616 20 mark 829 30
16 and simon peter answered and 29 and peter answerethanswereth and
said thou art the christ the son of saith unto him thou art the christ
the living god 30 and he charged them that they
17 and jesus answered and said should tell no man of him
unto him blessed art thou simon
bar jona for flesh and blood hath luke 99202 0 2211

not revealed it unto thee but my fa-
ther

20 peter answering said the
which is in heaven christ of god

18 and I1 say also unto thee that 21 and he straitly charged them
thou art peter and upon this rock I1 and commanded them to tell no man
will build my church and the gates that thing
of hell shall not prevail against it
19 and I1 will give unto thee the keys
of the kingdom of heaven and what-
soever thou shalt bind on earth shall
be bound in heaven and whatsoever
thou shalt loose on earth shall be
loosed in heaven
20 then charged he his disciples
that they should tell no man that he
was jesus the christ

the keys or right of presidency by which the church of jesus
christ was to be established the means by which ordinances were to be
performed and the authorization to make converts and seal them into
a family order were all received by the chief apostles from jesus and
heavenly ministrantsministrants it appears that on the mount of transfiguration
moses and elijah restored the keys of the gathering of israel as well as
the sacred sealing power matt 171 8 compare dacd&c 110 matthew
chapter 18 contains further instructions for the regulation of the
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church the need for conversion verses 1 5 the importance of
removing harmful elements from the members lives and thus from the
church verses 7 9 member activation verses 12 14 the resolving
of differences between individual saints verses 15 17 and the need
for genuine forgiveness verses 21 35 the instructions regarding the
resolution of differences between members compare similar instruc-
tions in dacd&c 4284 92 conclude with this matter of policy and if he
the accused shall neglect to hear them persons to assist or serve as

witnesses tell it unto the church but if he neglect to hear the church
let him be unto thee as a heathen man and a publican matt 1817
emphasis added

there seemed to be no doubt in the mind of the prophet joseph
smith that jesus had come to earth to do more than articulate ethical
principles or even to reveal strong doctrine the master came as a legal
administrator and reestablished the kingdom of god the church of
jesus christ 8 this church through the holy priesthood administered
the gospel and through the establishment of standards and command-
ments sought to structure the lives of the saints in strait and narrow
ways the need for commandments within the community of chris-
tians is an important insight and contribution of the joseph smith
translation note the concluding verse of matthew chapter 5 in the
sermon on the mount as given in the JST ye are therefore com-
manded to be perfect even as your father who is in heaven is perfect
note also the following bit of counsel to the disciples during the same
sermon

matt 626 KJV matt 629 30 JST
26 behold the fowls of the air for 29 behold the fowls of the air for
they sow not neither do they reap they sow not neither do they reap
nor gather into barns yet your heavbeav nor gather into barns yet your heav-
enly father feedethreedeth them areate ye not enly father feedethreedeth them are ye not
much better than they much better than they how much

more will he notnotfeedyoureedfeed you
30 wherefore take no thoughtforthought rorfor
these things but keep my com-
mandmentsmandments wherewith I1I1 have com
mandedyou

emphasis added

the occasion of the healing of the two blind men provides
another opportunity for us to see the emergence of this theme in the
joseph smith translation

asee8seeee historyhistoryoftheofrhethe church 5258 59
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matt 929 30 KJV matt 939359555 36 JST

29 then touched he their eyes say-
ing

35 then touched he their eyes say-
ingaccording to your faith be it according to your faith be it

unto you unto you
30 and their eyes were opened and 36 and their eyes were opened and
jesus straitly charged them saying straitly he charged them saying
see that no man know it keep my commandments and see

ye tell no man in thisplacethis place that no
man know it

emphasis added

it was not enough for the healed men to keep the miracle a secret they
had to keep the commandments to be a part of the community of
believers

jesus enunciates the cost of discipleship in an important dis-
course to his followers just after peters confession the lord here
defines what it means for one to take up his cross

matt 1624 26 KJV matt 1625 29jst29 JST
24 then said jesus unto his disci-
ples

25 then said jesus unto his disci-
plesif any man will come after me if any man will come after me

let him deny himself and take up his let him deny himself and take up his
cross and follow me cross and follow me
25 for whosoever will save his life 26 and nomnownorfornowforrorfor a man to take up
shall lose it and whosoever will lose his cross is to deny himse4allhimself allailali un-

godlinesshis life for my sake shall find it and every worldly lust
26 for what is a man profited if he and keep my commandments
shall gain the whole world and lose 27 break not my commandments
his own soul or what shall a man for to save your lives for whosoever
give in exchange for his soul will save his life in this world shall

lose it in the world to come
28 and whosoever will lose his life

in this world for my sake shall find
it in the world to come
29 therefore forsake the world
and save your souls for what is a
man profited if he shall gain the
whole world and lose his own
soul

emphasis added

keeping the commandments established by the lord through the
church is also accomplished through submitting to the priesthood
ordinances the ordinances of salvation are channels by which
the power of godliness is manifest unto men in the flesh

dacd&c 8420 21 it is not enough for an individual to come to christ
through his teachings or example alone one is expected to subscribe
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the articles of adoption to be fully born again into the church and
kingdom of god 9 note how the savior begins the sermon on the
mount in the joseph smith translation

matt 51 22kjvKJV matt 51 4 JST
1 and seeing the multitudes he 1 Anand djesusjesus seeing the multitudes
went up unto a mountain and when went up into a mountain and when
he was set his disciples came unto he was set down his disciples came
him unto him
2 and he opened his mouth and 2 and he opened his mouth and
taught them saying taught them saying

3 blessed are they who shall believe
on me and again more blessed are
they who shall believe on your
words when ye shall testify that ye
have seen me and that I1I1 am
4 yea blessed are they who shall
believe on your words and come
down into the depth of humility
and be baptized in my name for
they shall be visited withwitbfirefifefireaire and the
holy ghost and shall receive a re-
mission of their sins

emphasis added

this counsel to come unto christ through ordinances as well as
attitude is repeated by the lord to his nephite disciples after his
resurrection 3 ne 121 2

tied with this principle is the doctrine of accountability that all
men must repent and be baptized and not only men but women and
children who have arrived at the years of accountability dacd&c 1842
the joseph smith translation makes it plain that jesus considered little
children to be spiritually whole from the foundation of the world and
thus not in need of baptism or confirmation

9lbid91bid 658
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matt 18181010 1111kjvKJV matt 18181010 1111jstJST
10 take heed that ye despise not one 10 take heed that ye despise not one
of these little ones for I1 say unto of these little ones for I1 say unto
you that in heaven their angels do you that in heaven their angels do
always behold the face of my father always behold the face of my father
which is in heaven who is in heaven
11 for the son of man is come to 11 for the son of man is come to
save that which was lost save that which was lost and to call

sinners to repentance but these lit-
tle ones have no needof repentanceofrepentance

and I1I1 will save them
emphasis added

these words are consistent with the counsel in the book of mormon
mosiah 316 moro 8 the revelations of the doctrine and covenants

dacd&c 20712071 2946 6825682682527525 2277 and also principles joseph had learned
about accountability while translating genesis gen 1711 JST

thejosephThtheeJosephjoseph smith translation of matthew makes it clear that those
called to preach the gospel were expected to be far more than spiritual
paul reveres rushing through the streets screaming the kingdom is

coming the kingdom is coming preparation for the christ and his
kingdom includes receiving his representatives and then submitting to
the first principles further evidence of this is to be found in the verse
added to the passage in the sermon on the mount in which the lord is

giving his disciples their charge go ye into the world saying unto
all repent for the kingdom of heaven has come nigh unto you
matt 79 JST emphasis added

finally the joseph smith translation makes it clear that the
church exists not only to administer the gospel through the ordi-
nances but also to see to it that those within the church live lives
consistent with the high standards set by christ this is apparent in
chapter 18

matt 189 KJV matt 188 9 JST

9 and if thine eye offend thee pluck 8 and if thine eye offend thee pluck
it out and cast it from thee it is it out and cast it from thee it is better
better for thee to enter into life with for thee to enter into life with one
one eye rather than having two eyes eye rather than having two eyes to
to be cast into hell fire be cast into hell fire

9 and a mans hand is bisfriendbikhisbis friend
and hibishisuis rootfootsfootroof also and a mans eye

are they of his own household
emphasis added
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these changes in matthew mirror those in the joseph smith transla-
tion of mark which are even more dramatic

mark 940 44 JST
40 therefore if thy hand offend thee cut it off or if thy brother offend
thee and confess not and forsake not he shall be cut off
42 and again if thy foot offend thee cut it off for he that is thy standard
by whom thou walkestwalkistwalkest if he become a transgressor he shall be cut off
44 therefore let every man stand or fall by himself and not for
another

the prophets changes define what it means to pluck out an eye or cut
off a hand excommunication or severance from the body of christ was
occasionally necessary to maintain the purity of the church

JESUS denunciation OF JUDAISM

judaism as it existed from the time of lehi to the days of christ
was described in a masterful way by a book of mormon prophet the
jews wrote jacob were a stiffneckedstiffnecked people and they despised the
words of plainness and killed the prophets and sought for things that
they could not understand jacob 414 the tendency of jewish
leaders to engage in the esoteric and to joy in the mysterious was
perhaps not unrelated to their omission of what the lord called
the weightier matters of the law judgment mercy and faith
matt 2323 they had perverted the law of moses through confusing

tokens with covenants ritual with religion means with ends jesus
came as the pure fulfillment of the law and sought to heal the spiri-
tual blindness which had come from looking beyond the mark
jacob 414 in the words of one student of the new testament christ
demanded a righteousness that exceeded the standard of jewish

legalism for it was inward not outward spontaneous not legalistic
gauged by a person and not by a code 10 jesus was a jew and he
certainly knew and taught that the jews were the children of promise
but as one roman catholic scholar has pointed out this aware-

ness of israels special status as the chosen people is coupled with an
uncompromising critique that scores israels rejection ofjesus and its
consequent loss of the promise I111I1

1 omerrillmmerrillOMmernllcerrill C tenney new testament survey grand rapids mich eerdmans publishing co 19611461961iggi 146
111 seniorsenior matthew 72 for a more detailed study of the role of the JST in unveiling the jews of christs

day seerobertlsee robertRobertLrobertd L millet looking beyond the mark insights from thejstintothe JST into first century judaism in
monte S nyman and robert L millet eds thethejosepbhosephjoseph smith translation the restoration of plain and
precious things provo brigham young univ religious studies center 1985 201 14
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in the eighth chapter of matthew is found the story of the healing
of a centurionscenturione son here was a gentile who demonstrated a faith
greater than any manifest among the children of israel at the time of
the master jesus closes this episode by stating that many shall come
from the east and west and shall sit down with abraham and isaac
and jacob in the kingdom of heaven but the children of the kingdom
shall be cast out into outer darkness there shall be weeping and
gnashing of teeth matt 811 12 emphasis added compare the
account in luke 7711 10 and note the different context in the scathing
parable of the wicked husbandman matthew departs from the other
synoptic gospels in his addition of one verse which makes explicit the
point of the parable therefore say I1 unto you the kingdom of god
shall be taken from you and given to a nation bringing forth the
fruits thereof matt 2143 emphasis added compare mark 121 12

luke 209 18

chapter 23 of matthew is one entire sermon denouncing the
ostentation and pretense of the phariseesPharisees and scribes more than in any
other place in the new testament record the savior here unleashes his
righteous indignation upon a works righteous assembly of jewish
leaders possessed of a perverted piety calling them hypocrites seven

timesfoolstimes fools blind guides whited sepulchressepulchres serpents andnd a gener-
ation of vipers

the joseph smith translation is even more clear that jesus chal-
lenged the jewish intellectuals of his day with a call to a higher
righteousness in addition he questioned their authority their right to
teach and guide the masses in accordance with their narrow interpre-
tation of the law the jewish leaders were deeply schooled in the
commentaries of the law but lacked the animation that comes with the
spirit of god consequently they misinterpreted the signs of the
times and failed to recognize him by whom the law had been given
anciently their preaching therefore was empty their impact on the
soul fleeting jesus was different he taught them as one having
authorityfromauthority promfrom god and not as having authorityfromauthority promfrom the scribes
matt 737 JST emphasis added
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some of the most important alterations made by the prophet are
in the sermon on the mount the section on judging righteously in
chapter 7 is followed by a denunciation of the scribes phariseesPharisees
priests and levites

matt 74 5 KJV matt 75 8jst
4 or how wilt thou say to thy 5 or how wilt thou say to thy
brother let me pull out the mote out brother let me pull out the mote out
of thine eye and behold a beam is of thine eye and canetcanst not behold a
in thine own eye beam in thine own eye
5 thou hypocrite first cast out the 6 andjesusanajesusAnand djesusjesushesus said unto his disciples
beam out of thine own eye and then beholdestBeholdest thou the scribes and the
shalt thou see clearly to cast out the phariseesPharisees and the priests and the
mote out of thy brothers eye levites they teach in their syna-

gogues but do not observe the law
nor the commandments and all
have gone out of the way and are
under sin
7 go thou and say unto them why
teach ye men the law and the com-
mandmentsmandments when ye yourselvesyejourselves are
the children of corruption
8 say unto them ye hypocrites first
cast out the beam out of thine own
eye and then shalt thou see clearly
to cast out the mote out of thy
brothers eye

emphasis added
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here we learn that the experts in the law were also the greatest
offenders of the law joseph smith made a similar insertion later in the
same chapter

matt 77 9 KJV matt 712 18 JST
7 ask and it shall be given you 12 say unto them ask of god ask
seek and ye shall find knock and it and it shall be given you seek and ye
shall be opened unto you shall find knock and it shall be
8 for every one that asketh opened unto you
receivethreceive th and he that seekethseebeth 13 for every one that asketh
findethlindethfindeth and to him that knockethknockettknocketh it receivethreceiveth and he that seekethseebethseeketh
shall be opened findethlindethfindeth and unto him that
9 or what man is there of you knockethknockettknocketh it shall be opened
whom if his son ask bread will he 14 and then said his disciples unto
give him a stone him they will say unto us we our-

selves are righteous and need not
that any man should teach us god
we know beardheard moses and some of
the tbepropbetsprophets but us hebe will not hearbear
15 and they will say we have the
law for our salvation and that is

sufficientforsufficient rorfor us
16 then jesus answered and said
unto his disciples thus shall ye say
unto them
17 what man amongyouamong you having a
son and hebe shall be standing out
and shall say father open fhythytbt
house that I1I1 may come in and sup
with thee will not say come in my
son for mine is thine and thine is

mineimine
18 or what man is there among you
who if his son ask bread will give
him a stone

emphasis added

this is an unusual passage the disciples seem hesitant to ap-
proach a people who are content with their lives centered in and bound
to the law but the disciples have a message to deliver a message of
spiritual import to be understood and received only by the spirit
through prayer jesus thus explains to the disciples as modern mis-
sionariessionaries would be taught today that investigators must ask of god to
know the truthfulness of the divine message evidently the jews of the
first century had fallen into a pathetic state of blindness compare
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jacob 414 perfectly characterized by the attitude god we know
heard moses and some of the prophets but us he will not bearhearheaybeay jesus
had to instruct his devoted followers to remember that the eternal
father is infinitely more willing to give and to speak than the greatest
mortal interestingly enough thethejsttheistJST also provides a smoother transi-
tion between verses six give not that which is holy unto the dogs
and seven ask and it shall be given you than we find in the KJV

jesus not only condemned the phariseesPharis ees and scribes for their
myopic mindsetmindretmindset but he also demanded with the introduction of the
new and everlasting covenant of the gospel that all persons enter into
the true church through an authorized baptism

matt 915 16 KJV matt 9916gig16 2222 JST

15 and jesus said unto them can 16 and jesus said unto them can
the children of the bridechamber the children of the bridechamber
mourn as long as the bridegroom is mourn as long as the bridegroom is

with them but the days will come with them
when the bridegroom shall be taken 17 but the days will come when the
from them and then shall they fast bridegroom shall be taken from
16 no man puttethputteti a piece of new them and then shall they fast
cloth unto an old garment for that 18 then said the phariseesPharis ees unto
which is put in to fill it up taketh him why miliwillmiilmillyewillyeye not receive us with
from the garment and the rent is our baptism seeing we keep the
made worse whole rawlawram

19 but jesus said unto them ye

keep not the law iftyefyetteye had kept the
law ye would have received me for
I1lamiamam he who gave the law
2012020120.11 receive notnotyouyou with your bap-
tism because it profitethprofi teth you noth-
ing
21 for when that which is new is
come the old is ready to be put
away
22 for no man puttethputteti a piece of
new cloth on an old garment for
that which is put in to fill it up
taketh from the garment and the
rent is made worse

emphasis added

the joseph smith translation provides a fascinating background
for the saviors otherwise abstruse words concerning cloth and bot-
tles A similar resistance was encountered by joseph smith at the time
of the organization of the latter day church the lords message was
as timely in AD 30 as in 1830
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wherefore although a man should be baptized an hundred times it
availethavaileth him nothing forforyouyou cannot enter in at the straitgatestrait gategaie by the law
of moses neither by your dead works for it is because of your dead
works that I1 hadehaveibavebade caused this last covenant and this church to be buildupbuiltupbuilt up
unto me even as in days of old wherefore enter ye in at the gate as I1

have commanded and seek not to counsel your god dacd&c 222 4

emphasis added

JESUS AS THE fulfillment OF GODS PROMISE TO ISRAEL

the gospel of matthew was written by a man intent on building a
bridge between the old covenant and the new or between what we call
the two testaments like the book of mormon prophet jacob he
testified that none of the prophets have written nor prophesied save
they have spoken concerning this christ jacob 771111 merrill C

tenney in his discussion of matthew points out how the book is

developed in such a way as to demonstrate that the person ofjesus of
nazareth is the total and complete fulfillment of the law and the
prophets

the gospel of matthew was written to show how jesus of nazareth
enlarged and explained the revelation which had been begun in the
messianic prophecies of the old testament although it is strongly jewish
in its character it was written also for the benefit of gentiles since the
final commission enjoined the twelve to make disciples of all the
nations 2819 if it were originally composed for the benefit of the
church at antioch where gentile converts first came together in large
numbers the reason for its character would be plain matthew was
seeking to show to these converts the meaning ofjesus ministry in terms
of the old testament which their jewish colleagues believed and from
which they themselves had been taught 12

one of the most important mattheanmatthaeanMatthean stylistic peculiarities is the
use of what are called formula citations of scripture such as now
all this was done that it might be fulfilled which was spoken of the
lord by the prophet saying or for thus it is written by the
prophet or then was fulfilled that which was spoken by the
prophet matthew uses this method of relating the old and new
testaments as many as fourteen times in his gospel eight of which are
citations of the prophet isaiah although there was continual reference
during the years of early christianity to jesus as the fulfillment of
prophecies no other gospel writer applies this device as insistently as

121 12tenneytenneyTenney new testament survey 150
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does matthew john uses nine formulas but five of them speak in very
broad terms concerning the fulfillment of scripture 13

matthew no doubt used these formulas to attract the attention
of jews who still awaited a messiah he sought to declare with bold-
ness that the messiah had come and that they should believe the
gospel and look not for a messiah to come who has already come
dacd&c 1927 for the most part however as raymond E brown
maintains the formula citations had a didactic purpose informing
the christian readers and giving support to their faith some of the
citations are attached to the minutiae of jesus career as if to empha-
size that the whole of jesus life down to the least detail lay within
gods foreordainedforeordained plan 14

As with the other themes we have been examining the joseph
smith translation gives additional emphasis to this one as well accord-
ing to thethejsttheistJST jesus spoke clearly and directly to simon and andrew
when he called them to their ministry lam be of whom it is written
by the propprophetsbets follow me and I1 will make you fishers of men
matt 418 JST emphasis added compare matt 11113115 3 JST here is an

explicit witness of the fact that the christ of whom the prophets had
written was now among the people

in the narrative of jesus infancy the JST attests to the place of
jesus as the messiah as well as the king the wise men have come from
the east seeking to behold the great theophany at hand they ask
where is the child that is born the messiah of the jews matt 32

JST emphasis added the messiah literally the anointed one in
many old testament passages is the king as in the KJV the descen-
dant of david who will reign everlastingly see 2 sam 712 13

13raymond13 raymond E brown thebtrtbehetheebe birtabirtb oftleoftbeof fhethe messiah new york doubleday 1977 97 nnan22
141bid141ibidbid 98
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A similar clarification occurs in the account of herodshernds inquiries
into the rumored birth

matt 24 6 KJV mattmatt3434 66jstJST
4 and when he had gathered all the 4 and when he had gathered all the
chief priests and scribes of the people chief priests and scribes of the
together he demanded of them people together he demanded of
where christ should be born them saying where is the place
5 and they said unto him in that is written of by fhethe thepropbetsprophets in
bethlehem of judea for thus it is which christ should be born for hebe
written by the prophet greatly feared yet he believed not
6 and thou bethlehem in the land the prophets
ofjudah art not the least among the 5 and they said unto him it is writ-

tenprinces ofjudah for out of thee shall by the prophets that he should
come a governor that shall rule my be born in bethlehem of judea for
people israel thus they have said

6 the word of the lord came unto
us saying and thou bethlehem
which lieth in the land ofjudeaof judenjudeafuden in
thee shall be born a prince which
art not the least among the princes of
judea for out of thee shall come the
messiah who shall save my people
israel

emphasis added

in commenting on the above alteration robert J matthews writes

As presented in thejsttheist it is not bethlehem butjesusbut jesus who is the prince
and he is not simply a governor come to rule but the messiah come to save
israel surely it was jesus and not bethlehem who was the prince for he
and not the whole village was to inherit the throne of david and rule

israel with judgment and with justice for ever as recorded in isaiah
96 7 1511

in a passage that does not occur in the KJV the joseph smith
translation also gives us a remarkable insight into the childhood and
early training of christ

matt 322 27 JST compare matt 222 3311 KJV

22 but when he heard that archelaus did reign in injudeajudea in the stead of his
father herod he was afraid to go thither but notwithstanding being
warned of god in a vision he went into the eastern part of galilee
23 and he came and dwelt in a city called nazareth that it might be
fulfilled which was spoken by the prophets he shall be called a nazarene
24 and it came topassto pass thatjesusthat jesus grew up with his brethren and waxed
strong and waited upon the lordforlord rorfor the time of his ministry to come

15robertj151 hobertrobertbobertRobertjJ matthews A greater portrayal of the master ensign 13 march 1983 9
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25 and he served under misfatherhisfatherbishis ratherfather and behe spake not as other men
neitherneithercouldhecould he be taughtfortaught forror he needed not that any man should teach
him
26 and after manymanyyearsrearsyears the hour of his ministry drew nigh
27 and in those days camejohncamcame ejohnjohn the baptist preaching in the wilderness
ofofjudeajudea

emphasis added

these verses not only supply an excellent transition between christs
infancy and the beginning of johns ministry note the lack of transi-
tion in the KJV from matt 223 to 3311 but they also point up the fact
that the lord received instructions from the heavens as well as from
mortal teachers this suggests one of the reasons jesus at age twelve
was spiritually adept and insightful enough to be found in the temple
teaching the doctors of the law see luke 246 47 JST

at the close of chapter 23 the JST adds a brief section which
further attests to jesus divine sonship

matt 2337 39 KJV matt 2337 41jst41 JST

37 0 jerusalem jerusalem thou 37 0 jerusalem jerusalem ye who
that killestgillest the prophets and stonestsoonest will kill the prophets andwillstoneand wiliwill stone
them which are sent unto thee how them who are sent unto you how
often would I1 have gathered thy chil-
dren

often would I1 have gathered your
together even as a hen children together even as a hen

gatherethgathereth her chickens under her gathers her chickens under her
wings and ye would not wings and ye would not
38 behold your house is left unto 38 behold your house is left unto
you desolate you desolate
39 for I1 say unto you ye shall not 39 for I1 say unto you that ye shall
see me henceforth till ye shall say not see me henceforth and know
blessed is he that cometh in the that lamiamI1 am he of whom it is written by
name of the lord theprophetsthe prophets until ye shall say

40 blessed is he who cometh in the
name of the lord in the clouds of
heaven and all the holy angels with
him
41 then understood his disciples
that behe should come again on the
earth after that he was glorified
and crowned on the right hand of
god

emphasis added

finally it is only fitting that the christ should bear witness of
himself before his enemies as the gospel draws to a close As jesus
stood before pilate the governor asked him a direct question art thou
the king of the jews the master answered directly thou sayestgayest
trulytrulyortrulyorporforyor thus it is written of me matt 22711711 12 JST what more
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could be said both by deed and by word the testimony of jesus of
nazareth had been borne the light had shone in the darkness and the
darkness had comprehended it not

conclusion

joseph smith was called of god as a translator as well as a
prophet seer and revelator dacd&c 211 10792 124125 his divine
appointment gave him the right not only to declare new scripture but
also the key of knowledge the access to the fulnessfalnessfulness of the
scriptures luke 11115311555 3 JST joseph the seer had power to interpret
ancient scripture by the same spirit that had moved upon the prophets
and apostles of earlier dispensations 16 it is often difficult for us to
know when a particular alteration in the kingjameskingjames version represents
a restoration of lost textual material or events or when it represents
inspired prophetic commentary we should be grateful nevertheless
that joseph the translator sought to restore plain and precious
things whether that be content intent or meaning the lord himself
placed the prophets work with the bible in perspective in a modern
revelation given in 1830 to sidney rigdon and a commandment I1 give
unto thee that thou shalt write for him and the scriptures shall be
given even as they are in mine own bosom to the salvation of mine
own elect dacd&c 3520 emphasis added

16forfor a broader treatment of thejststhe JSTs accentuation of the areas of stress in all three of the synoptic
gospels see robert L millet the JST and the synoptic gospels literary style in nyman and millet the
joseph smith translation 147 62



saved or damned
tracing a persistent protestantism

in early mormon thought

grant underwood

in the july 1838 issue of the eldersjournalelderseiders journal joseph smith
responded to a series of questions which he said were daily and
hourly asked by all classes of people to the question will every body
be damned but mormonscormonsMormons he replied yes and a great portion of
them unless they repent and work righteousness I11 for years I1 have
assumed along with others thatjosephsthat josephs response was rather tongue
in cheek actually as we shall see he was very much in earnest and
was simply reflecting a sentiment widely held among the early saints
benjamin winchester for example reasoned that as mormonism
was the restoration of the new testament christianity all who reject
this will be damned if the scriptures are true 1122 such categorical
statements were indeed rooted in the scriptures particularly passages
like mark l6l61616 he that believethbelieveth and is baptized shall be saved but
he that believethbelieveth not shall damned 3 one finds this verse frequently
and unequivocally invoked in the early literature in an article entitled
gospel I1 sidney rigdon wrote

and unless god had sent the apostles or others authorized as they
were the world must have perished every creature in it must have been
damned for they were to go into all the world and preach the gospel to
every creature he that is every creature that believed and was baptized
should be saved but he that is every creature that believed not should be

damned had there been one creature in all the world who was in a state
of salvation or could have attained that state without the apostles this
commission would not have been correct that is that every creature in all

grant underwood teaches at the LDS institute of religion adjacent to california state university los angeles
ieidersjournaleldersjournalElders Journal oftleoftbeof fhethe church oflatterof latterlafter day saints I11 july 1838 42

2stimes2timestimes and seasons 1 november 1839 10
3similarlyssimilarly worded declarations are found in three revelations received during the 1830s throughout

this article the following abbreviations will be used dacd&c for doctrine and covenants current edition BC for
the book of commandments and dac 18518318355 for the doctrine and covenants 185518518318355 edition this is also the
order in which they will appear in the notes if the revelatory text was published in an early church
periodical it will be noted at the end those passages similar to mark 161616 16 are 1 dacd&c 68968 9
dacd&c1835183 5148148 the evening and the morning star 1 october 1832 55233525 2 dac 847484 74d&c1835dac 183 59292
and 3 dac 11229112 29
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the world who did not believe them and be baptized by their direction
should be damned 4

but what of the honest and honorable of other churches A times
and seasons editorial answered bluntly that it did not matter how
often a man prayed how much alms he gave how often he fasted or
how punctual he was in paying his tithes if he believed not he would
be damned 5 such eitheror thinking did not belong to some fanatic
fringe it permeated the membership from the prophet on down in a
nauvoo address joseph referred to the various professors of religion
who do not believe in revelation & the oracles of god and said 1 I tell
you in the name of jesus christ they will be damned & when you get
into the eternal world you will find it to be so they cannot escape the
damnation of hell tyg1166 A week later he singled out the presbyteriansPresbyte rians as

an example and declared if they reject our voice they shall be
damndeddamnded 7

that the saints did not balk at laying out the consequences of
rejecting the message of the restored gospel is also evident from the
frequency with which anti mormonscormons and other observers commented
on this very point an emphasis they found suffocatingly exclusivisticexclusivistic
la roy sunderland an active abolitionist minister who wrote one of
the more widely circulated anti mormon pamphlets of the 1830s
decried mormonismsMormonisms monstrous cruelty in pretending to send all
to hell who do not believe it 8 in truth vindicated parley P pratt
replied

every dispensation that god ever sent is equally cruel in this respect
for god sends all to hell who reject any thing that he sends to save those
that believe and I1 add if methodism be true god will send every man to
hell who rejects it and a man must be very inconsistent to come with a

message from god and then tell the people that they can be saved just as

well without as with itit9ita9

devening4eveningevening and morning star 2 september 1834 187 emphasis in original this article was later
reprintreprintedinrepnntedmedin the times andseasonsand seasons see timesandseasonsnimestimes and seasons 2 november 18401971840 197 other examples in the
early literature of how this verse was used include latter day saintsmessengersaints messenger and advocate 1 june
1835 131 135 1 july 1835 151 2 march 1836 283 84 of the sixty most frequently cited scriptural
passages in LDS periodical literature between 1832 and 1838 only two were quoted more often than
mark 161616 16 see gordon irving the mormonscormons and the bible in the 1830s banghambnghambrrgbam young university
studies 13 summer 1973119731975 481

5 times and seasons 4 february 1943 106
6thisathisthis excerpt from the wilford woodruffjournalwoodruffjournal is reproduced in andrew F ehat and lyndon W cook

eds the words of josephofjoseph smith the contemporary accounts of the nauvoo discourses of the prophet
joseph provo utah BYU religious studies center 1980 156

7ehatdehathat and cook eds words ofjosephofjoseph smith 162
8laalaa roy sunderland mormonism exposed and refuted new york piercy and reed 1838 as cited in

parley P pratt mormonism unveiled zions watchman unmasked and its editor mr L R sunderland
exposed truth vindicated the devil mad and priestcraft in danger new york 0 pratt and
0 fordham 1838 2255

9lbid91bid
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for modern latter day saints accustomed to extolling the vision
of the three degrees of glory as the antidote to the confining polarities
of protestant conceptions of the afterlife the idea that early mormonscormons
spoke almost entirely in terms of either being saved in the celestial
kingdom or else being damned rather than discussing terrestrial or
telestial salvation seems foreign indeed 10 yet it is the purpose of this
article to trace within mormon thought the persisting lineamentslineaments of
traditional salvationist rhetoric and to demonstrate that the vision of
the three degrees of glory did not begin to alter such notions until the
end of the nauvoo period

we begin with a word about background after surveying the
religious landscape in america in 1844 the eminent german church-
man philip schaff remarked that the reigning theology of the
country is the theology of the westminster confession 11 the
westminster confession a creedal delineation of faith formulated two
hundred years earlier by reformed divines from both england and
scotland had announced that upon death the souls of the
righteous are received in heaven while the wicked are cast into

hell besides these two places for souls separated from their bodies

I1 othethe terms salvation and damnation and their cognates present semantic problems which should be
addressed briefly at the outset just as there are varying degrees and kinds of salvation writes bruce R

mcconkie so there are degrees and kinds of damnation he distinguishes four usages of the term
damnation 1 those who are thrust down to hell to await the day of the resurrection of damnation
12 those who fail to gain an inheritance in the celestial kingdom or kingdom of god 3 those who become
sons of perdition and 4 those who fail to gain exaltation in the highest heaven within the celestial world
even though they do gain a celestial mansion in one of the lower heavens of that world bruce R mcconkie
mormon doctrine 2dad ed salt lake city bookcraft 1966 176 77

in other words damnation can be said to come to anyone not exalted to the highest level of the celestial
kingdom sense 4 or to anyone not inheriting either the celestial kingdom at all sense 2 or to anyone not
inheriting either the celestial or terrestrial kingdoms sense 1 or to anyone not inheriting either the
celestial terrestrial or telestial kingdoms sense 3 the range of interpretations is thus sufficiently broad
that aside from exalted beings and sons of perdition it is possible to conclude that all the rest of
humanity will in a sense be both saved and damned for reasons made clear in the remainder of this
paper such semantic options were not articulated in the years under study 1830 46

admittedly in the strictest sense official LDS doctrine is very limited in nature that bruce R

mcconkiesMcConkies ideas however epitomize currently acceptable doctrine is clearly revealed in the following the
church educational system recently completed preparation of college levellevei student manuals for each of the
four standard works these volumes five in all are organized like scriptural commentaries and contain
numerous explanatory quotations they are read and approved by the church correlation committee and
published under the name of the church itself thus they come as close as any literature to receiving the
churchechurchs doctrinal imprimatur A total of 3830 quotations from over two hundred different authors appear
in these five manuals the single most frequently cited author is bruce R mcconkie 543 quotations or one
in seven are attributed to him the nextnextmostmost frequently quoted is joseph fielding smith with 447 followed
by byjosephjoseph smith with 345 and spencer W kimball with 227 elder mcconkiesMcConkies primacy is obviously due in
part to the sheer volume of his writing however since other prolific mormon authors even among the
general authorities are not cited with anywhere near the same frequency it is clear that elder mcconkie is
looked to today as the leading doctrinal exponent in the church at the very least it seems safe to cite his
works as representative of currently acceptable doctrinal positions

11 the principle ofofprotestantismprotestantism As related to the present state odtheof the church chambersburgChambers burg 184 5

114 quoted in winthropswinthropS hudson religion in america 3dad ed new york charles scribners sons 19811981

8 modern historians of religion concur sydney E ahlstrom for examplespeaksexample speaks of its enormous impact
on subsequent history and calls it by far the most influential doctrinal symbol in american protestant
history generally sydney E ahlstrom A religious history odtheoftheof the american people 2 vols new haven
yaleyaleumvuniv press 1972 image books 1975 11181 118 177
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concluded the confession the scripture acknowledgethacknowledgeth none 12 the
final chapter of the confession dealt with the last judgment and
explained

the end of gods appointing this day is for the manifestation of the
glory of his mercy in the eternal salvation of the elect and of his justice in
the damnation of the reprobate who are wicked and disobedient for then
shall the righteous go into everlasting life and receive that fulnessfalness of joy
and refreshing which shall come from the presence of the lord but the
wicked who know not god and obey not the gospel ofjesus christ shall
be cast into eternal torments and be punished with everlasting destruction
from the presence of the lord and from the glory of his power 13

for centuries the polarities of heaven and hell election and
reprobation had informed the contours of protestant thought thus
in the world into which mormonism was born it was customary to
conceptualize man as either saint or sinner righteous or wicked
bound for heaven or headed for hell and this formed an important part
of the cultural baggage early converts carried with them into the
church

significantly such sharply contrasting categories were not ex-
plicitly contradicted either in the book of mormon14Mormon14 or in the new
revelations one early revelation described the last judgment in these
familiar terms and the righteous shall be gathered on my right hand
unto eternal life and the wicked on my left hand I1 will say unto
them depart from me ye cursed into everlasting fire prepared for
the devil and his angels 15 on another occasion the lord spoke of
the gathering that the wheat may be secured in the garners to
possess eternal life and be crowned with celestial glory while the
tares shall be bound in bundles that they may be burned with
unquenchable fire 16 to portray judgment day outcomes only as
either celestial glory or unquenchable fire eternal life or

everlasting fire without mentioning the intermediate glories seems

12philip12 philip schaff ed zhetherhe creeds ofcbristendomof christendom 3 vols new york harper and brothers 1877 reprint
ed grand rapids baker book house 1966 36713 671 this is in sharp contrast to the roman catholic ideas of
purgatory and limbo purgatory is defined as the state place or condition in the next world which will
continue until the last judgment where the souls of those who die in the state of grace but not yet free from
all imperfection make expiation for unforgiven venial sins or for the temporal punishment due to venial and
mortal sins that have already been forgiven and by so doing are purified before they enter heaven new
catholic encyclopedia 1967 ed svs v purgatory limbo is the state and place either of those souls who
did notmeritnot merit hell and its eternal punishments but could not enter heaven before the redemption the fathers
limbo or of those souls who are eternally excluded from the beautibeauuficbeautificnicfic vision because of original sin alone
the childrens limbo new catholic encyclopedia 1967 ed svs v limbo

13schaff13 schaff creeds of christendom 672
14somesome of the more obvious examples from the book of mormon of a polarized afterlife are

1 ne 152915 29 36 2 ne 9 11 19 and alma 401140 11 26
15d&c15d&c29292727 28 bc64BC 64 dacd&c18351835114114 evening andmorningand morning star 1 september 1832 26

dac16d&cd&c 10165101loi 65 66 dacd&cq83518552381835238238
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incomplete from a modern perspective 17 yet with the exception of the
vision a subject to which we will later return the revelations of the
restoration perpetuated such traditional polarizations

in fact they seemed to strengthen the dichotomies by crystalizingcrystallizingcrystal izing
into a single criterion the distinction between the two groups that
criterion was an individuals response to the mormon message mine
elect declared the lord hear my voice and harden not their
hearts 18 by divine definition the elect were only those who
accepted the restored gospel the same criterion was extended to the
definition of goodness and there are none that doethboeth good except
those who are ready to receive the fulnessfalness of my gospel which I1 have
sent forth unto this generation 19

conversely the lord defined the wicked just as succinctly
they were simply those that will not hear my voice but harden their
hearts 20 even the casual observer will note that this is phrased as the
exact negation of what constituted election As if it were not already
clear enough a year later the lord taught his saints how to distinguish
the two types of people whosochoso cometh not unto me is under the
bondage of sin and by this you may know the righteous from the
wicked 21 when talking theology then the saints used the word
wicked as a sort of generic term for all unbelievers whether or not they
were morally bankrupt parley P pratt for instance defined the
wicked as that portion of the people who were not of the kingdom of
god 22 on the other hand believers were collectively described as the
righteous A timestimesandseasonsand seasons article explained that when a man is

adopted into the church and kingdom of god as one of his saints his
name is then enrolled in the book of the names of the righteous 23

in terms of these polarities what was true for the one was also
true for the many whole churches of non mormonscormons were designated
in various revelations as the congregations of the wicked 24

babylon literally understood wrote john taylor is the

171nin the current lexicon of mormon theology eternal life is the kind status type and quality of life
that god himselfenjoyshimself enjoys thus those who gain eternal life receive exaltation mcconkie mormon doctrine
237 on the other hand those whose destiny is to be cast out with the devil and his angels to inherit the
same kingdom in a state wheretheirwhere their worm dieth not and the fire is not quenched are defined as sons of
perditonperdigonperditon mcconkie mormon doctrine 746 thus to apply these definitions to the quoted passages would
seem to present only a partial picture of the results of ofjudgmentjudgment day

18d&cDSK 2977 bc61BC 61 dacd&c18351835113113115 evening and morning star 1 september 1832 26
19d&c1cd&c353 51212bc76d&c1835BC 76 dacd&c 185183 5117117
2 odicod&cdacd&c 38638 6 bc80BC 80 8811 dac 18318355118118 evening and morning star I1 january 183183518333 al6166l1
221d&c1 dac 8449- 584 49539953995549 533 dac 1855183518359911
22parleypparley P pratt anananswertomranswer to mr william dewittshewittsHewitts tract against the latter day saints manchester

england W R thomas 1840 8
2223 times and seasons 4 march 1843 141411

24d&c6024d&c6088136113 61303032305232 3333625362556262666868 11bcnbcBC 143 4444148148 49 dac 183 51485 148199199 220202 eveningeveningandEveningandand
morning star 1I october 1832 35 1 december 1832 53155153
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roman catholics protestants and all that have not had the keys of the
kingdom 25 entire cities were also classified collectively after their
initial failure in london early missionaries wrote home that though it
was the boast of the gentiles london contained one million five

hundred thousands souls who are ripening in iniquity and preparing
for the wrath of god and like the ox going to the slaughter know not
the day of their visitation 1126yet112626 yet as parley P pratt later explained

the people of englandofengland may repent and never be destroyed but if they
do not repent they will perish in common with all nations who are

unprepared for the second advent of the messiah for lo10 the time is

near very near when every one who does not give heed to jesus christ
will be destroyed from among the people this applies equally to

england and all other places 27

thus this was not just yankee arrogance for the american cities
of boston albany and cincinnati were also promised desolation and
utter abolishment if they rejected the gospel 28 even close friends were
not exempt edward partridge once penned this earnest entreaty to all
his former acquaintances 0 take the advice of one that wishes you
well humble yourselves before god and embrace the everlasting
gospel before the judgments of god sweep you from the face of the
earth 29

here we pause to notice a subtlety of early mormon thought
given its markedly millenarian character it tended to move ahead
the traditional saved damned reckoning of judgment day to a
saved destroyed outcome apparent at christs coming in the day of
the coming of the son of man declared an early revelation cometh
an entire separation of the righteous and the wicked and in that day
will I1 send mine angels to pluck out the wicked and cast them into
unquenchable fire 30 the first mormonscormons spoke often of the second
advent as a day of judgment or vengeance demonstrating their focus
on the attendant destruction of the unbelieversbelieversun as much as on the
salvation of the saints 31 and there was no middle ground only
mormonscormons would survive the second coming of christ according to
sidney rigdon all people on the earth during this period would be
saints all the rest of the world will without exception becutbe cut off 32

25times2 5 timbstimes and seasons 6 lunejuneguneoune 1845184 5 939
261bidibid 2 december 1840 250
27pratt27 pratt an answer 41

dac28d&cd&c 8411484 114 613061 30 31 bc148BC 148 dacdao 18551835951835 95 201 evening and morning star I11 december
1832 53153

29messenger29messengermessengerandMessengerandand advocate I1 january 18356118351855 61
30d&c 635363 53 54 bc155BC 155 dac 185518351441835 144 evening and morning star 1 february 1833 71
31seesee for example evening and morning star I11 february 1833 67 1 january 1833 60
32messenger32 messenger and advocate 3 november 1836 403
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when in 1841 joseph first advanced the idea that there would be
wicked men on the earth during the millennium it represented an

abrupt about face from a decades consensus to the contrary and it
would be at least another decade before the idea really caught hold even
among church leaders 33 to introduce the color gray to those so
accustomed to black and white was not easy because of their apoca-
lyptic orientation then early saints spoke more often of a temporal
judgment to be effected at christs coming than they did of the far off
final judgment 34

such an apocalyptic scenario infused the saved damned dichot-
omy with an imminence and a tangibility that provided both motiva-
tion and rationale for missionary outreach orson hyde in what is

recognized as the earliest LDS missionary tract urged pray there-
fore that god may send unto you some servant of his who is autho-
rized from on high to administer to you the ordinances of the gospel
except you do this you must fall victims to the messengers of
destruction which god will soon send upon the earth 35 and in the
dedicatory prayer for the kirtland temple joseph smith petitioned the
lord thus

and whatsoever city thy servants shall enter and the people of that
city receive not the testimony of thy servants let it be upon that city
according to that which thou hast spoken terrible things concerning
the wicked in the last days that thou wilt pour out thy judgments
without measure 36

if in the early years the phrase voice of warning carried very
literal connotations it must be balanced with an acknowledgment that
the elders were occasionally counseled to avoid overzealousness in
declaring judgments against the wicked 37 As W W phelps advised

warn in compassion without threatening the wicked with judgments
which are to be poured upon the world hereafter you have no right to

collect the calamities of six thousand years and paint them upon the

33the first time on record ofofjosephsjosephs having taught that wicked men would be upon the earth during
the millennium is in a 16 march 1841 sermon see ehat and cook eds words ofjosephofjoseph smith 65 As late
as 1857 orson hyde was still talking of all the wicked being consumed at the second coming see seejournaljournal
ofdiscoursesof discourses 26 vols london latter day saints book depot 1855 86 535555555 355335535 56 on the other hand
brigham young clearly felt that there would be wicked men unbelievers on the earth during the
millennium see journal ofdiscoursesof discourses 22316316 71427 142

34see3seeasee grant underwood seminal versus sesquicentennial A look at mormon millennialism
dialogue Aajournaljournalaljournal ofofmormonmormon thought 14 spring 1981 32 44

35messengerandadvocate2messenger andadvocateand Advocate 1 july 1836 346 the tract was published separately as a broadside entitled
A prophetic warning toronto august 1836

dac36d&cd&c 10941109 41 45 messenger andadvocateand advocate 2 march 1836 279
37thethe relationship between millenarianism and missionary work during the early years is explored at

greater length in my article millenarianism and the early mormon mind journal ofmornonofMof mormonornon history 9
1982 41 51
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curtain of these last days to scare mankind to repentance no you are to

preach the gospel even glad tidings of great joy unto all people 38

in the same dedicatory prayer it was remarked 0 lord we
delight not in the destruction of our fellow men their souls are
precious before thee but thy word must be fulfilled 39

it is not surprising that people weaned on the bible and steeped in
its literal interpretation would feel there were simply too many graphic
passages predicting wo upon unbelieversbelieversun to have the notion
11 spiritualizerspiritualizedspiritualized or explained away time and again in early mormon
periodicals and pamphlets one encounters references to moses proph-
ecy that all who will not hearken to christ will be cut off from among
the people or to pauls portrayal of a savior descending in flaming fire
to take vengeance on them that know not god and obey not the
gospel 40 no bible verse however more effectively bolstered the
saved destroyed dichotomy than luke 1726 and as it was in the
days of noe so shall it be also in the days of the son of man this
scripture told the saints two things first the majority of mankind in
their day would reject the message and second such people would
therefore be destroyed just precisely as it was then wrote the
editors of the times and seasons so shall it be at the coming of the
son of man revelations shall precede his coming the whole world
shall ridicule them and cast them off for so it was in the days of noah
and the consequences were inevitable destruction and so it will be

with this generation the righteous only will be saved 41 that this
would leave few men to enjoy the millennium merely accorded with
their understanding of isaiahsisaialsIsaiahs prophecy that the inhabitants of the
earth are burned and few men left 42 this destruction explained
parley P pratt in his voice of warning is to come by fire as literally
as the flood in the days of noah and it will consume both priests and
people from the earth or else we must get a new edition of the

38eveningandmorningevening and morning star I11 july 18321418521418321852 14
39d&c35d&c 10943109log 43 44 messenger and advocate 2 march 183627918361856 279 that such comment was more than

mere rhetoric is obvious from diary entries such as orson hydes record for 16 september 1832 cailecaliecallecalleddonon
sister laura and her husband mr north they disbelieved we took our things and left them and tears from
all eyes freely ran and we shook the dust of our feet against them but it was like piercing my heart and all
I1 can say is the will of the lord be done cited in leonard J arrington and davis bitton the mormon
experience A history oftbeoftleof fhethe lafterlatterlaffer day saints new york knopf 1979 193

40moses40moses prophecy was originally recorded in deutbeut 181518 15 19 but the mormonscormons preferred peterpeters s

version as recorded in acts 3225223 22 23 examples of their discussion of this passage can be found in evening
andmorningstarMorningStarand morning star 1 september 1832 30150130 2 juneguneoune 184316118431845 161igiigl and timestimesandseasonsand seasons 2 april 1841 359

pauls words are found in 2 thes 1 7 10 examples of how the mormonscormons used this passage eveningazeeveningareaze
and morning star 2 may 1834 151555 messenger and advocate 1 january 18318355 56 57 and times and
seasons I11 december 1839 26

414 times and seasons 2 march 1841 33515 1

42isa421sa 24624 6
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bible leaving out the 24th of isaiah 43 for literalist latter day saints
it was no more difficult to conceive of the earth being swept clean of
every single non mormon at the second coming than it was to accept
the fact the the flood had destroyed all but the eight believers then in
existence As parley P pratt explained to queen victoria As noah was
a survivor of a world destroyed and himself and family the sole
proprietors of the earth so will the saints of the most high possess the
earth and its whole dominion and tread upon the ashes of the
wicked 2144114444

from all that has been presented thus far it seems clear that a
saved damned duality was deeply entrenched in early mormon
thought but what about the vision of the three degrees of glory did it
not immediately uproot all the old either or notions did not the
saints quickly discard their former thinking as theologically naive
when presented with this vision of a pluralized rather than a polarized
afterlife the answer is no and that should not come as much of a
surprise to those aware of the historical development of ideas within
the church nonetheless that early mormonscormons neither understood the
implications of the vision of the three degrees of glory nor lampooned
notions they still retained is significant enough to merit careful con-
sideration

first a brief history the vision as it was commonly called in
the early years was received by joseph smith and sidney rigdon in
february 1832 five months later what appears to be the earliest
identifiable copy of the revelation was published in the evening and
the morning star 45 the vision seemed to attract some attention for
the first year or two though a few stumbled at it at least one
individual considered it the greatest news that was ever published to
man 46 some developed strange ideas about it that required reproof
but even legitimate comments were sufficiently superficial that they
offered no real interpretation or elucidation of the vision and certainly
no repudiation of the traditional christian cosmos 47 A specific search

parteparleysparleypParleyP pratt voice ofwarningandinstructionowarningoWarning andinstructionand Instruction to allpeopleAll People newnewyorkyork sanford 1837 unlessunlessthethe
original wording is different the 1881 salt lake edition has been used

44pratt44pratt truth vindicated 6
45evening45 evening andmorningstarMorningStarand morning star ouy1 julyquy 1832 10 111lii11 seeseerobertjrobertj woodford the historical develop

ment of the doctrine and covenants phdph D diss brigham young university 1974
46forfor the stumbling seejohnneejohnsee john murdockjournalmurdock journal 18 27 29 and orson prattjournalpratt journal 1833 34 both

in library archives historical division historical department of the church ofjesusof jesus christ of latterdatter day
saints salt lake city for the praise see evening and morning star I11 july 1832 14

47forfor an account ofsomeorsomeof some who advance doctrinally unacceptable positions seejosephseseeejosephjoseph smithjrsmith jr history
oforthethe church ofjesus christ oflatterof Latter darday saints 2dad ed revrev7vols7 volsvois reprint salt lake city deseretdeseretbookbook
co 1951 13661 366 for an early but brief discussion that was apparently acceptable see evening and
morning star I1 june 1832 616 1 july 1832 22 this source is reproduced in history ofodthethe church
12831 283285 and evening and morning star I11 february 183369183318531835 69
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of presently available periodicals pamphlets and tracts as well as
hundreds of unpublished diaries journals and letters from this time
period reveals that throughout the rest of the decade and on into the
early 1840s the vision was virtually ignored 48411 admittedly there were
numerous references to the celestial kingdom but that term for most
mormonscormons seems to have been just another name for the heaven chris-
tians had always talked about and it required no new mental frame-
work to adopt it celestial after all was a common synonym for
beaheavenlydenlyvenly discussion even mention of the terrestrial and telestial
glories however which might have hastened the demise of dual-
istic thinking appears to have been almost nonexistent 49 the only
example of anything like a substantive commentary on the vision
was joseph smiths 1843 poetic version 50 perhaps the experience of
reissuing the revelation as a kind of epic poem stimulated the prophets
pondering of the overall significance of the vision for in the remaining
sixteen months of his life he discussed in new ways the nature of hell
and the torment of the damned furthermore he specifically ridiculed
the pervasive protestant rhetoric that in the hereafter there were only

48somesome have felt that the absence of discussion of the vision of the three degrees of glory was by design
that due to its revolutionary nature it was considered too advanced for those still needing milk and was
therefore intentionally suppressed during the early years such thinking is based on the prophets recorded
counsel to the english missionaries to remain silent concerning the gathering the vision and the book of
doctrine and covenants until such time as the work was fully established history oftbeoftleof fhethe church 24922 492
the assumption is that similar restrictions must have been in effect in the united states there are problems
however in the first place there is no documentary evidence to support this extrapolation on the contrary
there is overwhelming evidence to show that such a limitation was not in effect american missionaries
constantly talked of the gathering it was central to their millenarian message they were also occasionally
encouraged to preach the late revelations times andandseasonsseasons 4 april 18431184318451 175 for example thus two
of the three doctrines restricted in britain were openly advanced in america since the vision of the three
degrees of glory was merely listed along with other delicate doctrines rather than being singled out can its
absence in america be considered intentional when the other controversial concepts were freely advocatedadvocated77

furthermore it should be remembered that even in the prophets proscription provision was made for
a later learning when the work was fully established yet we have no evidence of anything more than
passing mention of the vision of the three degrees of glory in any of the early church headquarters be it
kirtland far west or early nauvoo though in extant reports of sermons and in the early periodicals we find
that the plan of salvation and the afterlife were frequent topics of discussion they almost never included the
vision even when written to a gathered mormon audience accustomed to other deep doctrine

490neone exception to this is the following from W W phelps all men have a right to their opinions but
to adopt them for rules of faith and worship is wrong and may finally leave the souls of them that receive
them for spiritual guides in the telestial kingdom for these are they who are of paul and ofapollos but
received not the gospel evening and morning star 1 february 1833 69 also interesting along this
line though from a decade later is josephs poeticized version

these are they that came out for apollos and paul
for cephas and jesus in all kinds of hope
for enoch and moses and peter and john
for luther and calvin and even the pope

times and seasons 4 february 184311843 85

another exception which illustrates the conceptual confusion apparent when these kingdoms were
mentioned is wilford woodruffswoodruffe record of zebedee Coltricoltrinscoltnnscoltrinens prophecy upon his head when he was ordained
a seventy also that I1 should visit COLUBCOLLB dolobkolob & preach to the spirits in pnsionprisionpension & that I1 should bring all of
my friends or relatives forth from the terrestrial kingdom who had died by the power of the gospel
dean C jessee ed the kirtland diary of wilford woodruff BYUEYU studies 12 summer 1972 380

50tfmestimes and seasons 4 february 1843 82 85
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two possible outcomes heaven or hell 51 this represents a watershed
in mormon thought

until that time if the vision were discussed at all it was done
from within an interpretive framework that was still patently polar-
ized even the prophet himself when describing the thinking which
led to the revelation wrote it appeared self evident from what truths
were left in the bible that if god rewarded every one according to the
deeds done in the body the term heaven as intended for the saints
eternal home must include more kingdoms than one 52 there is a
subtle difference between saying that there are divisions within heaven
and saying that there are different heavensheaven and the saints had not yet
shifted to the latter position W W phelps felt that the great value of
the vision lay in providing details on the various heavenly mansions 53

to be sure those mansions were distinguished as the great greater
and greatest but conceptually they all blended into one heaven

As joseph smith put it

the glory celestial is one like the sun
the glory terrestrial is one like the moon
the glory telestial is one like the stars
and all harmonize like the parts of a tune 54

men are agents unto themselves declared an early saint and
they can prepare for a kingdom of glory or for one without
glory55glory 55 as much as if to say though clothed in new terminology
men can prepare for heaven or for hell even part of the poems final
quatrain summed up the entire revelation in dualistic terms the
secret of life is blooming in heaven and blasting in hell 56

telling evidence that the vision did not immediately force an
abandonment of traditional notions of damnation and hell is manifest

55lehatandcook1 ehat and cook eds words ofjosepbsmitbof joseph smith 183183206211206 211 1414240244240 244 319319330330530 3133531355313353425133554251355342342 61
367 72 381 of course joseph smith was not the first individual to challenge traditional formulations
mitigated conceptions of hell eternal damnation and divine punishment have been advanced periodically
since the days of origenongen and the cappadocian fathers see D P walker the decline of hell chicago
university of chicago press 196419641

52history52 history of the church 12451 245243 such an idea had also occurred to earlier religionists the idea of
different degrees of felicity in future life as differences of reward was widely prevalent among patristic
theologians this was also true even of some later protestant divines in opposition to rome the influence
ofofpersonalpersonal merit on the future state was deniedbydenideniededbyby these theologians but some of them while admitting that
blessedness is essentially the same for all hold to several degrees of blessedness john mcclintock and
james strong eds cyclopedia ofofbiblicalbiblical theological and ecclesiastical literature 10lovolslivolsvolsvois new york
harper and brothers 1867 81 reprint ed grand rapids baker book house 196919691 33153 315 317

53evening53 evening andandmorningmorning star I11 oulyjuly 18318322 14
54 times and seasons 4 february 1843 85
55evening55 evening andmorningand morning star I1 march 1833 77 ororasworasaas W W phelps later put it the vision points

out the degrees ofhappinessofhappiness andmiseryand misery so plainly that all oftheodtheof the commonest understanding may learn for
themselves what kingdom the lord will give them an inheritance in messenger andadvocateand advocate I11 february
18318351855185 66

5116 times and seasons 4 february 1843 85
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in the mormon reaction to universalism universalism reflected the
optimism of the age of enlightenment from which it emerged and as
its name implies taught that all men would ultimately be redeemed
that damnation would be done away and that the notion of eternal
torment in a lake of sulfurous fire was superstition 57 modern
mormonscormons might find much that is appealing in such ideas believing as
they do that the vast majority of mankind will ultimately receive some
degree of salvation early saints however did not react this way
when a universalist preacher came to kirtland in 183518318551855 oliver cowdery
withstood him with the same zeal that gideon did nehorbehor a book of
mormon universalist what incensed oliver cowdery was the audac-
ity of asserting in the face of overwhelming scriptural proof to the
contrary that there would be no damnation if no such principle
exists as damnation and that eternal oliver exclaimed god cer-
tainly has spoken nonsense and folly 58

it must also be remembered that before the late nauvoo period
there was little explanatory discussion of the term unpardonable sin
therefore even if the early saints had talked of damnation coming in
its fullest sense only to sons of perdition there were then no
conceptual restraints limiting that category to apostate mormonscormons
alone 59 again we see that circumstances and understandings in the
1830s did not require interpretations of the vision that undermined the
old saved damned dichotomy

As for hell itself josephs belief in its reality and his use of
traditional jargon to describe it is conspicuous as late as his 1843

poem whereas in the original scriptural text of the vision the word
belthellbellbeet is found only once the prophet uses it six times in his poem in
terms familiar to any evangelical protestant he talks of the ungodly
suffering in hellfirehell fire and vengeance the doom of the damnddamand no
passage however is more striking than this quatrain describing the
fate of the sons of perdition

57goodgood introductions to universalism are provided in george H williams american universalism A

bicentennial essay medford mass universalist historical society 1971 and stephen A marini radical
sects ofrevolutionarynewof Revolutionary nemnew england cambridge harvard univ press 1982 the definitive study is now
russell E miller the larger hope the first century odtheof the universalist church in america 1770 1870
boston unitarianUnitanan universalist association 1979

58messenger58messenger and advocate 1 lulyoulyjulyguly 1835 151 lewis 0 saum has recently reminded us of the
widespread antipathy to Univeruniversalismsalim among the common man in antebellum americaAmeriamerlamericaseecaseesee his thethepopularpopular
moodmoodofpreofpreoffre civil war america westport conn greenwood press 1980 44 47

5959aA standard current statement on the nature of the unpardonable sin and the sons of perdition is
mcconkie mormon doctrine 746 816 17 joseph began discussing these topics in depth about the same
time he was also modifying his conception of hell and the afterlife that is during the final months of his life
see ehat and cook eds wordswordsofjosephofjoseph smith 330530330334550354550554334 35353423475534254755542547342542 347547 48483534855348555353553555 54360 61 itis true that

in june 1833 joseph mentioned the sons of perdition but as we have already noted this was only to say
that not enough was known about them or their destiny to justify discussing it history odtheof the church
136615661 366566
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they are they who must go to the great lake of fire
which burneth with brimstone yet never consumes
and dwell with the devil and angels of his
while eternity goes and eternity comes60

if to later saints a hell that is continually burning but never
consumes is a mass of confusion such was not always the case

that the vision is not mentioned in the earliest anti mormon
works is further evidence that it was not initially seen as subversive to
contemporary protestant thought given the tenor of their writings it
is hardly conceivable that such men as philastusphilistusPhilastus hurlbut origen
bacheler or la roy sunderland would not have eagerly seized the
chance to ridicule the vision had they known about it and perceived its
eschatological implications 61 yet the earliest I1 have found mention of
the doctrine is in ex mormon john corrallscorrillsCorrills A briegbriefbriehistoryBrie history published
in 1839 though corrill had been a leading elder almost from the first
his comments evidence little more than a mere awareness of the
revelation 62 furthermore later anti mormon commentators like
henry caswall or J B turner seem only to be borrowing from
corrill 63 the question that follows then is why did all these early
anti mormonscormons overlook that which would later be stock in trade for
such polemicists if the visions revolutionary significance were widely
perceived

also significant is the case of former mormon william harris in
his expose he claimed that the saints felt that their idea of heaven

shows the superiority of their system over all others and that they
ridicule as absurd the notion generally entertained of the location and

nature of heaven As a matter of curiosity then william harris
continued I1 will here insert a description of the mormon
paradise 116464 what follows is not a recapitulation of the vision as might
be expected from his leadinlead in but rather an excerpt from parley P
pratts voice 0of warning showing heaven would be material not
spiritual and here on earth not out in the ethereal blue 65 this

60timestimastimes and seasons 4 february 1843 83
61 doctor philastusphilistusPhil astus hurlbut was the principal collaborator but the book was published as eber D howe

mormonism unavailedunvailed painesvillegainesvillePainesville ohio E D howe 1834 origen bacheler mormonismMonnonism exposed new
york published at 162 nassau st opposite the park 1838 and la roy sunderland mormonism exposed
and andrefutednewrefutednewRefuted New york piercy and reed 1838 there is neither direct mention nor allusion to the vision of
the three degrees of glory in any of these works

62johnjohn corrill A briefbrneBriebriehistoryhistory of the church of christ of latter day saints commonly called
cormonsmormonsMormons st louis printed for the author 1839 47

63henryhenry caswall the prophet oftbemneteentbof the nineteenth century london 1843 98 99 caswall admits
dependence on corrill jonathan baldwin turner mormonism in all ages new york platt and peters

18441842j243243245
william harris mormonism Portrportrayedawd Warwarsawsawi ill111iliiiilii sharp and gamble 1841 23 harris is

mentioned in the context of faithfuloffaithful missionary service in messenger andadvocateand advocate 3 january 1837 446
6 5prattsprattpratt voice of warning 217 18
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recollection from harriss seven years in the church as to what the
saints actually ridiculed about contemporary notions of heaven fur-
ther confirms the minimal role of the vision in early LDS thought 66

that which persisted however eventually began to break up just
four months after the prophet versifiedversifierversified the vision he began to publicly
and repeatedly denounce the heaven hell dichotomy wilford
woodruff recorded this comment for example says one I1 believe in
one hell & one heaven all are equally miserable or equally happy but
st paul informs us of three glories & three heavens 7167116767 later joseph
reiterated 1 I do not believe the methodist doctrine of sending honest
men and noble minded men to hell along with the murderer and
adulterer 68168611 in the 1844 king follett discourse we find the culmina-
tion of his latest thinking about salvation and damnation during
recent months hell had been acquiring an explicitly nonphysical
dimension and he here announced 11II have nonofearfear of hellfirebelihellberi jirefire that
doesntt exist but the torment and disappointment of the mind of man
is as exquisite as a lake burning with fire and brimstone 69

if salvation or damnation still revolved around ones reaction to
mormonism there was now a qualifier attached I11 I call upon all

men priests sinners and all to obey the gospel for your

66harriss66 harriss recollection is confirmed in the words of this early mormon song

the heaven of sectarianssectarians is not the heaven for me
so doubtful its location neither on land nor sea
but ive a heaven on the earth
the land and home that gave me birth
A heaven of light and knowledge
0 thats the heaven for me &cac

times and seasons 6 february 184 5 799

67ehatehat and cook eds words of ofjosephjoseph smith 221414
681bidibid 368
69forfor this and subsequent quotations from the king follett address I1 have used the larson amalgam-

ation of the various contemporary accounts stan larson the king follett discourse A newly amalgam-
ated text byustudiesBYU studies 18 winter 197811978 205

seven verses in the book of mormon directly equate torment with a lake of fire and brimstone
2 ne 9169 16 19 26 282328 23 jacob gioglo6106 10 mosiah 3273 27 and alma 121712 17 A symbolic connection however

seems necessary only in mosiah 323 277 and alma 1217 where the word as is used to link the two terms for
example then is the time when their torments shall be as a lake of fire and brimstone whose flame
ascendethascendeth up forever and ever alma 1217112 17 for individuals accustomed to a literal hermeneutic the
remaining passages would not have seemed unusual in well worn cadences jacob 610gio6 10 speaks of going

1.1 away into that lake of fire and brimstone whose flames are unquenchable and whose smoke ascendethascendeth up
forever and ever which lake of fire and brimstone is endless torment 2 ne 2823 also warns of a place
prepared for them evenevenalakeoffireandbnmstonewhichisalake affireoffire andbrimstonebrimstoneand which is endless torment it is easy enough to see how
such verses with their spatial allusions would not have forced abandonment of traditional perceptions of a
physical hell

of related interest is the textual change from the 1830 edition in 2 ne 9 16 originally it read and they
shall go away into everlasting fire prepared for them and their torment is a lake of fire and brimstone 1830
ed 80 later the important word as was inserted and today this verse and the other two mentioned above
are invoked to provide scriptural justification for the metaphorical interpretation joseph smith began
explicitly employing in the last months of his life for example mcconkie mormon doctrine 280 81

significantly I1 could find no instance in which eitherjosepheithereitheeltherelthe rjosephjoseph smith or any other latter day saint used these
verses in such a fashion during the period studied grant underwood book of mormon usage in early LDS

theology dialogue 17 autumn 198411984 3355 74
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religion wont save you and if you do not you will be damned but
he added I11 I do not say how long 70 though the concept of a termi-
nable hell was provided for in a revelation received even before the
church was organized dacd&c 19 not untiljosephuntilunti lJosephjoseph led the way interpre-
tively did others begin describing hell as a purgatory for unrepentant
sinners 71 at the same time he acknowledged that those who had
committed the unpardonable sin must dwell in bellhellheilbeilbeli worlds without
end and that they shall rise to that resurrection which is as the lake
of fire and brimstone 72 only the sons of perdition would be damned
in the fullest and most traditional sense toward the close of his life
then joseph smith began to emphasize a pluralized rather than a
polarized picture of eternity he symbolized hell diminished
damnationsdamnations domain and expanded salvation

the fact that he repeatedly discussed these concepts the last
months of his life did not however guarantee that they were instantly
internalized by the saints this is perhaps best illustrated in the case of
john taylor throughout this period john taylor was closely associ-
ated with the prophet both as editor of the times and seasons and
from september 1843 as a member of the anointed quorum a select
group who had received their temple endowments from the prophet
john taylor was thus well exposed not only to josephs public but also
his private teachings yet in a times and seasons editorial published
less than a year afterjosephsafter josephs death john taylor declared that hell is

literally in the midst of the earth and when sodom and gomorrah
were destroyed they sunk down to hell and the water covered up the
unhallowed spot no wonder we have earthquakes hot springs and
convulsions in the earth he continued if the damned spirits of six
thousand years have gone down into shepitthepitthe pit no wonder the
earth groans and is in pain to be delivered as saith the prophet 73

if a man as intelligent and literate as john taylor either did not
understand or ignored the prophet one can imagine to what degree the
finer doctrinal subtleties that joseph was introducing in the late
nauvoo period actually settled into the conscious understanding of the
ordinary member it is a truism that what one who speaks or writes
intends to convey is not necessarily what the man who hears or reads
understands we simply cannot assume that once an idea was revealed

70darsonlarson king follett discourse 207 duration ofpostmortemofpostmortem punishment was an issue raised by the
umversalistsuniversalists

71the71 the early revelation is dac 19519 5 12 bc39BC 39 40 dacdao 18351741835 174 75 the chains of hell are given
symbolic meaning in alma 12912 9 11 but again theversesthe verses were not discusdiscussedsedinin the early years underwood
book of mormon usage in early LDS theology 35 74

72larson72 larson king follett discourse 207 8
73 times and seasons 6 february 18418455 792
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or once it was taught by the prophet the saints immediately assimilated
it into their mental world mormon thought was the sum total of the
thinking of individual mormonscormons rather than some creedal collectivcollectcollectiveiv
ity 74 thus it is difficult indeed to assert that the prophets ideas or even
revealed ideas were mormon ideas equally ascribable to leader and
layman alike As darrett rutman pointed out some years ago in his
study of the puritans

the idea that filters past the preconceptions values and particular
concerns of the imparter travels the sound waves or light rays to the
recipient filters past the recipients own preconceptions values and
concerns mixes in the melting pot that constitutes the recipients mind
with all the other notions and impressions stored there 75

the point here is that even though joseph opened the door for a
further break with traditional protestant views the old saved damned
dichotomy did not die out immediately if by the 1850s some leading
mormonscormons grasped and elaborated on what the prophet was saying a
decade earlier it should not be assumed that as of 1844 the entire
church shelved sectarianisms in favor of less calvinistic conceptions
of salvation and damnation 76 nonetheless josephs late nauvoo
teachings did signal the beginning of the end even if that end came
gradually

conclusion

if it is true that the saved damned dualism persisted if indeed the
vision was not initially appreciated for its revolutionary significance
then it remains for us to consider briefly two questions why and
so what in responding to the first question we can hardly over-

emphasize the biblicism and literalism of the early saints in his study
of antebellum protestant theology george marsden discusses the
period polarities of exegesis then known as spiritualist and

literalist hermeneutics for those who applied a strictly literal
hermeneutic to the scriptures the numerous graphic descriptions of
the physical destruction of the wicked and a plethora of passages
basing salvation on belief and damnation on disbelief had to be taken at

74therhethe anti creedal nature of early mormonism is discussed in peter crawley the passage of mormon
primitivism dialogue 13 winter 1980 26 37

75darrett75 Darrett B rutman american puritanism new york W W norton 1977 33
76a7 shift is evident in parley P prattputt reytokepkeymey to the science of theologyoftheology liverpool F D richards 1855 yet

the old saved damned dichotomy persists in lorenzo snows the only way to be saved which though
originally published in 1841 went through nineteen later english editions and over two dozen foreign
language printingspaintingsprin tings right up to the turn of the century
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face value there was little interpretive leeway 77 with early mormonscormons
coming from such a tradition it would have been almost inconceivable
that they would immediately drop their polarized perceptions of life
and afterlife because of a single revelation especially when so many
other passages in modern scripture seemed to support the age old
dualismsdualisms As the prophets however led out in metaphorical and
figurative interpretation of certain portions of the word of god that
had usually been interpreted literally and as they explicitly rejected
certain facets of contemporary theology the people generally began to
follow suit

furthermore the early saints had different notions about latter
day revelations calling them commandments as often as they called
them revelations evidences a subtle distinction they utilized these
messages more for their directional rather than for their doctrinal
value the excerpts most frequently cited in the periodical literature
dealt with some task to be performed rather than some truth to be
taught 78

closely related and also helpful in explaining our findings is the
manifest millenarianism of the early church it was truly a day of
warning not a day ofmany words it was a day for first principles not
far reaching theology even if they had been wont to discuss new and
unique doctrines not central to the message of the restoration how
much could an individual have assimilated in the brief transition from
hearer to herald for it was not uncommon that a man who heard the
message of the restoration one day would be out preachngpreachpreachingng it the next
and with good reason 79 they felt the end was imminent all had to be
warned and that warning was to come both by word and by flight
there simply was no time to extensively catechize prospective converts
and no systematic creed with which to do it

so what is the significance of all this in the first place it confirms
what brigham young later said when reflecting on those early years 1 I

77george77George M marsden the evangelical mind and the new school presbyterian experience A case
study of thought and theology in nineteenth century america new haven yale univ press 1970
182 99

for a more comprehensive discussion of christian hermeneutics henneneutica sacra see daniel P
fuller hermeneutics 3dad ed pasadena calif fuller theological seminary 1974 also valuable for
perspective because of its extension into secular hermeneutics bermeneuticahermeneuticahermeneuticshermene utica prodanaprofanaproprofwanafanadanaana is E D hirsch
validity in interpretation new haven conn yale univ press 1967

78this is not unusual in light of the fact that less than one fifth of the canonized revelations have a
purely doctrinal message most of the revelations he josephdoseph received in the early part of his ministry
explained brigham young pertained to what the few around him should do in this or in that case when
and how they should perform their duties cited in lydon W cook the revelations oftbeoftleof the propbetjosepbprophet joseph
smith provo seventysSeventys mission bookstore 19811981 xii cook supports the task orientation of the early
saints throughout his book

79sees79seeS george ellsworth A history ofmormonofmormon missions in the united states and canada 1830 1860
phdph D diss univ of california berkeley 1951 38 39
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never could believe like the mass of the christian world around me but
I1 did not know how nigh I1 believed as they did I1 found however that
I1 was so nigh I1 could shake hands with them any time I1 wished 80

aside from the core concepts of the message of the restoration the
early saints do seem handshakinglyhandshakingly close to contemporary christian-
ity realizing their proximity to protestantism also helps explain why
some anti mormonscormons could charge that the elders dwell upon the
common topics of christianity or that they preach the doctrines they
held in other churches slightly modified by some of their new
notions 81 even joseph smith himself admitted it is often the case
that young members in this church for want of better information
carry along with them their old notions of things and sometimes fall
into eggregiouseggregious errors 82

more importantly however is that we are a step closer to what
LDS church historian james B alienallenailen called for when he said only
recently have mormon historians begun to study in detail the historical
development of ideas within the church but such a study if complete
could provide valuable insight into why some concepts have changed
from generation to generation while others have remained constant as
pillars of the faith 83 absolutely essential to a proper understanding of
mormon thought is that one recognize the line upon line principle
that is the construct which allows for a gradual focusing and refining
of doctrine based on both human capacity and divine design from
those who would hamstring us with our history we have little to fear
the more it is studied the more we realize the naivete of intersecting
our past at any given point in time and expecting to hold the church
accountable for the finality of all views there discovered indeed to
pursue pauls metaphor the church is like a body and all bodies
go through successive stages of development from infancy to adult-
hood A wise and loving father does not immediately correct
all his childrens mistaken notions nor attempt to teach them all
truth at once rather he closely monitors their development adding
subtracting and refining until they reach maturity would a perfect
father in heaven be less wise continuous revelation is merely his
method the light that shinethchineth more and more unto the perfect day
for now however the saints must be content to say with paul

80journal80journal ofdiscoursesof Discourses 6286 2811
sitherhethe first quotation is from john A clarkdark gleaning by the way philadelphia WJW J andjanda K simon

184234718425471842 347 the second is from J B turner mormonism in all ages 298
82timestimes and seasons 3 june 1842 823 for a similar but earlier statement by the prophet see

messenger and advocate 1 september 183518018351855 180
83jamesjames B alienallenailen emergence of a fundamental the expanding role of ofjosephjoseph smiths first vision in

mormon religious thought journal ofofmormonmormon history 7 1980 43
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when I1 was a child I1 spake as a child I1 understood as a child I1 thought
as a child but when I1 became a man I1 put away childish things

for now we see through a glass darkly but then face to face now I1

know in part but then shall I1 know even as also I1 am known
looracor1icorcor 1311 12



my childhood home

this poem describes a home still standing in lehi utah the fourteen room
home named rose and green villa was built inin 1896 and dedicated by

president wilford woodruff

the closing of the front gate was like a death knell
don t look back my soul warned no need

to wrench the heart unduly
yet slowly I1 turned and gazed once more at the old beloved home
the downward sun turned windows intointo a kaleidoscope

of blazing magic light
in my minds eye I1 saw mother s old rocking chair

wind agitated
creaking

swaying as of yore
A place of refuge after weary hours of toiltoll
she often brought her knitting there or peas to shell
As myriads of poignant memoriesmemories engulfed me I1 wept
each fragrant flower each brick each room was pregnant

with enchantment and the last dreams of youth
the old house spoke dont grieve my child

slow change and swift deterioration are both friends inin disguise
wistful remembrances are forever

and counteract the ravages of time
what the heart treasures most itit will keep
let peace abide no need to weep

loislots gardner dahl

lois gardner dahl now seventy eight lives in salt lake city



the historians corner

edited by ronald W walker

one of the purposes of the historians corner is to remind the
everyday reader of the value of documentary data for instance a
trained professional might find within the run of the mill document a
single word phrase or paragraph that createsrecreatesre an era as effectively
as a stylistsstylists vignette or perhaps he or she will spot within the tangle
of ordinary concerns a biographically revealing incident even a
documents tone or rhythm can be important all that is needed is the
sensitive eye to find matter and call it to our attention

neither of the letters that we present in this historians corner
is ordinary or run of the mill both contain new data and shed light on
the era producing them but in each case the careful commentary of a
sensitive historian greatly increases our understanding

the first is presented by dr everett L cooley a seasoned histo-
rian who now serves as collections specialist at the university of utah
marriott library dr cooley provides a brigham young holograph
which speaks of utah conditions during the 1850s perhaps as signifi-

cant is the letters nonchalant call of elder george Q cannon to the
quorum of the twelve which tells a great deal about president youngs
manner and times

equally interesting is dr roger D launiussLauniuss joseph smith III111ili

and the kirtland temple suit dr launius who is chief of the office
of history at the united states air logistics center at ogden utah
presents a letter written by joseph 111IIIililii the son ofofmormonismsmormonismsMormonisms found-
ing prophet while its style and tone suggest a great deal about the
author and even the decision making process of the early reorganized
church ofjesus christ of latter day saints the letter most importantly
tells a great deal more about the famous kirtland temple suit

both authors reveal that much is yet to be learned about long
established mormon issues and eras truly the old historical trees of
the mormon forest continue to bear fruit
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A BRIGHAM YOUNG LETTER TO GEORGE Q CANNON 1859

everett L cooley

in late 1859 utah and the mormon church were trying to return
to conditions as they were prior to the disruptions of the utah war the
full effects of the disruptive 11 move south were not yet entirely real-
ized or reconciled and the citizens were trying to adjust to a new
political situation in which the mormonscormons were no longer in control of
any of the appointive government offices in the territory the church
leaders were attempting to strengthen their organization to cope with
the problems arising from the large number of non mormonscormons suddenly
forced upon them in the form of an army and the numerous camp
followfollowersers associated with the armed forces

these were the conditions president brigham young alluded to
when he wrote to his special emissary to the eastern united states
george Q cannon of special interest is president youngs statement
that cannon had just been named an apostle in the church hierarchy
but that there would not be a public announcement of this action
because of cannons special assignments in washington and the east-
ern states

acquired by the special collections department university of
utah libraries in 1972 from a grandson of george Q cannon this
letter is here published for the first time it is one of several interesting
letters found in the brigham young collection of the library

G S L city nov 3 1859

elder george Q cannon
new york city
dear brother

your interesting letter of july 22 with accompany slip of aug 5 came safe to

hand and the record of your doings met my cordial approval our this seasons
emigration arrived in good condition and spirits including br E R young & company
who brought up the rear having started rather late but the fall was very favorable to
late arrivals the weather having been and still being remarkably pleasant

I1abenezerebenezerbenezerbenezer russel young from new jersey was apparently no relative of brigham young he came to
utah with his family prior to 1859 and then returned east with special communications for thomas L kane
and others he then headed west with an immigrant company frank esshom pioneers and prominent
men ofutabof utah salt lake city utah pioneers book publishing co 191311913 1270 the journal history of the
church ofjesusof jesus christ oflatterof latterdatter day saints on 272 7 october 185918 59 records bro E R youngs company arrived
from the states they left on the 25th2 5thath ofaugustofaugust this is the last company which will arrive this season see
also thomas L kane to brigham young 24 july 1859 brigham young incoming correspondence reel 7711

box 40 folder 8 library archives historical department the church ofjesusof jesus christ of latter day saints
salt lake city hereafter cited as LDS church archives
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the national utah fever having abated I1 shall venture to write more fully by mail
than I1 deemed to be prudent when post offices and mail bags were meeting very close

inspection 2 with the exception of a few troops at bridger the army in utah is

concentrated in camp floyd where they are quietly pursuing the routine of camp duties
with what particular benefit to themselves or any body else is mainly left for those who
sent and are keeping them here to point out however we will venture to explain a little

they brought a large amount of money goods mules wagons iron &cac &cac articles

much needed in our territory and a large portion of which has already been scattered
among the people adding much to their comfort and present and future prosperity 3

how long government may see fit to retain an army at immense expense in a locality
where its services have no opportunity for benefittingbenefitting the country we neither know nor
care for though the above enumerated local profits arising from their presence are very

convenient and to the natural man somewhat tempting still we have prospered
without them when we were few and poor and with like conduct should certainly be

able to do so now that we are comparatively numerous and wealthy
judge eckles confines himself and operations very closely in camp floyd with

what object or consistency as a territorial judge perhaps his friends can explain
judge Cradelbaugh when last heard from was in california andjudgeand judge sinclair has left

for the states as also have secretary hartnett and dr forney gov cummings agreeable
to resolution passed by the last legislative assembly which he states he subsequently
approved has issued a proclamation convening the next assembly in the social hall in
this city a locality affording far greater facilities for legislative business than fillmore
can as yet and much pleasanterpleasannerpleasanter and more acceptable to the members for many
reasons4reasons 4

DWdad1 W beach of new york city on the 24th ofjune last wrote me a very interesting
letter and kindly tendered me the present of one of his works entitled family
physician wishing me in case I1 accepted the present to inform him how he should

213righambnghambangham youngs concern about the security of transmitting information by mail stems from charges
before and during the utah war that the mormonscormons were intercepting and censoring mail and the non
mormon officials were doing the same there seems to be substance to the charges because when george Q

cannon visited thomas L kane the mormonscormonsMormons friend and special contact with the buchanan administra-
tion kane expressed his pleasure at personal contact with a brigham young emissary thus escaping the
prying post office kane to young 2255 april 1860 brigham young incoming correspondence reel 71 box

40 folder 9 this is not the only instance of kanes expressed concern about information being intercepted
ininthemailsinthethe mailsmallsmalis he wrote 1 I write as much as I1 am willing to entrust to the care of the USU S mail kane to young
15 august 1860 ibid

3thefheathethe best single treatment of the armysardys coming to and being settled in utah is norman furniss the
mormon conflict 1850 1859 new haven yale univ press 1960 however leonard J arrington has
provided the best evaluation of the armysardys economic impact upon utah in his great basin kingdom an
economic history of the latter day saints 1830 1900 cambridge harvard univ press 1958 196 99
and in an article he and thomas G alexander wrote for the utah historical quarterly 34 winter 1966
3 2211 entitled camp in the sagebrush camp floyd utah 1858 1861 arrington treats another aspect of
utah economics of this period in mormon finance and the utah war utah historical quarterly 20 july
1952 21937219 37

4theathethe problems the utahnsutahna had with the newly appointed federal officers have been dealt with in furniss
mormon conflict iningustiveogustive 0 larson the americanization of vtahforutah porfor statehoodstatehoodsansan marino calif
huntington library 19711971 and in everett L cooley carpetbag rule territorial government in utah utah
historical quarterly 26 1958 106106log 29 in the latter article p 115 note especially the exchange of views
between governor alfred E cumminggumming and daniel H wells concerning the irregularities in the acts of the
territorial legislature andrew love neffsgeffs history of utah 18471847toto 1869 salt lake city deseret news press
1940 goes into great detail on the subject of utah federal relations howard R lamar the far southwest
1846 1912 a territorial history new haven yale univ press 1966 also has a good account of
utah federal relations of this period
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forward it 5 please be so good as to call upon dbeachdreachDBdad1 eachbeach no 34 west 41 S new york city
and tender him my thanks for his kind note and very acceptable present and inform
him that if he will hand you the book you will see that it is forwarded to me by the first
safe opportunity

the last mail oct 24 brought a highly interesting letter from our friend which I1

purpose answering at an early date 6

on the 23 of october the first presidency and twelve met in the historians office
when you were unanimously elected to fill the vacancy in the quorum of the twelve
occasionedbyoccasionedoccasionedbyby the death ofofbrofarbr parly P pratt 7 your election has notbeennot been made public in
our papers nor as yet in the tabernackleTabernackle lest it might in some way militate against the
operations in which you are presently engaged the choice will be made public so soon
as it may be deemed wise so to do br jacob gates was at the same meeting elected to
fill the vacancy occasioned by the apostacyapostasyapostacy of benjamin L clapp 8

5thestheithe incoming correspondence of brigham young contains the letter of W beach MDM D dated 24 june
1859 one paragraph sufficed to attract the attention of brigham young it reads

my principal object in writing to you now is to ask if you would like to have a copy of my
medical work on the defence or botanic practice ofmedicineof medicine believing as you do that
the gift of healing is ever in the true church this gift has been committed to me as you will
see by reading my works and more especially by following the principles therein laid down
or recommended brigham young incoming correspondence reel 51 box 252 5 folder 23

gourour friend is of course thomas L kane of philadelphia who befriended and defended the
mormonscormons as early as 1846 he was the one who brought the opposing sides together for a peaceful settlement
oftheodtheof the utah war kane had a personalapersonal in with presidentjamespresidentjames buchanan andmembersand members ofhisochisof his cabinet both
george Q cannon and kane himself use the expression your old friend in communications with brigham
young the exchange of letters during this period between brigham young and thomas kane proves most
valuable to understand the efforts to smooth relations between the mormonscormons and the buchanan adminis-
trationtra tion which had dispatched troops to utah in 1857 see brigham young incoming correspondence
especially reel 7711 box 40 folders 8 and 9 kane relates that buchanan privately rebuked general albert S

johnston severely and he would not make such another blunder to support judge john cradlebaughsCradlebaughs
attack against the mormonscormonsMormons in a hurry kane also defended superintendent of indian affairs jacob forney
and alexander wilson territorial attorney as being friendly to the mormonscormons furthermore kane shed some
light on the character of governor alfred E cumming by indicating that cumminggumming was given to excessive
drinking kane to young 24 july 1859 in this same letter a point of interest is kanes request of brigham
young for a full and confidential account of the mountain meadows massacre to be addressed to him thus
11 my dear colonel kane the truth of the whole matter about the massacre at the meadows was
brigham youngs account is not presently located in his correspondence to thomas kane for this period
kane wanted brigham youngs version to present to united states attorney generaljeremiahgeneral jeremiah black to be used
for good purposes

7parley7parieysparley P pratt was killed in arkansas on 13 may 1857 by hector H mclean whose wife had left him
andbecomeand become a apolygamouspolygamous wife ofelderefelderof eldereider pratt this eventisevent is well covecoveredredinin steven pratt eleanor mclean and
the murder of parley P pratt byustudiesBYU studies 15 winter 1975 225 56 the journal history under date of
23 october 185918 59 gives the following account oftheodtheof the electing ofgeorgeof george Q cannon to the apostleship after
some discussion of possible candidates to fill the vacancy orson hyde proposed that the presidency
nominate and thatwethatjethat we sustain their nomination whereupon brigham youngagreedyoung agreed to such action ifheicheif he had
the unanimous vote of the council he was given his requested support

prest young I11 nominate george Q cannon for one of the twelve and jacob gates for
one of the presidency of seventies amen amen responded by several

ifyouisyouif you all feel that it is right for george Q cannon to fill the vacancy in the twelve signify
it by uplifted hands unanimous vote

if you all feel that it is right for jacob gates to fill the vacancy in the seventies signify it
by the same sign unanimous vote

geo A smith suggested the publication of the appointments
prest young thought it not wisdom at present geo Q is known from st joseph to

st louis and in the east in connection with our business and trading
8jacobacob gates born in vermont on 9 may 1811 was baptized into the LDS church in 1835 by orson pratt

he lived through the difficulties of missouri in the 1830s and then became a resident of nauvoo he came to
utah in the fall of 1847 and was called as a missionary to england in 1849 where he remained for three
years continuing to serve the church in utah he was again called as a missionary in 1859 he returned to
utah in 1861 and was ordained as one of the first council of seventy in 1862 he held several elected and
appointive political offices including that of representative to the territorial legislature for washington and
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1I wish you to make arrangements to come here as early as possible next season 9

in doing so it will be well for you to consult with br hooper as to the time br andrew
moffat will leave the frontier and time your movements so as to cross the plains with
him unless you find a safe opportunity for coming sooner 10

our crops have generally proved good the weather unusually pleasant and all
things are working together for the welfare of those who are striving to do good upon
the earth in their day and generation

praying for your prosperity in every good word and work
I1 remain as ever

your brother in the gospel
brigham young

kane counties he was the father ofjacob F gates who in 1880 married susa young daughter of brigham
young and lucy bigelow andrew jenson LDS biographical encyclopedia salt lake city published by
author 1901 11971 197 98 26252 625 26

benjamin L clapp was born in alabama in 1814 an early pioneer to utah he served on the first city
council of salt lake city and also served as one of the LDS seven presidents of the seventies from 1845 to
1859 when he was excommunicated from the LDS church as he encountered difficulties with
bishop warren S snow in sanpete county ibid 1 191955

9georgecgeorgegeorge Q cannon remained in new jersey and washington working with william H hooper utah
delegate to congress and directing the affairs of the LDS church in the east when he returned to utah in
august 1860 he was officially ordained an apostle jenson ldsbiographicalencyclopedia 1421 42 551b1 B H

roberts A comprehensive history of the church reprint provo brigham young univ press 1965
45014 501 2 apparently it was at this time that his position was first publicized

upon the receipt of brigham youngsyoung s letter notifying him of his selection as an apostle george Q

cannon responded

I1 know that I1 scarcely need say to you how peculiar my feelings were on reading in your
letter of my appointment to fill the vacancy in the quorum of the twelve occasioned by the
death of bro parley you know I1 am sure much better what they were and are than I1 can
write them I1 had to steal aside to give vent to my feelings and hide the tremor that shook my
frame I1 trembled with fear and dread and yet I1 was filled with joy fear and dread when
I1 reflected on my weakness and unworthiness and the great responsibility that rested upon
one holding the apostleship and joy to think of the goodness and favor of the lord and the
love and confidence of my brethren never shall I1 forget I1 trust the feelings and desires I1

then had may the lord give me grace and strength to magnify this holy priesthood and
calling to the glory of his name and the salvation ofhis israel is my earnest prayer george
Q cannon to brigham young 13 dec 1859 brigham young incoming correspondence
reel 68 box 38 folder 5

1owilliamwilliam H hooper was utahsutah s second delegate to congress elected on 4 march 1859 to succeed
dr john M bernhisel who had served in washington since 1851 hooper was born in eastern shore
maryland 2255 december 1813 he became a successful merchant and a steamboat captain before he came to
utah in 1850 prior to his election to congress he served in the utah legislature and as secretary of utah
territory hooper served one term in congress 1859 61 and was then replaced by bernhisel however
hooper was again elected as delegate to congress from utah in 1869 and served until replaced by george Q

cannon in march 1873 in utah in 1868 hooper was one of the organizers ofofzionszions cooperative mercantile
institution and one of the founders of the bank of deseret he remained president of the bank until his death
30 december 1882 for an account of hooper see stanford orson cazier the life of william henry
hooper merchant statesman mastersmaster s thesis univ of utah 1956

andrew J moffitt apparently accompanied william hooper to washington when hooper was elected to
office in 1859 moffitt served as a courier and captain of an overland freighting company he later became
bishop of manti in sanpete county
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JOSEPH SMITH 111IIIlii AND THE KIRTLAND TEMPLE SUIT

roger D launius

on 23 february 1880 judge L S sherman of the court of
common pleas lake county ohio announced the decision awarding
ownership of the historic kirtland temple the mormon religious
edifice completed in 1836 to the reorganized church ofjesus christ of
latter day saints the plaintiff in the case judge shermanssheriansShermans opinion
noted in part

that the said plaintiff the reorganized church of jesus christ of latter
day saints is a religious society founded and organized upon the same
doctrines and tenets and having the same church organization as the
original church ofjesus christ of latter day saints organized in 1830 by
joseph smith and was organized pursuant to the constitution laws and
usages of said original church and has branches located in illinois ohio
and other states

and the court do further find that the plaintiff the reorganized
church of jesus christ of latter day saints is the true and lawful
successor of and successor to the said original church of jesus christ of
latter day saints organized in 1830 and is entitled in law to all its rights
and property I1

members of the utah based church of jesus christ of latter day
saints might argue that the question of which church was the legiti-
mate successor was not really at issue in this case that it was merely a
routine suit to quiet title to real estate and was decided on technical
grounds and indeed the LDS church was not even represented in the
court however judge shermanssheriansShermans finding was very important to mem-
bers of the reorganized church during the years following its issuance
since it was the affirmation of a legal tribunal that their church was the
legal successor to the early mormon movement 2

while the outcome of the lawsuit was favorable toward the
reorganization many important questions could be asked about the
legal actions why for instance did the reorganized church press its
lawsuit at this particular time why did it not sue earlier why
moreover did the church as an organization sue at all since two of
its leading officials president joseph smith III111ili and a close adviser

lReleeieereorganizedorganized church of jesus christ of latter day saints vs lucius williams et al p 488 record T
court of common pleas lake county courthouse painesvillegainesvillePainesville ohio

2foriforor representative expressions of this view see inez smith davis the story of the church indepenIndepen
dence mo herald publishing house 1969 554 elbert A smith the church in court lamoni iowa
herald publishing house nd 363 6 joseph smith III111ili the memoirs of president joseph smith
183219141832 1914 saintsheraldSaintsHerald 82 3 december 1935 1553 54 israel A smith the kirtland temple

litigation saintsheraldSaintsHerald 90 9 january 1943 40 434354455454 an opposing opinion about the outcome of the
case can be found in paul E reimann the reorganized church and the civil courts salt lake city utah
printing co iggi19611961
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mark H forscutt already held a title to the temple and were in
possession of the building indeed these men were two important
defendants named in the lawsuit why also did judge sherman rule
in this manner what issues arose during the lawsuit to support
the judges opinion during the case the reorganized church has
developed an explanation that satisfactorily answers these questions
for the membership 3 essentially the churchschurche explanation is that
when joseph smith jr and the majority of the saints departed from
kirtland in 1838 they abandoned the temple for almost forty years the
building was used by a variety of individuals and groups as a school as
office space and upon several occasions as a place of worship during
this period however none of these individuals or groups held legal
title to the building paid taxes on the property or performed anything
more than cursory maintenance upon the structure 4

beginning on 29 october 1860 the probate court of lake county
ohio took action to settle the question of ownership of property in the
kirtland area that had been recorded in the name of joseph smith jr
the trustee in trust for the church A part of this property included the
temple the court concluded that all this kirtland property should be
sold to pay the debts that joseph smith had incurred to a local mer-
chant grandison newell and other residents of the area the probate
court made the appropriate arrangements for the sale and on 18 april
1862 sold the property to william L perkins a prosperous business-
man in the area on the same day perkins conveyed that portion of
smithsmiths s estate containing the temple in a quit claim deed to russell
huntley a member at one time or another of several mormon splinter

3thestheithe basic outline of the story can be found in davis story oftleoftbeof fhethe church 554 smith kirtland temple
litigation joseph smith 111IIIlii and heman C smith the history oftleoftbeof the reorganized church ofjesusof jesus christ of
latter day saints independence mo herald publishing house 1969 430445044 304504 6

4foriforfor instance by 1 october 1838 the western reserve teachers seminary and kirtland institute had
begun using the building as a school and during the later 1840s and early 1850s J F ryder a local
photographer used the temple as his gallery western reserve teachers seminary and kirtland institute
broadside 17 july 1838 lake county historical society mentor ohio I1 T frary mormonismsMormoni sms first
temple american antiquities journal october 1947 10 S J kelley brigham young and kirtlandsKirtlands
mormon temple kirtland file A lake county historical society various latter day saint groups also met
in the temple intermittently after 1840 for example in 1841 joseph smith jr reestablished a stake at
kirtland presided over by almon babbitt the group using the temple continuously until at least 1844

minutes of the conference at kirtland times and seasons nauvoo ill111ililii 3 1 november 1841 58789587 89
A record of the first quorum of elders belonging to the church of christ in kirtland geaugageaugh co ohio

1836 1870 28 march 1841 3 october 18411841 reorganized church of jesus christ of latter day saints
library archives independence mo after the death of the prophet members of the splinter groups led by
sidney rigdon james colin brewster and zadoc brooks held meetings in the kirtland temple at one time or
another during the 1840s and 1850s latter day saints messenger and advocate pittsburgh pa 2

15 march 184511845 145 reuben mcbride to brigham young 28 july 1845 brigham youngs incoming
correspondence the church ofjesusofjesus christ of latter day saints historical department salt lake city the
word of the lord to his people the olive branch kirtland ohio 1 december 1848 818381 83
proclamation thetbeolivebrancbolive branch I11 february 1849 127 james C brewster the re establishment of the

churches thetheolivebrancbolive branch I1 march 1849 141455 49 stevenstevend L shields divergent paths oftbeoftheodthe restoration
bountiful utah restoration research 1982 84 85
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groups and a man who had long had an interest in the temple 5 huntley
held the temple for more than a decade but on 17 february 1873
joseph smith 111IIIililii and mark H forscutt acquired huntleysHuntleys title for S 150
they controlled the kirtland temple without dispute until 1875 when
the RLDS church leadership smith and forscutt included determined
that the quit claim deed was insufficient to ensure the perpetual
ownership of the property and that the church should undertake a
lawsuit to secure a final settlement accordingly the presiding bishop
the churchschurche chief financial officer filed suit in the lake county court
of common pleas in 1878 and received a favorable verdict in february
1880 in the view of the reorganized church the reason for the
favorable verdict was simple it was predicated on the evidence pre-
sented by the churchschurche attorneys about the legitimacy of the movement
within mormondom 6

while certain questions about the nature of the court case are
outside the parameters of this study some issues concerning the
background of the case could possibly be reexamined for example
some evidence suggests that the kirtland temple suit arose not so
much from the practical desire to clear the title and secure the sacred
structure for the reorganization but rather in large measure because of
some peculiar financial difficulties on the part of joseph smith III111ili and
mark H forscutt the letter reproduced here was written by joseph
smith 111IIIililii to alexander fyfe in response to a request for reimbursement
for the funds that fyfe had loaned mark H forscutt some years before
with the temple property as collateral 7 in the letter smith explained his
and forscuttsForscutts attempt to sell the temple in 1875 to the city of kirtland
to raise funds to pay certain financial obligations they were unsuc-
cessful in this attempt because of the complications of the title where-
upon they sought to gain clear title from the reorganized church as a
corporation when they failed in this attempt the presiding bishop
decided to pursue legal action to clear the title for the church organi-
zation not for the personal gain of two of its leaders the original letter

5 estate ofofjosephjoseph smith jr deceased administrative docket A p 240 lake county courthouse real
estate record D ppap 818137181571371 lake county courthouse real estate record S p 526 abstract of title and
encumbrances to land in the township of kirtland county of lake and state of ohio the clarkdarkoark and pike
company abstractors and engineers willoughby ohio copy in kirtland temple historic center kirtland
ohio

gsmithmith and smith history ofReorganized church 430445044 304504
alexander fyfe had been born in scotland on 23july23 july 1841 As a young man he came to the united states

and settled in the midwest he came into contact with the reorganized church during the civil war and was
baptized by elder john T phillips on 26 june 1865 at blue ridge jackson county missouri early
reorganization minutes 1852 187118713131 december 18711871pp 819 reorganized church library archives by
the latter part of 1870 fyfe had settled at belleville illinois about twenty miles east ofstoast louis where he met
mark forscutt an appointed minister working for the church in the area true satterdaylatterdayLattlatterlafterlaffererDayday saintsheraldSaint sHerald 18
1 I1 january 1871 24 later fyfe settled in kirtland ohio where he was living when this correspondence
with joseph smith III111ili took place
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is contained on pages 380 84 in the joseph smith 111IIIlii letterpress
book 3 covering the period between 18 february 1880 and 30 june
1883 held in the library archives of the reorganized church of jesus
christ of latter day saints independence missouri it was written
unlike most of the other letters in this book so that two pages of the
letter were on one page of the book it has been reproduced without
textual changes although explanatory notations have been added
where necessary

dear bro alexander fyfe july 9thath 188118 81

1I have labored under the impression that I1 had written to you once stating quite
plainly all I1 knew about the temple and M H forscuttsForscutts notenote8noted8

about 1872 or 3 bro russell huntley deeded the kirtland temple to elder forscutt
and myself9myself9 he held under title derived by the forcing to sale a claim against my fathers
personal estate 10 elder F and I1 never paid anything out on the temple except taxes to

8inainn the early 1870s while he was working for the church as a fullfuli time minister in the st louis area
forscutt organized a cooperative store supported by several church members in the area as well as by other
interested parties he assembled initially about fifteen investors who each gave loosloo100 to the venture and
intended to recover their money once the cooperative proved successful among these individuals was
alexander fyfe who obtained from forscutt a personal note for the money payable upon the sale of the
temple see smith memoirs saintsheraldSaintsHerald 82 3 dec 1935 1553

russeligrussellrussell huntley was born in 1807 he had been a resident of kirtland ohio during the early 1850s
while a follower of zadoc brooks one claimant to the mantle of the prophet huntley a prosperous
businessman purchased considerable property in kirtland but after the demise ofbrooksbrookss s movement in the
1850s he sold his property and engaged in other pursuits he eventually settled in dekalb county illinois
where he met several reorganized church members among them joseph smith 111IIIlii and mark forscutt
huntley and forscutt became good friends over the course of several months and in the process forscutt
brought huntley into the reorganization smith memoirs 1167 68 1552 53 review of error
exposed true latter day saintsheraldsaintsSaintsHeraldherald 1 march 1860 69 76 russell huntley to john M adams
20 april 1868 miscellaneous letters and papers reorganized church library archives

later huntley moved to california and aided the efforts of the reorganization on the pacific slope for
several years in 1876 when joseph smith 111IIIlii made his first far western trip he renewed his acquaintance
with huntley while in california huntley proposed to smith that he lend the church a sizeable sum of
money for investment the proceeds to be placed in a trust to fund the publication of the sealed portion of the
plates from the book ofmormon the reorganized church leadership accepted this proposition and within
a short time huntley loaned the church 5000s5000 at seven percent interest before three years had passed
however several business reverses forced huntley to ask for the return of his money the churchschurche bishopric
could not return it immediately although huntley received the principal with interest within a year of his
request this business venture along with other difficulties concerning the reorganization prompted
huntley to withdraw hisins membership and to affiliate with a mormon splinter group led by david whitmer
he remained with this group until his death in 1890 henry A stebbins to russell huntley 27 december
1876 24 january 1877 8 march 1877 all in forscutt stebbins letterbookLetter book reorganized church
library archives hiram P brown to joseph smith III111 7 june 1880 joseph smith III111ili papers reorganized
church library archives joseph smith III111illlil editorial saintsheraldSaintsaints meraldheraldsHerald 2288 1515janjan 1881 2233 the return
davis city iowa 2 sept 189011890 333 36

huntley had long wanted to gain possession of the kirtland temple because of the religious significance
it held for him and he gained his opportunity when the lake county probate court began liquidating the
assets of the kirtland estate of joseph smith jr on 29 october 1860 he acquired a quit claim deed to the
temple property on 18 april 1862 from william L perkins purchaser of the real estate from the court
ordered sale huntley spent over 2000 to renovate the building and afterward allowed the tiny reorganized
church congregation in kirtland to use the building estate of joseph smith jr deceased abstract of
title and encumbrances joseph smith 111IIIlii diary 17 february 1873 17 march 1873 reorganized church
library archives george E painefamepame abstract of title 5 january 18781878 copy in kirtland temple historic
center

I1 othisthis assertion was not entirely true for henry holcomb the administrator of the joseph smith jr
estate in lake county and the probate court agreed to sell the property to pay debts against decedent
joseph smith jr and it was ordered by the court that tlethetie widow emma shall receive 411 annually
during life pamepainefame abstract of title
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the amount of s6666 and a little over mostly paid by me bro F refunding to me from time
to time his part the bishop and some others always held that bro huntley had no
title and that the temple belonged to the church not to elds F and I1 in 1875 a
mr carpenter of kirtland corresponded with me wishing to buy the temple for a town
hall he being a town officer 12 1I wrote him that we would sell for s250025000000 iai3 he
thought they would take it but must first look up the title this we did in july 1875187511875.11

went to kirtland in the latter part of july to complete sale and make out papers when
mr carpenter informed me that the town would not buy as the title was not in eld F

& I1 but if we would perfect the title and get a deed from the church they might talk with
us of course I1 could not promise nor do that as if the property was not mine and
bro Fs we would not sell what was not ours 14 at the next or a later conference the
bishop was ordered to make inquiries as to title of kirtland temple he did so securing
an abstract of title this showed the property in the church he was ordered to

proceed to perfect title he asked me and bro F to deed our title to the church I1 told
him that we would not deed but that the church must proceed in the court this he at
once proceeded to do the court decided the property belonged to the church and not

I111I1 between the datdate josepheJoseph smith 111IIIilllil and mark forscutt acquired the temple title in 1873 and the time that
the lawsuit began the two men paids6629paid s66 29 for taxes once the decision for court action had been made in
january 1878 they refused to pay any further taxes joseph smith 111IIIililii to joseph F mcdowell 16l6junelejunejune 1877
joseph smith 111IIIililii to mark H forscutt 3 march 1880 both in joseph smith III111ili letterbookLetter book aa11aA reorganized
church library archives president smith wrote to the collector of taxes explaining the situation 1 I have
been informed that the property is church property and as such not subject to taxation this will therefore
give you notice that neither mr forscutt nor myself will hold ourselves responsible for the taxes now due
joseph smith III111ili to collector of taxes for kirtland 23 february 1878 joseph smith III111ili letterbookLetterbook 1 A he

also told forscutt of the action

the bishop has procured an abstract of title to the temple at kirtland and upon that
abstract it has been decided by legal authority that the title is in the church and the
property not subject to tax

As there will be a trial of this as soon as an attempt is made to collect the taxes I1 have
notified the collector of the fact I1 have also directed the possession to be delivered to the
bishop subject to further action

this I1 have done as precautionary measures against improper complications joseph
smith 111IIIililii to mark H forscutt 22 february 1878 joseph smith 111IIIililii letterbookLetterbook IA

121nin his memoirs written thirty five years after the event joseph smith III111lii recalled that carpenter was
a local public school official who wanted to purchase the building for use as an educational facility smith
memoirs 1553

13without131 without question joseph smith III111ili had purchased the building with the intention of selling it to offset
an overburdening financial obligation beginning in 1856 when a farming partnership joseph had entered
with his brother frederick G W smith began to falter as a result of general economic hardship in the
midwest the brothers had to borrow extensively to continue operations by the winter of 1858 they were
more than s2500 in debt and when frederick died suddenly in 1862 the debts incurred in the partnership
became the sole responsibility ofofjosephjoseph these along with other financial obligations made later remained
with the prophet throughout his life periodically he complained about the weight of his debts to his friends
and always encouraged his children to avoid such financial troubles for instance he wrote to his son israel
A smith in 1898 let me reiterate my counsel keep out of debt forty years of paying interest has
emphasized this lesson on me and I1 want my sons to profit from my errors joseph smith 111IIIlii to israel A

smith 26 december 1898 miscellaneous letters and papers see also joseph smith III111ili to cousin mary B

4 december 1877 joseph smith III111ili letterbookLetter book IA joseph smith 111IIIililii to israel A smith 17 february 1898
miscellaneous letters and papers furthermore almost a year before joseph smith III111illlil had acquired formal
title to the temple from huntley but after the two parties had discussed the transfer joseph wrote to his
mother emma smith bidamon at nauvoo illinois explaining that he had written to the city of kirtland
offering the temple for sale he noted should I1 be able to sell for the price offered I1 will be able to get out of
debt for which I1 shall feel profoundly grateful to the lord however I1 dare not build any air castles they are
such cob house affairs joseph smith III111ili to emma smith bidamon 8 march 1872 miscellaneous letters and
papers

14apparently14 apparently joseph smith 111IIIililii sought to persuade the presiding bishop of the church israel L rogers
to give him a quit claim deed for the property so he could complete the sale but bishop rogers refused
demanding instead a deed from smith and forscutt for their claim to the property but they refused as well
this established the necessity of the lawsuit to clear the title smith memoirs 1553
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to smith forscutt & others 151I1 asked conference to refund taxes which they ordered
the bishop to do and he did paying me 3567556733.673367 and bro forscutt 5367556733.673367 or about that
sum amounts paid by us on taxes assessed to us in temple during our holding it 16

bro russell huntley after he got possession spent about 2500.00250000 roofing and
repairing but bro forscutt & 1I not a dollar except a few dollars received for rent by
bro joseph mcdowell at one time our agent in charge of temple and which he
expended in refitting the assembly room to hold sunday services in 17 bro forscutt
seems to be of the opinion that the church should pay to him and me the 2500
expended by bro huntley but I1 do not so hold it could not be paid to us of right unless
bro huntley had expressly assigned his claim which he did not if the church is bound
to pay anyone it is bro huntley but I1 think even he could not legally collect

As for bro forscuttsForscutts note to you neither myself as an officer of the church nor
as an individual nor the bishop nor the church is under a particle of obligation to you
in any sense we had nothing to do with the making of the note either as principals or
securerssecurers or endorsersdorsersen and it is entirely useless to hold the note as a claim against the
church which it is bound to liquidate 18

at the time bro forscutt gave you the note he believed that huntleysHunt leys title was
good and I1 knew nothing to the contrary both supposed that we had the right to sell

the effort to sell was genuine and we both supposed that the sale was made and I1 went
to kirtland in purpose to complete it but the men to whom we were to sell thought it
best to inquire about it and they found our title at fault and declined unless I1 would
make the title in behalf of the church which I1 neither could nor would bro forscutt
fully believed that he held half interest in a bonefedebonefidebone fide title and that the sale was valid as
I1 fully believe and therefore made no misrepresentation to you at the time he made the
note to you

the above is all I1 knew about it that the church might properly pay the note in
kindness and justice to bro mark I1 make no question but they are neither bound legally

151n an effort to clear the title the church in the spring of 1876 asked george E paine an attorney in
painesvillegainesvillePainesville ohio to compile an abstract of the title in january 1878 paine forwarded the abstract to the
reorganized church leadership bishop rogers became convinced even more by this document that the true
title of the temple rested with the church rather than with any individual or group of individuals even if they
were the heirs of joseph smith jr josephgosephdoseph smith 111IIIililii to george E paine 27 april 1876 joseph smith III111ili
letterbookletterbooklaLetterdetterbook aa1a henry A stebbins to georgeegeorgeE paine 14 january 1879 forscutt stebbins letterbookLetterbook joseph
smith 111IIIlii to george E paine 31 january 1879 joseph smith III111ili letterbookLetterbook 2 reorganized church
library archives paine abstract of title 5 january 1878 smith and smith history of reorganized
church 4 148 172172211211

16joseph16joseph smith 111IIIililii remarked in a letter to forscutt of 3 march 1880 that a decision has been reached in
the kirtland temple matter and bro rogers is ready to return us our taxes the entire sum of the taxes
however was somewhat less than this total standing at s662966 29 for the period from june 1873 through
december 1877 smith to forscutt 3 march 1880

171 17josephjosephdoseph F mcdowell was a reorganized church member from pittsburgh pennsylvania who moved to
kirtland during the 1860s and was employed as smith and forscuttsForscutts manager of the temple he was later
succeeded in this position by his son james mcdowell the McDowells paid the taxes on the property
collected rent from those who used the building particularly from the reorganized church congregation
that met there during this period and made whatever repairs were necessary for the maintenance of the
building smith memoirs i1167167 joseph smith 111IIIililii to joseph F mcdowell 16l6junelejunejune 1876 joseph smith III111ili
Letterdetterletterbooklaletterbookbook 1 A joseph smith III111ili to frederick V mather 2233 december 1879 joseph smith III111ili Letterietterletterbook2letterbookbook 2

18fyfefyfe held that forscuttsForscutts mismanagement of the cooperative store in st louis caused its failure and
that his losses should be reimbursed by either forscutt or the reorganized church joseph smith 111IIIililii
apparently agreed that the management of the store had been less than satisfactory he commented in his
memoirs that forscutt had rented a large brick building outside the business district at goo600 per year had
purchased a delivery wagon and horses for goo9004009400 and employed not only himself as manager at 75 per
month but also employed an assistant joseph smith 111IIIlii was of the opinion that with such a combination of
overhead expenses that a company organized with a capital of twelve to fifteen hundred dollars would not be
able to carry for a very long time smith memoirs 1553
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nor morally what decision the bishopric may make I1 do not know but I1 believe that not
one of the three will favor the efof paying of it unless ordered to be done directly by
conference and I1 think conference would not pay you as a matter of claim against the
church or the temple 19 the temple has never been sold since the note was given and
your note is not due until it is so sold

of course there are no intents on bro forscuttsForscutts part to wrong you but you
pressed him to repay you money put by you into a mercantile venture as a matter of
business in which you should have known and been prepared for the loss by failure
and to share in the loss as you were ready to share in the proceeds of its success and
whatever blame may attach to bro mark in said venture you are in part responsible as
all the working details of the plan were carefully laid down at the beginning before all
the stockstockholdersbolders of which you were one if I1 am correctly informed you are the only
one that I1 am aware of who is feeling unduly distressed because of the failure of that
cooperative store venture I1 find no fault as it is none of my business somebody
blundered and I1 think several did I1 of course do not know what you will or can do
about it nor have I1 any advise to give should the church ever repay to bro forscutt or
to me the money expended by bro huntley i should he ever assign the interest to us
which I1 have no knowledge thatheteathethat he has ever done I1 make no doubt that bro forscuttwillforscutt will
take pleasure in repaying your money with reasonable interest though I1 fail to see why
he should do so except for his note which I1 see no good reason for his having given

I1 am sorry for your money embarrassment

yours jos smith

19neither19neither the churchschurche bishopric nor the general conference ever seriously considered paying the note
mark forscutt had given alexander fyfe although the question was considered at the april 1880 meeting
consequently fyfe never received the funds he thought he deserved giosephqosephgoseph smith 111IIIlii to alexander fyfe
26 may 1880 joseph smith 111IIIililii Letterdetterletterbookletterbook3book 3 reorganized church library archives
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DEAN C JESSEE comp and ed the personal writings ofofjosephjoseph smith
salt lake city deseret book company 1984 xxviii 736 ppap S1895189518.9518918.95

reviewed by marvin S hill professor of history brigham young university

there is a strange paradox in much of what has been written
about joseph smith believer and disbeliever alike have refused to
tolerate human weakness in the man believers by ignoring or denying
any evidence that joseph ever acted out of human needs or human
limitations disbelievers by disparaging him for imperfection in the
ideological warfare that has largely dominated the historical treatment
of the prophet one side has seen him as chosen a saintly spokesman
for the lord whose every word and every act is a divine command or a
moral lesson1lessonlessons1 the other side has reversed that immaculate image and
portrayed him as depraved hedonistic lustful for power and worldly
pleasure a model of the religious hypocrite and fraud 2 in approaching
joseph from this absolutistic perspective the antagonists have allowed
the historical joseph smith to nearly vanish the few attempts to break
free of these cast iron moldingsfoldingsmoldings have reached but a small number of
readers 3

dean jesseesjessesJessees new volume the personal writings of joseph
smith affords mormon and non mormon readers a chance to look at
the sources that joseph smith himself produced material heretofore
examined by only a handful of scholars here is a perspective of the

lwhileawhile1 while francis M gibbons inin his recent biography introduces joseph smith by acknowledging his
imperfections vilviivn his initial chapter argues that the foundation of josephs power was prayer the
implication is that the lord intervened in answer to those prayers but more importantly that joseph in his
conduct is a role model for the ideal mormon no mention is made of the alternative accounts of josephsofjosephs
first vision nor is anything said aboutjosiahabout josiah stowells comment that in 1825 when he metjosephmet joseph stowell
found him not particularly religious any money digging activity is emphatically denied seejosepbseeyosephjoseph smith
martyr prophet ofgodof god salt lake city deseret book 1977 viivnvil 32324343 46

2toato2 to this day the most widely read biography is fawn M brodies no man knows my history new york
alfred A knopf 1945 2dad ed 1971 which uses the churchschurche position on several issues as a foil against
which to present contradictory evidence

3donnasdonnaadonna hillshillsjosepbjasephjosephyoseph smith the first mormon garden city NYN Y doubleday 1977 attempts a more
neutral interpretation at present her book has sold only 20000 hardbound copies and an additional 2000
in paperback francis gibbonssGibbonss more traditional biography ofofjosephjoseph smith has sold over 40000 hardbound
copies at this writing jesseesjessesJessees book has sold about 12000 copies in two printingspaintingsprin tings and a third has been
ordered
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prophet that has largely escaped us and it is not surprising that this
joseph does not fit entirely into either of the dichotomous molds for
this reason the personal writings constitutes the most important
source book on the mormon prophet to be published since B H

roberts edited josephs history of the church just after the turn of the
century

the new volume includes unpublished holographsholographyholographs dictated
manuscripts and material previously printed but now somewhat inac
cessibletessiblecessible jessee begins by reproducing josephs personal diaries written
between 1832 and 1839 and enhances their significance by designating
in large type those parts actually written by joseph himself As jessee
argues these afford us a more direct insight into the mind and spirit of
the prophet than do the dictated passages or excerpts lifted from the
diaries of others which make up so much of the history odtheofthe church

josephs personal notations in his diary hardly support the alle-
gation that he was disingenuous rather they show him to have been
deeply committed to his prophetic calling a missionary a millennial-
ist and a leader concerned about his flock a man dependent upon the
lord in his every undertaking some short excerpts illustrate his
strongly religious orientation4orientationorientations4

november 27 1832 oh may god grant that I1 may be directed in all my
thaughtsthoughts oh bless thy servent amen

pigPp1616

october 6thath 1833 arrived at springfield erie county pennsylvania on
the sabbath held a meeting at brother rudsbuds had a great congregation
paid good attention oh god seal our testimonytesjtimony to their hearts
amen

Pp1717

sunday the 13th october 1833 held a meeting at freeman nickersonsNickersons
had a large congregation brother sidney preached & I1 bear record to the
people the lord gave his spirit in a marvilousmarcilousmarvilous maner for which I1 am
thankful

P 18

november 13th 183518531833118331853118551 in the morning at 4 oh clock I1 was awoke by
brother davis knocking at MY door saying brother joseph come git

UP and see the signs in the heavens I1 arroseabrose and beheld to my great joy
the stars fall from heaven yea they fell like hail stones a litteral fullfillment
of the word of god as recorded in the holy scriptures and a sure sign that
the coming of christ is dost at hand

pp20 21

4angleaglebanglengle brackets in the quoted passages indicate marginal or interlinear additions to the original
manuscript dean jesseesjessesJessees editorial interpolations are in square brackets I1 have omitted manuscript page
numbers and line ending indications
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march ith 1834 there is a small church in this place5placed that seem to be
strong in the faith oh may god keep them in the faith and save them and
lead them to zion

Pp272 7

Mmarcharch 33rdardrd 185418183434 ththisis morning inintendedtended to startstart 0onn 0ourjournyourur journy to ththee
east BUT did not start 0 may god bless us with the gift of utterance to
accomplish the journy and the errand on which we are sent

Pp2828

september 2 3 th 18351835 my heart is full of desire to day to BE blessed
of the god of abraham with prosperity untill I1 will be able to pay all my
depts for it is THE delight of my soul to BE honest

P 58

tusdaygusday 22d december 1835 at home continued my studysstuds 0 may god
give me learning even language and indowaindow me with qualifycationsqualificationsqualifycationscanions to
magnify his name while I1 live

P 117

on the other hand the account of his history written in 1832
shows remarkable candor in josephs admission that he had hoped to
profit from the gold plates 7 and then from the publication of the
book of mormon 228 contrary to his mothers recollections he
indicates that he was well read in the scriptures beginning serious
study at the age of twelve he tells us that he was intimately acquainted
withotherwitwith otherhother denominations that he pondered the existence of god and
was persuaded by the argument of design and purpose in the universe
and that even before his first vision he had concluded that all men had
apoapostatizedstatizedstati zed from the true faith in his account he did not claim that he
was isolated from or oblivious to the forces at work in his culture nor
that he did not endure a personal struggle to discover his religious
destiny 4 6

in the letters which joseph wrote from 1829 through june 1844
spiritual and religious forces seem evident as well as those human
limitations that all men suffer in a letter to hyrum smith in march
183118318511851 joseph marveled at the divine power manifest through him

this morning after being colled out of my bed in the night to go a small
distance I1 went and had ar4ft4ara an awful struglestrigle with satan BUT being
armed with the power of god he was cast out and the woman is clothed in
hir right mind the lord workethwormeth wonders in this land

Pp231231251

josephs humility and dependence on the lord are shown in a
letter he wrote to emma smith in june 1832

5wesleyvilleswesleyviue pennsylvania
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I1 have visited a grove which is just back of the town almost every day
where I1 can be secluded from the eyes of any mortal and there give vent to

all the feelings of my heart in meaditation and prayrgrayr I1 have called to mind
all the past moments of my life and am left to morn w and shed tears
of sorrow for my folly in Su fering the adversary of my soul to have so
much power over me as he has had in times past but god is

mercifmerciamercifulUL and has forgiven my sins and I1 rejoice that he sendethsenneth
forth the comferterComfertcomforterer unto as many as believe and humbleethhumbleeth themselves
before him

Pp238238258

A letter to emma from new york city in october 1832 reflects
josephs prophetic perspective joseph noted the great buildings and
material achievements of the city for which he said the lord could not
be displeased only aganstaganet man is the anger of the lord kindled
because they give him not the glory he warned that their iniquitesiniquitiesiniquites
shall BE visited upon their heads and their works shall be burned
up with unquenchable fire joseph found repulsive the worldliness he
saw beneath the surface nothing but the dress of the people makes
them look fair and butifuldutiful all is deformity their is something in every
countinancecountenancecounti nance that is disagreabledisagreeabledisagreable with few exceptions nonetheless he
refused to condemn these people prematurely saying when I1 reflect
upon this great city like ninevah not desearningdesearning their right hand from
their left yea more than two hundred thousand souls my bowels is

filled with compasioncompanioncompasion towards them and I1 am determined to lift up my
voice in this city and leave the event with god 252 53

josephs letters reveal his prevailing pessimism about man soci-
ety and government in the nineteenth century the plain fact is this
he told N C saxton editor of a newspaper in rochester new york in
january 1833 the power of god begins to fall upon the nations
and they hastily are preparing to act the part allotted them when the
lord rebukes the nations when he shall rule them with a rod of iron &

break them in peaces like a potters vessel he warned the editor

the lord has declared to his servants some eighteen months since that he
was then withdrawing his spirit from the earth and we can see that such
is the fact for not only the churches are dwindling away but there are no
conversions or but very few and this is not all the governments of the
earth are thrown into confusion & division and distdistinctionruction to the eye of
the spiritual beholder seemes to be writenbriten by the finger of an invisableinvitable
hand in large capitals upon almost evry thing we behold

Pp272272

josephs sense of impending doom and millennial imminence is also
evident
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A scene of bloodshed as has not a parallel in the hystoryhistory of our nation
pestalencepestilencepestalence hail famine and earthquake will sweep the wicked of this
generation from off the face of this land to open and prepare the way for
the return of the lost tribes of israel from the north country for
there are those now living upon the earth whose eyes shall not be closed in
death until they see all these things which I1 have spoken fulfilled rem-
ember these things

pp273 74

so much of whatjosephwhat joseph smith did in building the political kingdom in
ohio missouri and illinois grew out of these pessimistic expectations

several letters written in 1833 and 1834 suggest how challenging
to his prophetic calling was the news from zion that the saints had
been forced into an agreement that they would leave jackson county
before the turn of the year joseph showed initial uncertainty in
august 1833 as to the reason for the persecution and the remedy
saying of the redemption of zion god is pleased to keep it hid from
mine eyes the means how exactly the thing will be done 285 he
wrote that the persecution was not due to wrongdoing in missouri but
for the sins of the chirch the persecution was to serve as a test and

a sign that all the ends of the earth may know that you are not
speculitingspeculating with them for lucre but you are willing to die for the cause
you have espoused 286 he concluded with a somewhat cautious
commitment to military intervention

we have had the word of the lord that you shall be deliverddelivereddel iverd from your
daingerbainger and SHAIIshailshall again flurishflourish in spite of hell we wait the comand
of god to do whatever he plese and if HE shall say go up to zion and
defend thy brotheren by THE sword we fly and we count not our
lives dear to us

pp287288

on 10 december 1833 joseph expressed himself more positively
that the saints would soon be delivered

god will not fail to exicutejudgrnentexicuteexecute judgment upon your enemies and to avenge
his own elect that cry unto him day and night behold he will not fail you
he will come with ten thousands of his saints and all his advisariesadvisaries shall be

distroyeddestroyeddis troyed by the breath of his lips
P 310

again on 30 march he wrote to edward partridge

god will strike through kings in the day of his wrath but what he will
deliver his people and what do you suppose he could do with a few

robbersmobbers in jackson county where ere long he will set his feet when
earth & heaven shall tremble
P 319
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yet by the time he had organized zions camp and journeyed to the
banks of the mississippi river in june 1834 joseph was aware that he
and the saints would have to settle for much less than the restoration
of the evicted church members he wrote to emma at that time

our numbers and means are altogether too small for the accomplishment
of such a greatgreafgreargrearenterprisegreafenterpriseenterprise but they are falling daily and our only hope is

that whilst we deter the enemy and terrify them for a little season for we
learn by the means of some sspiespiesples we send out for that purpose that they
are greatly terrified notwithstanding they are endeavoring to make a
formidable stand and their numbers amount to several hundred

pp323 24

joseph urged at this point that church members hurriedly send in men
and supplies for the redemption of zion but when no further help
came and the cholera hit the elders joseph had to abandon his effort
and return to kirtland to endure a hostile reaction by many of the
saints to counter this he wrote to the church leaders in missouri that

two years from the eleventh of september next is the appointed
time for the redemption of zion 330 in his diary he wrote in
september 1835 we covenanted to struglestrigle for this thing untill
death shall disolveditolve this union 59 but circumstances were such in
kirtland and missouri in 1836 that another attempt at military redemp-
tion became impossible and the matter was deferred to a later day

there is evidence in these letters of josephs continued involve
ment in treasure hunting according to ebenezer robinson joseph
was informed by william burgess that there was money hidden in a
cellar of a house in salem massachusetts 349 worried with debt
joseph inquired of the lord and was told 1 I will give this city into your
hands that you shall have power over it insomuch that its wealth
pertaining to gold and silver shall be yours dacd&c 1114 A letter to
emma from salem dated 19 august 1836 confirms the accuracy of
ebenezer robinsons report joseph said we have found the house
since bro burgess left us it will require much care and patience to
rent or buy it we think we shall be able to effect it 55033505 0 later in far
west joseph encouraged hyrum smith to join him in a search for
money locating an old indian mound nearby which held promise of
treasure joseph wrote to hyrum in may 1838 verily thus saith the
lord unto hyram smith if he will come strateawaystrateaway to far west and
inquire of his brother it shall be shown him how that he may be freed
from debt and obtain a grate treasure in the earth even so amen
358

josephs letters from libertyjailliberty jailjalljali in 1838 reveal his deepest fears of
alienation and disloyalty at a time when many of his most faithful
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followers were abandoning the faith he particularly was concerned
about emmas attitude he wrote her on 4 november 1838 do not
forsake me nor the truth but remember me 362 in a subsequent
letter of 4 april 1839 he told her never give up an old tried friend
who has waded through all manner of toil for your sake and throw
him away because fools may tell YOU he has somesomefaultsfaults
427

josephs deep seated fear that many might abandon him and the
faith led him to be more than generous to wayward saints who had
betrayed him in missouri in june 1840 he toldtoldwtoldaW W phelps who had
testified against him in richmond at the preliminary hearing

inasmuch as long suffering patience and mercy have ever characterized
the dealings of our heavenly father towards the humble and penitent I1

feel disposed to copy the example

it is true that we have suffered much in consequence of your behav-
ior the cup of gall already full was indeedfilledindeedtiledindeed ailredfilledtiled to overflowing
when you turned against us

Pp472472

but joseph added having been delivered from the hands of wicked
men by the mercy of our god we say it is your privilidgeprivilidge to be delivered
from the power of the adversary 472 73

however joseph had small sympathy for any who directly ques-
tioned his authority or would seem to undermine his leadership when
he heard that almon W babbitt was drawing some saints away to
kirtland rather than guiding them to nauvoo joseph wrote indig-
nantly it is in consequence of aspiring men that kirtland has been
forsaken how frequently has your humble servant been envied in his
office by such characters who endeavoured to raise themselves to
power at my expense 476

while the early 1840s in nauvoo were years of progress materi-
ally and spiritually with some ofjosephs greatest revelations coming
at this time still they were also years of trial and inner turmoil joseph
introduced plural marriage to an increasing number of his most faith-
ful followers and added to the number of his own polygamous rela-
tionshipstionships no development in this period has had a greater influence in
convincing skeptics that joseph smith was a worldly lustful man his
letter to sarah ann whitney a new plural wife written in august 1842
will no doubt be seen as confirmation by some readers it showsjosephshows joseph
caught up in a relationship which he seemingly sought to conceal from
his wife emma in hiding because of a writ issued by lilburn W boggs
joseph was evidently beset with a terrible loneliness he wrote to
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brother and sister newel K whitney and their daughter sarah ann
11 my feelings are so strong for you since what has pasedbased lately between
us that the time of my abscenceabsconceabscence from you seems so long and dreary
that it seems as if I1 could not live long in this way he urged them to
visit him at carlos graingersGraingers all three of 3y you comocomegomo can come
and see me in the fore part of the night it is the will of god that you
should comfort ME clearly josephs desires were not primarily
sexual for he invited the parents to the rendezvous he desperately
needed companionship but he knew of emmas increasing jealousy
and warned his friends the only thing to be careful of is to find out
when emma comes then you cannot be safe he added only be
careful to escape observation as much as possible his fears of
exposure were so intense because his life was threatened he advised
burn this letter as soon as you read it keep all locked up in your

breasts my life depends upon it 539 40 plural marriage was a
nightmare for joseph as it generated fears dangers and conflicting
loyalties which made his prophetic role that much more difficult

increasing tension had developed between the prophet and emma
by 1844 so that it may be that he felt closer to some of his other wives
than he did to her this is suggested by the contrast between what he
wrote to emma and to the lawrence sisters on the same day 2233 june
he told emma if god ever opens a door that is possible for me I1 will see
you again I1 do not know where I1 shall go or what I1 shall do if you
conclude to go to kirtland cincinattiCincinatti or any other place I1 wish you
would contrive to inform me this evening he told maria and sarah
lawrence I11 I want for you to tarry in cincinnati untill you hear from
me 598 he seemed much more certain that he would see maria and
sarah lawrence than that he would ever see emma again

it is clear from this letter and another which he wrote to employ
lawyer orville H browning for his hearing on 29 june 612 as well as
his desperate note to legion commander jonathan dunham on
2277 june to fly to his rescue gig616066616 17 that joseph was not resigned to
martyrdom on that fateful day As implacable as were his enemies as
helpless as he was in their midst in carthage jail he still hoped and
expected to survive joseph smith was not a quitter and he relished
living too much to surrender it without a fight when the mob charged
up the stairs at carthage jail he fired his pistol three times into the
crowd and tried to escape by the window never a fatalist he went
down as he had lived fighting for his rights his religion his life with
no quarter given

dean jessee has provided us through this splendid collection a
more complete more complex but also more appealing joseph one
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does not find evidence here thatjosephthat joseph smith was omniscient that he
had overcome all his human limitations he was beset with uncertain-
ties about the future about his friends and enemies about the success
of his cause about the preservation of his life but neither does one
find here any evidence thatjosephthat joseph was a religious pretender so wicked
that the lord could not have used him as an instrument of gospel
restoration this is a joseph smith from whom all may benefit by
knowing him better deandeanjesseejessee has made the quest for the historical
joseph less difficult than it has been

STEPHEN R COVEY and TRUMAN G MADSEN marriage and family
gospel insights salt lake city bookcraft 1983 241 ppap 8958.95895

reviewed by carlfredearlfredCarlfred broderick clinical director broderick and wood marriage and
family counseling inc cypress california

though published as a single volume this is really two books
the first consists of fourteen chapters by madsen subtitled for
philosophical and the second consists of fifteen chapters by covey
subtitled for practical actually as might be imagined there is

much of both philosophical and practical value in each half in fact
any couple that comes away from reading this book without gaining
anything of importance should be ashamed of themselves

speaking for myself I1 found the first book easier to read truman
madsen sings to my spirit his intellect flirts and soars and tickles I1 love
the richly instructive quotes he has gleaned from the writings of
church leaders and I1 love his own vivid eloquence

stephen coveysconeys solid contribution suffers by comparison prob-
ably I1 think from his having drawn the short straw I1 enjoy him most
when he too is trilling in a philosophical register in this duet
however if I1 may be indulged in continuing the metaphor his assign-
ment is the equally necessary but less melodic bass part the practical
rules of successful family management A major portion of his text
consists of a serious minded consideration of the principles of success-
ful organization these are presented in the form of lists interspersed
with multi arrowed diagrams I1 liked best the anecdotal illustrations
drawn from his own family experiences even these however like the
lists they are intended to illuminate seem to have lost some of their
freshness having become overpolishedoverpolished from much retelling this is

alas the bane of all circuit riding educators the present reviewer not
excepted

despite these stylistic caveats I1 enjoyed the book the material it
covers is important and the treatment given the material is helpful in
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many cases I1 felt motivated to do better in my own family relation-
ships if we followed these precepts a mixture of gospel principles
and business management guidelines I1 am confident that we would
prosper both as aspiring celestial families and as basic managerial
units that is a lot for one book to accomplish

KANDACE C KANT zanezone greys arizona foreword by loren grey
flagstaff ariz northland press 1984 1495149514.95

reviewed by charles S peterson professor of history at utah state university and editor
of the western historical quarterly

this small volume examines zane greys interest in arizona and
surrounding areas and assesses the role arizona played in shaping his
attitudes as well as the attitudes of his readers and of moviegoersmoviegoers who
saw films made from his novels according to kandace C kant ari-
zona made a powerful impression on grey grey in his turn by
combining the spell it cast over him with nostalgia optimism roman-
ticism and strong but simplistic feelings about nationalism race and
relations between the sexes did much to place arizona at the heart of
the national perception of the west

A foreword by greys son loren makes use of his fathers descrip-
tion of canyon scenery to establish a feeling for greys writing and
spirit kant follows with an introduction that makes grey a child of the
turn of the century era showing how he was influenced by social
darwinism progressivism and a longing for values that were slipping
away greys arizona experience is organized under chapters entitled
canyon reservation desert and forest his books dealing

respectively with the canyon lands the reservation the borderlands
and the tonto basin are then considered the concluding chapters deal
with greys role in promoting the 113 films that were based on his
writing the impact of those films and the zane grey legend that
emerged from both the novels and the movies the final paragraphs
chronicle greys growing disenchantment with arizona as it changed
and more importantly one might speculate as his initial responses
were tempered with more realistic views

kants work is successful in its organization and presentation
there can be no doubt that arizona was central to greys regional
interests nor that he did much to enhance the states image throughout
america As one who grew up between greys canyon country and
tonto basin locales I1 well recall my own sense that I1 was at the heart
of the west to my youthful mind it seemed an almost unbelievable
stroke of good fortune
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however kants effort to put grey entirely into the perspective of
the political boundaries of a single state detracts from both her presen-
tation of his interests and the accuracy of her book where the canyon
country was concerned at least greys interest was attached to topog-
raphy and extended well into utah beginning with loren greys
foreword descriptions that clearly pertain to utah appear in kants
analysis while it is true that fredonia is on the arizona strip and hence
an arizona mormon village and that grey had opportunity to observe
mormonscormons elsewhere in arizona his mormon treatment is clearly tied
to utah kant mentions at least three books heritage of the desert
riders of the purple sage and the rainbow trail that deal with
mormonscormons and with colorado plateau mormon country but this by no
means completes the list of greys utah references other important
books based at least partly in utah include wild horse mesa and
arizona ames in them grey ranges well north of the arizona border

my arizona background notwithstanding I1 will confess to a little
pique at the spirit of arizona expansiveness that in kant as so often in
the pages and photographs of arizona highways follows geography
beyond state boundaries and without a by your leave to poetic license
or anything claims utah for arizona the extension of greys interests
beyond political boundaries is apparent not only in his own preoccu-
pation with the scenic wonders of utah but also interestingly enough
in the people kant tells us influenced grey most deeply in his views of
the canyon country these were james emmett and david rust both
were mormonscormonsMormons rust lived at kanabcanab and outfitted pack trips emmett
lived at lees ferry when grey knew him but had spent most of his life
in utah

the significant point here is that in zane grey and now in kant
what may be called the literature of southwestern regionalism extends
to southern utah grey and others who like him trafficked in romantic
settings peopled by heroic figures influenced the way southern utah is
looked at enriching its imagery and relating it to the southwest
generally this is a perspective lacking in the mormon and anti
mormon idiom of much utah writing

there has been a tendency in utah to take umbrage at greys
portrayal of the mormonscormonsMormons kant it seems to me frees us from this
defensive posture she points out greys acknowledgment of indebted-
ness to james emmett as she does his progression from profound
respect for mormon pioneering to denunciation of mormonscormons as polyg-
amist conspirators to a return to a more favorable view one is inclined
to accept kants conclusion that overall mormonscormons do not come off
badly in greys canyon country writing on the other hand there is
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little evidence either in greys own writing or in kants that his quick
trips allowed him to see deeply into mormon society indeed one is

disappointed at how little he really saw and reflected this is particu-
larly apparent in greys essay about emmett the man who influ-
enced me most in the american magazine august 1926 of which
kant makes much actually the article reveals little of how emmett
was a role model and indeed it is generally a quick little item which
sought to capitalize on a lion catching expedition grey and emmett
made on the kaibab plateau

all told however kants work is a welcome addition to south-
western studies scholarship is sound style appealing the book is

nicely gotten out and enhanced by carefully chosen photographs
certainly our understanding of greys writing is increased we have
occasion to contemplate again his influence on the images of our
region and to some degree see in him our own flaws and strengths
zane grey gets as much as he deserves in the book as no doubt does
arizona but while kant makes no specific point of it her book
provides insight into broader regional connections

SUSAN EVANS mccloud not in vain the inspiring story of ellis
shipp pioneer woman doctor salt lake city bookcraft 1984
209 ppap 8958.95895

reviewed by jessie L embry director of the oral history program at the charles redd
center for western studies at brigham young university and executive secretary of the
mormon history association

I1 was pleased to discover a biography of ellis shipp published by
bookcraft many nineteenth century mormon women like dr shipp
played an important role in utah history but have not been studied
extensively it was especially pleasing to see such a biography released
by one of the largest publishers of mormon materials

unfortunately as I1 started reading my enthusiasm vanished
this is not a first rate biography but rather a composite of currently
popular types in the mormon market first it is simply as the title
suggests an inspiring story of ellis shipp it views dr shipp in a
vacuum with no attempt to interpret her life in terms of her own
experiences or the way she reacted to the world around her then the
flowery language such as so the youthful years passed for ellis
colored by her own passion and poetry 22 reads like some of the
recent mormon novels of love and romance 1I refer to them as mormon
harlequinsharlequinaharlequins because they have all the elements of a harlequin romance
except that the love scenes are not as vivid the only difference
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between these novels and notnofinin vain is that dr shipp was a historical
figure not just a product of the authors imagination but like keith
and ann terrys books on emma smith and eliza R snow this is
merely a dramatization of a womanscomans life not a complete history
mccloud tells dr shipps story by inventing dialogue so that the story
reads like a novel and by guessing how shipp and the other characters
felt when she has no sources to support her sentimental interpreta-
tions finally not in vain reads like an amateur family history where
the main goal is to glorify the ancestor mccloud includes long quotes
from shipps autobiography and journals as if she were afraid to leave
out any word that flew from dr shipps golden pen in the concluding
chapter she quotes extensively from shipps obituaries and funeral so
that she will not miss any of shipps good qualities in fact the book
reads so much like a family history that I1 kept checking to see if
mccloud were related

the dust cover claims that mccloud has done meticulous
research but the footnotes do not support that claim the only
sources mccloud used were the personal writings of shipp published
works about utah women in medicine and community histories to
me meticulous research would be reading countless stake and ward
relief society minutes to find out more about the nursing classes shipp
taught examining the journals of women who took those courses and
the diaries of women dr shipp assisted reviewing medical records
and interviewing family members and others who remembered ellis
shipp for example if shipp said she never lost a mother in childbirth
the researcher could have examined birth and death records to see if a
mother ever died just after dr shipp delivered her baby the possible
negative evidence gathered from such a search would be just as valu-
able as the positive evidence of how much the women appreciated her
assistance

the real damage done by such a book as this goes beyond the
skimpy research the ornate language the undocumented statements
that make not in vain more of a historical novel than a biography the
danger is that many mormonscormons will consider this a good biography
maybe even the last word on ellis shipp but we still need a carefully
researched and critically examined study of her life writing such a
biography will not be easy but I1 hope such a book will still be written
I1 hope too that a publisher like bookcraft will recognize the difference
and be willing to market it
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J KENNETH DAVIES mormon gold the story of californiasCalifornias mormon
argonauts salt lake city olympus publishing company 1984
429429pps1295appp 1295129512.95

reviewed by samuel W taylor a writer who lives in redwood city california

you cant tell a book by its cover but you can judge its worth in
my personal library by its position mormon gold isnt on my coffee
table which is reserved for large and flashy works such as a picture
book of old time automoauto MO biles to impress guests nor does it rate
space on the breakfrontbreakfront shelf reserved for my own works we have
two bookcases in the living room while the entry hall is lined with
bookshelves containing books of author friends and titles such as
complete works of shakespeare and the rise and fall of the roman
empire which I1 hope to read someday A friend of mine read the latter
over a period of eight years in the bathroom but we have no books
there

mormon gold doesnt fit anywhere in the house it is in my
office where I1 toil with two typewriters one for spiritual material the
other for profane all four walls have bookshelves to gain shelf space
here means a book is of permanent value and I1 will tell you that the
author ofmormon gold has literally left no stone unturned in recount-
ing all there is to know about mormonscormons and the california gold rush
the depth of his research is incredible

and he has filled the book with nuggets
following the discovery of gold by members of the mormon

battalion brigham young preached against the lure of gold and in fact
prohibited all prospecting and mining by the saints however he
actively participated in the gold rush by calling men to go to the
diggings he dispatched apostles amasa lyman and charles C rich to
oversee the mining and to collect tithes while apostle orson hyde
made headquarters at a way station in carson city for the same
purpose

more than 80000 in gold was delivered to brigham youngs gold
accounts during just three years 1848 52 while individuals used
private funds from the diggings to purchase much needed supplies for
the utah saints in fact had it not been for these 19thl9thlath century
mormon argonauts the author states the infant mormon economy
might well have foundered xv

subsequently president john taylor sent george Q cannon to
california as his personal gold missionary

the book has two fascinating maps with place names which
indicate the prominence of the saints at the diggings mormon station
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mormon ravine mormon bar mormon island mormon tavern and
the mormon emigration trail while browns settlement salt lake
trading company and rhodess diggings were operated by saints

similar nuggets can be gleaned from many of the twentyfivetwenty five
chapters

however no book is perfect not even my own and kenneth
daviess determination to include details of absolutely every mormon
known or reputed to have gone to the diggings makes the reader
wonder if this is really more than he wants to know about the subject
here I1 dont fault davies so much as his editor who might have said
hey this is good stuff but youve got to cut it by 50000 words A

shock for an author I1 admit for it happened to me with the manu-
script of nightfall at nauvoo but my book was improved by tighten-
ing nobody misses what was left out and my good friend frank C

robertson author of many western novels told me many years ago
that a book was successful more from what you leave out than put in

an author criticizes a book from the viewpoint of how he would
have done it what I1 miss in mormon gold is the word of mouth
anecdotes that add spice and zest to the story for example we have
heard the tale of how amasa lyman accompanied by the most feared
gunman of the frontier porter rockwell called at sam brannansbrannannBrannans
saloon in sacramento to collect tithing from sams fabulously profit-
able operations and also to recover the gold which brannan had levied
against LDS miners as tithes when brannan flatly refused to surrender
a single ounce of dust rockwell produced a hoglegdogleg as persuader
sam we come for the lords money

looking at the sawed off barrel of the pistol held by a zealot who
freely admitted to killing more than a hundred men but nobody who
didnt deserve it sam showed the stuff he was made of

tell you what port brannan said without turning a hair ill
give you the lords money if youll give me a receipt signed by the
lord

boggled rockwell allowed lyman to lead him away
in mormon gold this choice anecdote is given two lines then

rejected because the author couldnt find any written record of it in a
journal letter or other primary source well okay but if we dont
accept stories based on oral legends well have to reject some important
works one being the new testament in my own research ive found
that verbal anecdotes from several sources will vary in exact wording
and minor detail but agree on basic truth

another anecdote I1 missed is parley pratts malediction of sam
brannan who became californiasCalifornias first millionaire from the gold rush
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parley found his missionary labors in san francisco hampered by dire
poverty he and two wives lived in a hovel on pacific street sometimes
going hungry parley pratt and sam brannan had been friends years
previously and were associates in publishing the prophet in new york
before brannan sailed with a shipload of saints in the brooklyn to san
francisco bay brannansbrannannBrannans mother in law fanny corwin attended
church services which parley held and parley suggested to her that his
old friend and fellow saint might contribute a few dollars to assist the
mission

when fanny relayed this to brannan sam retorted you can tell
parley pratt that if he needs money he can come to me and ask for it

fanny relayed this message to parley at next sundays services
sister corwin I1 am not a beggar he stated and you may tell sam

brannan that he may be a midas now but the day will come when he
will want for a dime to buy a loaf ofbread and this proved an accurate
prediction

but enough of carping criticism mormon golds solid scholar-
ship has won a favored position in my library and for scholars
students history buffs western fans trivia freaks the salt lake
samizdatsamiz dat coterie and members of the far flung taylor spy network I1

recommend it

KARL HEINZ SCHNIBBE with ALAN F KEELE and DOUGLAS F

TOBLER the price salt lake city bookcraft 1984 126126ppappp 6956956.95

reviewed by richard H cracroft professor of english and dean of the college of
humanities at brigham young university

the price is a moving and very readable book about idealism
about suffering and endurance and surviving and about
karl heinz schnibbe now a resident of salt lake city who experi-
enced all of this during his and germanysgermanasGermanys darkest years the price
which schnibbe and his companions all teenagers had to pay for their
idealism amounted to a very real nightmare fraught with horrors
which ranged from prison slave labor in germany and thethoth&ussrUSSR and
unbelievable depths and heights in human cruelty and kindness to
near starvation and for helmuth huebener execution by decapita-
tion schnibbe survived to tell the gripping story

helmuth huebener is the hero of this book declares schnibbe
in his preface but while huebenersHuebeners bright bold even audacious spirit
is the catalyst which stirs the books events to a boil the book is not so
much the story of helmuth huebener as of karl heinz schnibbe
schnibbe impulsively stumbled into the intrigue cwcum adventure
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masterminded by the courageous and idealistic seventeen year old
huebener and participated with him and rudi wobbe both fellow
mormonscormonsMormons along with gerhard duewer in listening to forbidden BBC

broadcasts and in distributing throughout hamburg carefully prepared
antinazianti nazi leaflets produced on the LDS branch typewriter duplicating
machine and paper packed with statements and sentiments generally
based on those broadcasts

the group was arrested by the gestapo in february 1942 incar-
cerated in the alt moabitmoabite prison in berlin tried before the
volksgerichtshof for treason and given multiyearmultiyear prison sentences
with huebener receiving the death penalty you kill me for no reason
at all said huebener on hearing his sentence I11 I havent committed
any crime all ive done is tell the truth now its my turn but your
turn will come 54

huebener excommunicated from the LDS church by a branch
president who feared nazi reprisals on members of the church was
beheadedheadedbeheaderbe on 27 october 1942 in ploetzensee prison in berlin his body
was turned over to medical scientists for experimentation his excom-
municationmunication and execution raise the age old question of loyalties to
principles or principalities and two recent plays about huebener have
touched deeply on these questions and sensibilities incidentally
huebener was posthumously reinstated to membership in the church
on 11 november 1946 with excommunication done by mistake
written across his membership record

but if the price is the story of helmuth huebener then it is too
soon told and unfortunately but necessarily in too little detail
primarily because most of the court records the letters from huebener
to relatives and friends and even the relatives themselves were de-
stroyed in devastating allied bombings the price a title which sits
uncomfortably on this book failing as it does to weave the title image
into the narrative becomes of necessity the story of the nightmare
which collaboration with huebener produced in the life of karl heinz
schnibbe indeed it is the simple even matter of fact manner in
which schnibbe with the assistance of BYU germanistsGermanists alan F keele
and douglas F tobler tells his engrossing narrative that startles the
reader to awareness that in the words of huck finn human beings
can be awful cruel to one another and reinforces a determination
that humanity must never again be subjected to such nightmares

although the account avoids reciting much of schnibbesschnibber inner
drama and skips over years at a time of prison ordeals the authors have
packed into the too few pages some tantalizingly rich detail about the
life of a political prisoner in glasmoorGlasmoor and graudenz prison camps for
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example the book tells vividly ofoffishfish soup with sixty thousand eyes
a grisly concoction full of intact minnows of kindly prison camp

doctors of vicious and senseless beatings of frozen prisoners in
forty five degree below zero weather schnibbe slept by one man
grumbling at the fellows lack of sociability only to find he had frozen
to death several days before and increasingly of harrowing allied
bombing raids

four weeks before the end of the war schnibbe was drafted into
the army wobbe and duewer remained in prison and was sent
without uniform or weapons to the russian front he arrived with his
ragtag unit at the front just in time to surrender to the russians who
shipped the POWs deep into the soviet union to bokhvisnevo and
later yablonka there schnibbe lived through four additional years of
hard labor on a daily diet of one pound of bread malt coffee and some
occasional frozen potatoes when he was released in 1949 only after
his buttocks had disappeared the ultimate signal for repatriation he
weighed 104 pounds on a six foot two inch frame broken in health
but bolstered by some unexpected and heartwarminghearthwarmingheartwarming human relation
ships with his russian captors schnibbe made his way back to ham-
burg and hospital rehabilitation which gradually healed his body but
did little for the emotional scars of seven years of physical and mental
torture

the story ends as happily as one could hope for a man so nearly
destroyed one puts down the book wishing for more more specific
detail about huebener wobbe and duewer more about the relation-
ship of these events to major events in germany the soviet union and
the world more insight into schnibbesschnibber feelings more understanding
about how he steeled himself emotionally and spiritually against the
daily terrors of his prison experience it would be interesting for
example to probe schnibbesschnibber lack of reference to his religious faith in
god until very near the end of his ordeal unfortunately it is only at
the end of the book that we are permitted a glimpse into schnibbe to
see that his emotionsemotions were indeed ravaged and his ability to function as
a human being permanently scarred too often the authors attempts
to conceal emotion behind hemingway like terseness succeed all too
well in concealing and not in revealing and the reader longs for more
detail than bookcraft deseret book type packaging will allow but it is

after all a kind of compliment when readers wish for more instead of
less and the authors deserve praise for wedging so much engrossing
material into so little space

A friend of mine recounts how world war 11II took on a more
personal and terrible meaning when his friend a mormon trained as a
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commando decapitated a german guard only to find a copy of the
book of mormon in the dead mans pocket by recounting his remark-
able story karl heinz schnibbe has created a similar effect for the
sensitive reader transforming as he does albeit implicitly the twelfth
article of faith into a question and explicitly making personal sacrifice
for a cause come unforgettably to life the price well worth the slight
monetary price gives mormonscormons some new heroes and brings us into
the fray in unaccustomed but very respectable ways ways of which we
may be very proud helmuth huebener who died in the nightmare
and karlheinzkarl heinz schnibbe who endured it have created a significant
memorial before which each of us should lay a wreath of honor
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